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A, THentity of Petitioner . ^
'  Pursuant to RAP 13,4 Daniel Christopher Lazcano asks this court

to accept review of the Court of Appeals decisions designated in Part B of

this petition.

B, Cnurt of Appeals Decision

Petitioner asks this court to review the Court of Appeals decision

of June 22,2017 denying reconsideration of its decision of March 16,

2017. In its unpublished opinion, the Court of Appeals concluded

A copy of the decision is in the Appendix at pages A-1 through 72.

A copy of the order denying petitioner's motion for reconsideration is

in the Appendix at pages A-1-72

C, Issues Presented for Review

1, Do multiple prosecutorial misconduct violations cumulatively

deny a Defendant of his Due Process Rights at Trial?
2. Does the exclusion ofajuror after seating, based upon claimed

economic hardship because his employer asked him to leave jury service,

and over the objection of the Defendant violate RCW 2.36.080(3) RCW

2.36.165 and Washington Constitution Article I, Section 22, which grants

Petition for Review ■ 5
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a defendant an impartial jury that represents his community and prohibits

employers ftom interfering with jury service by their employees?

D, Statement of the Case

After two mistrials for Murder, the state filed a third amended

information, charging Daniel Lazcano with First Degree Murder and

adding a firearm enhancement, The Whitman County Court granted a

motion to change venue, Trial proceeded in Spokane County Superior

Court before a Spokane County Judge. During voir dire for that trial, the

trial court asked jurors if serving on the jury for three weeks could create a

significant hardship. Juror 29 answered in the affirmative because he

needed to work and pay bills, The juror added that he could not pay

current debts on the juror remuneration of $12.00 a day. The trial court did

not address juror 29's concerns. After the trial court empaneled the jury

but before opening statements, the trial court addressed a concern by juror

#2, Juror #2 stated that his employer asked for him to be excused. The

trial court summoned juror #2 into the courtroom and conducted a

colloquy. Juror #2 declared that his employer did not pay him for jury

duty, he was moving, he had a vehicle payment, and he could not miss

three weeks of pay around Christmas. Mr. Lazcano objected to excusing

juror #2 because excusal would preclude working class people ftom jury

duty. Mr. Lazcano suggested paying juror #2 a reasonable daily wage.

Petition for Review - 6
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The court made no inquiry about the statement by Juror #2 that his

employer had requested he be released from jury duty. The trial court

excused juror #2 on the ground of financial hardship. Daniel Christopher

Lazcano was tried and convicted of First Degree Murder in this third trial.

In the same trial for Murder, the Prosecutor committed cumulative

misconduct by introducing plea agreements which required witnesses to

testify truthfully ,vouchedfor the state's witnesses and called the Defense

strategy something out of Alice in Wonderland. Eli Lindsey, Jamie

Whitney, McKyndree Rogers, Ben Evansen and Travis Carlon were either

granted immunity or given reduced charges in exchange for their

testimony. The state imposed a requirement of."truthfulness" as to each of

the witnesses. On direct examination, and without objection from defense

counsel, the State introduced the plea agreements (exhibits 86,87,88,89 at

trial) and questioned the witnesses about the truthfulness of their

testimony. RP (Dec 4,2013) at 609, The Prosecutor asked similar

questions of its other witnesses who were operating under a plea

agreement, including Rogers, including if their plea agreement indicated

that they would be prosecuted if they did not testify truthfully RP (Dec 5,

2013) at 812. The prosecutor asked Rogers, "the first condition here is

that the statement has been truthful?" Again, Rogers said yes, RP (Dec 5,

2013) at 812. The introduction of these agreements bolstered the

Petition for Review - 7
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testimony of the witnesses and should not have been allowed; The

prosecutor, in his closing argument vouched for a witness (Ben Evanson)

by stating:

And we have the testimony of Ben Evansen on February the 12"*
and 13"*... [W]e have the testimony of Ben Evansen on February the
27th f'vvie have the testimony of Ben Evansen on May 3 V and June the
3'".." every single time, he has told the truth. I forgot: a recorded interview
of Ben Evansen, ..on July the 30'" 2012. Every smgle time, he has told thetruth. Every single time, he said "Marcus told me" excuse me. He said,
"Dan told me he waited out back. Marcus ran out and Marcus was

running, and I said, Marcus, stop, stop, And Marcus wouldn't stop, ̂ d
so I raised up and I went bop-bop-bop." RP (December 17,2013) a
1980.

The prosecutor also remarked,

Defense says the government hasn't proved anything in this case,
Like Alice Through the Looking Glass, the defense would like to take you
to Wonderland, ladies and gentlemen, where down is up and black is
white, where the government hasn't proven anytliing and my goodness, we
don't know what happened. Come back through the looking glass into
reality, ladies and gentlemen, Come back. Do not go dovm that rabbit
hole. Come back into ihe cold, clear light of a December day and examine
this evidence. KP (December 17,2013) at 2055,

E. Argnment Wbv Review Should Be Accepted

RAP 13.4 (b) provides the considerations for acceptance of

review. Review may be granted:

(1) If the Decision of the Court of Appeals is in conflict with a

decision of the Supreme Court; or

Petition for Review - 6
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(2) If the decision of the Court of Appeals is in conflict with another

decision of the Court of Appeals; or

(3) If a significant question of law under the Constitution of the State

of Washington or of the United States is involved; or

(4) If the Petition involves an issue of substantial public interest that

should be deteimined by the Supreme Court.

Petitioner asserts that review is appropriate under sections (3) and

(4).

1, riilmnlative Prosecutorial Misconduct denies due process and a

fair trial. The Court of Appeals concluded that despite the

numerous acts of the prosecutor which can only be described as

prosecutorial misconduct did not deprive Mr. Lazcano of a fair

trial. This was error. The overreaching actions of state actors

cannot be understated. Evidence that a witness has promised to

give truthful testimony in exchange for reduced charges may

indicate to a jury that the prosecution has some independent means

of ensuring that the witness complies with the terms of the

agreement.,, Prosecutorial remarks implying that the government

is motivating the witness to testify truthfully„are prosecutorial

overkill. United States, v. Roberts, 618 F.2d, 530 (9* Cir. 1980).

The prosecuting attorney introduced the plea agreements and

Petition for Review - 9
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testimony in its case in chief. In Order to prove that the conduct

was prejudicial, the defendant must prove there is a substantial

likelihood the misconduct affected the jury's verdict. State v.

Korum, 157 Wn.2d 614, (2006). Cumulatively, the testimony of

each witness laid down a foundation of bolstered credibility which

the Defendant could not overcome due to the state's actions. State

V. Isk 170 Wn.2d 189 (2010) Evidence that an immunized witness

has agreed to testify truthfully should not be admitted in state's

case-in-chief, State v. Green, 119 Wn.App. 15 (2003), but may be

elicited by the state if the defense has attacked the witness'

credibility on cross-examination; reverses State v. Ish, 150

Wn.App, 775 (2009), c.f: State v. Smith. 162 Wn.App. 833, 848-

51 (2011); 5-4; When taken together, the sum ofthe behavior Was

not considered by the Appellate court and constituted error. See

State V. Sareent, 40 Wn.App. 340 (1985), rev'd, on other grounds,

111 Wn.2d 641 (1988) Prosecutor, in closing, stated he

believed testimony of state's witness; held: test is not whether

remarks were invited by defense argument, but whether taken in

context the remarks unfairly prejudiced defendant. United States v.

Young, 84 L.Ed.2d 1 (1985); vouching for credibility of witness is

error, State v. Reed, 102 Wn.2d 140 (1984), State v. Horton, 116

Petition for Review -10
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Wn,App. 909, 921 (2003), State v. Brett 126 Wn.2d 136,175

(1995), State v. Calvin. 176 Wii.App. 1,18-19 (2013), State v.

Robinson. 189 Wn.App. 877, 892-95 (2015); The state's

characterization of the Defense theory of the case as fantasy

(Through the Looking Glass) was impermissible under State v,

Martin. 41 Wn.App. 133 (1985)

Prosecutor's impugning defense witness's credibility in closing

argument is misconduct, even if qualified by "the evidence

shows," United States v. Bess. 593 F.2d 749 (1985); prosecutor

may not term defense testimony "lie" or "fabrication. State v.

Rilev. 69 Wn.App. 349 (1993); III. Couching the language as

something ftom Alice in Wonderland violates the case law,

2, Tt in tTYipermissihle under RCW 2,36.080(3) to exclude a juror

because he will not make the same salary as he would if he were

not a juror; to exclude a juror of the working class because his

employer will not pay him violates Washington Constitution

Article I, Section 22. The Court of Appeals concluded no

Washington case addresses the meaning or application of the tenn,

"Economic status" as stated in RCW 2.36,080(3). The statute says,

"A citizen shall not be excluded from jury service in this state on

account of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or economic

Petition for Review -11
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status." By releasing a juror who had already, been seated, because

the juror claimed that his employer wmild not pay him for the time

he served on the jury, and he could not afford to miss that much

time from work, violates the provisions of the statue.

"[T]q establish a violation of his constitutional right to ajury

drawn from a fair cross section of the community, the defendant

must demonstrate the following: '(1) that the group alleged to be

excluded is a "distinctive" group in the community; (2) that the

representation of this group in venires from which juries are

selected is not fair and reasonable in relation to the number of such

persons in the community; and (3) that this underrepresentation is

due to systematic exclusion of the group in the jury-selection

process.' Duren v. Missouri^ 439 U.S. 357,364, 99 S.Ct. 664, 58 L.

Ed. 2d 579 (1979); Mr. Lazcano asserts the removal of the juror

violates the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth

Amendment. Castaneda v. Tartido, 430 U.S. 482 (1977). This is

especially true when it is not the juror, but his employer making

the plea. In this case, the juror advised the Court that his employer

was asking that he be let go from the jury. The court failed to

make the proper inquiry of Juror #2 when it failed to ask what

pressure was being exerted by the employer to leave jury service.

Petition for Review -12
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In this case, we have a juror who stated that his employer was

asking for him tn be excused and then told the Court his

employer was not going to pay him if he stayed. It was the only

reason he was excluded from the juror pool. Low income

individuals constitute a cognizable class. Whether the juror

voluntarily asks the court to excuse him for economic reasons does

not grant the Court the authority to violate the Constitution or the

statute simply because the juror asks him to or because the juror is

impertnissibly being pressured by his employer to leave jury

service. In fact, this action by the court supports the growing

problem of non-response to jury summons particularly in low

income and minority populations. See generally Hiroshi Fukari

Et. At Race and the Jury: Racial Disenfranchisement and the

Search for Justice (1993). Mr, Lazcano maintains that the Court's

decision to excuse a seated juror (as opposed to "for cause") during

voir dire was impermissibly targeting people of a certain economic

class from participating fully in their civic duty. It also endorsed

the illegal activity of the employer who pressured his employee to

request to be excused after he had been seated and notified the

employer of his absence. Any attempt to Stack a juiy panel by

intentionally including or excluding any members of a discemable

Petition for Review -13
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class runs afoul of both due process and the right ot a jury trial.

State V. mrns. 180 Conn. 589,430 A.D, 1306 (1980). In Thiely.

Southern Paciiic Co.. 328 U.S. 217,66 S.Ct. 984,90 L, Ed. 1181

(1946), the Court held that a federal jury panel was unlawfully

constituted when a clerk and a jury commissioner intentionally and

systematically excluded persons who worked for a daily wage, The

clerk's stated reason for the exclusion was similar to that alleged

here: "'The minute that a juror is called into court on a venire and

says he is working for $ 10 a day and cannot afford to work for

four, the Judge has never made one of those men serve, and so in

,  order to avoid putting names of people in who I know won't

become jurors in the court, won't qualify as jurors in this court, I

do leave them out.... Where I thought the designation indicated that

they were day laborers, I mean they were people who were

compensated solely when they were working by the day, I leave

them out.'" Id.at 222. The result of this procedure was that

"business men and their wives constituted at least 50% of the jury

lists." Id. The court held inipermissible this "wholesale exclusion

of a large class of wage earners," and declared that "[jjury

competence is not limited to those who earn their livelihood on

other than a daily basis," and that "the pay period of a particular

Petition for Review -14
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individual is completely irrelevant to his eligibility and capacity to

serve as a juror." Id., 223,225, "The American tradition of trial'by

jury," the court stated, "necessarily contemplates an impartial jury

drawn from a cross-section of the community." Id., 220. Thus

removing a juror because he claimed suffer economic loss is

discrimination by the Court and deprived Mr. Lazcano of a jury of

his peers. Additionally, an employer exacting pressure on an

employee to leave jury service is illegal and the court failed to

conduct a proper inquiry of the juror. The juror told the court that

his employer asked him to get out ofjury service. ROW 2.36.165

prohibits any employer from firing or harassing an employee who

is summoned to court to serve as a juror. The court did not inquire

ofjuror # 2, what had been said between voir dire and being seated

that caused him to raise the issue. The court should have asked

juror # 2, What did your employer say to you about getting out of

jury service? Why did you report that your employer is asking that

you be released? Because this inquiry was not held with juror # 2,

the Court impermissibly endorsed a violation of RCW 2.3 6.165

F. Conclusion

For the reasons set forth above, the Court should grant review.

Petition for Review -15
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FILED
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In the Office of the Clerk of Court

WA State Court of Appeals, Division III

IN TUE COURT OF APPEALS OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON
DIVISION THREE

STATE OF WASHINGTON,

Respondent,

V.

DANIEL CHRISTOPHER LAZCANO,

Appellant.

No. 32228-9-III

ORDER DENYING MOTION

FOR RECONSIDERATION

THE COURT has considered appellant's motion for reconsideration and is of the

opinion the motion should be denied. Therefore,

IT IS ORDERED, the motion for reconsideration of this court's decision of March

16,2017 is hereby denied.

PANEL! Judges Fearing, Korsmo, Lawrence-Berrey

FOR THE COURT.

let JudgeRINGGEORGE B.

EXHIBIT
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No. 32228-9-ni

UNPUBLISHED OPINION

STATE OF WASHINGTON,

Respondent,

V.

DANIEL CHRISTOPHER LAZCANO,

Appellant,

Fearing, G.J- — Daniel Lazcano appeals his conviction for first degree murder on

numerous grounds: (1) the trial court abused,its discretion when it refused to.accept a

plea agreement to second degree manslaughter, (2) the trial court erred when it excused

impaneled juror for financial.hardship, (3) the prosecutor engaged in improper

vouching when he elicited evidence from the State's witnesses that those witnesses

promised to testify truthfully in exchange for immunity or favorable plea agreements,

(4) cumulative error deprived him of a fair trial, and (5) insufficient evidence supports his

conviction because the State relied on alternative means and failed to prove both means

beyond a reasonable'doubt. Lazcano also contends the trial court erred when, as part of

his sentence, it required him to register ̂  a felony firearm offender. Lazcano further
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(  , No.,32228-9-III
State V. Lazcano

filed a lengthy statement of additional grounds for review. We affirm Lazcano's

conviction for first degree murder and the sentence requirement of registration. The

numerous assignments of error and statements of additional grounds prolong this opinion.

FACTS

The prosecution of Daniel llazcano arises from the death of Marcus Schur on

December 27,2011, in rural Whitman County. This court previously reviewed the

conviction of Daniel Lazcano's'brother, Frank, for the same homicide. State v. Lazcano,

188 Wn. App. 338,354 P,3d233 (2015), review denied, 185 Wn.2d 1008,366 P.3d 1245

(2016). Because the evidence entered in the respective trials varied, we begin anew with

the facts sunrounding the death of Schur.

In mid-December 2011, a burglar entered Ben Evensen's Rosalia house. Rosalia,

an agricultural community of 500 denizens, lies immediately south of the Whitman and

Spokane Counties border and thirty-three miles, south of the City of Spokane. Defendant

Daniel Lazcano, Evensen's roommate, concluded that the burglar stole some of

Lazcano's possessions, including two of his firearms. Lazcano and his brother, Frank,

suspected Marcus Schur to be the thief, Because of the pilfering, Frank lent Daniel the

former's AK-47 rifle, a firearm previously used by Daniel,

Because they suspected Marcus Schur as the burglar, Daniel and Frank Lazcano

visited Schur's girlfriend. Ambrosia "Amber" Jones. Daniel eiqiressed to Jones his

2
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displeasure with the theft, in part because ̂ e stolen firearms held sentimental value,
Frank promised to kiUSchur if found, Jones relayed Daniel and Frank Lazcano's .

comments to Marcus Schiir. Schur returned Lazcano's firearms by placing them in Ben

Evensen's backyard with no one else present.

Despite the reappearance of his fireanns, Daniel Lazcano remained incensed at

Marcus Schur because Lazcano believed Schur retained other possessions of Lazcano.

Lazcano told Ben Evensen's mother, Susan Consiglio, that Frank and he would confront

Schur when located. Consiglio worried about violence and discouraged Lazcano from

encountering Schur. At a later date and while inside an automobile, the Lazcano brothers

spoke again to Consiglio and informed her they were going to Spokane to find Schur,

who they believed dwelled with friends in a traUer park. Consiglio noticed an AK-47
rifle resting in the car between the brothers.

On December 27,2011, Susan Consiglio notified Daniel Lazcano, then in

Spokane, of the presence of Marcus Schur in Maiden, a small village five miles west of

Rosalia. Lazcano called his friend Kyle Evans and asked Evans if he wished to "whup

Marcus's ass." Report, of Proceedings (RP) (Dec. 3,2013) at 412. Evans declined

because of his busy calendar.

After calling Kyle Evans, Daniel Lazcano and his girlftiend; McKyndree Rogers,

drove from Spokane to the house" of Lazcano's uncle, Travis Carlpn,'who lived in Pine

■  3 ■
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City, a rural comniunity three miles southwest of Maiden. Daniel Lazcano and Rogers

joined Frank Lazcano and his girlfriend, Jamie Whitney, at the Carlon residence. Frank

watched football and first eschewed accompanying Lazcano in a pursuit of Marcus

Schur. Lazcano eventually convinced Frank to escort him. The brothers left Pine City in

Lazcano's little white car, owned by his stepfather, Eli Lindsey,

Daniel and Frank Lazcano arrived at Nick'Backman's Maiden home, where

Marcus Schur, David Cramer, Ambrosia Jones, and Backman were present. Cramer and

Schur were brothers. Frank exited the car, \yhile Daniel drove to the back of the house.

Frank approached and Icnocked on the home's front door. Schur, hearing the-knock,

exited the home's back door, Cramer opened the front door. Frank struck Cramer

several times in the face, and Cramer staggered to the ground. Frank ran toward

.^mbrosia Jones, flung her across the living room, and broke her hand. Frank rushed

through the kitchen and departed through the back door. .

As Marcus Schur fled through the backyard, Daniel Lazcano waited with a gun.

Lazcano yelled,"' Stop, Marcus,'" and then opened fire. RP (Dec. 9,2013) at 980. Two

bullets struck Schur. One bullet lacerated an artery under Schur's collarbone and then

collapsed his left lung. Schur quickly bled to death.

Daniel and Frank Lazcano deposited Marcus Schur's body ro the trunk of the

white car. Ambrosia Jones peered outside a window, from Nick Backman's residence and

4  ■
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saw a white car that she knew to be Daniel Lazcano's vehicle. She thought, but could not
be sure, she saw Lazcano inside the car. She did not see Schur's dead body.

4e brothers Lazcano drove from Nick Backman's residence to Travis Carloii's

^ Pine City house. Frank entered the abode, while Daniel sat in the passenger's seat of the
car. Frank hurriedly exclaimed to Carlon: "We got one in ̂ e car with two in the chest."
RP (Dec, 4,2013) at 513. Carloh and Frank exited the house. Carlon deduced that
Daniel and Frank Lazcano had killed Marcus Schur; Carlon told the brothers not to
discuss the slaying at his house because he expected the soon arrival of law enforcement
officers. Carlon directed the two brothers to meet him outside Pine City. Frank Lazcano
led the way in Daniel's white car. and Carlon followed in his owii vehicle.

Miles into the rolling Palduse hUls. Frank Lazcano and Travis Carlon stopped their
respective cars'. Frank suggested the three use cinder blocks, stored in his garage, to
dispose of Marcus Schur's body. Cwlon agreed and declared: "[I]f there's no body
found, then there wouldn't be a crime." RF (Dec. 4,2013) at .520. Frank Lazcano
remained at the stopping spot, while Carlon and Daniel Lazcano drove to Pine City to
retrieve the cinder blocks. On the drive, Daniel Lazcano repeatedly confessed: "Uncle, I

/

fucked up."\RP (Dec. 4,2013) at 524. For some unknown reason, Carlon and Lazcano
reversed plans, decided not to retrieve Frank's blocks, and returned to Frank's,position.
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Upon the reunion of the three, Frank Lazcano recomrnended hiding Marcus

Schur's corpse in Bonnie Lake, ten miles northwest of Pine City. Frank requested that

Travis Carlon take possession of Frank's AK-47, Carlpn opened his trunk, and Frank

planted his rifle inside. The brothers Lazcano separated from Carlon, with the brothers

journeying toward Bonnie Lake and Carlon returning home to Pine City. Carlon stopped

on the way, took Frank's AK-47 from his trunk, and hid the firearm behind a fence post.
/

When Travis Carlon arrived home, he telephoned Eli Lindsey, Daniel and Frank

Lazc^o's stepfather, and instructed Lindsey to come to Carlon's residence. Lindsey

obeyed. The two then drove in Lindsey's truck to the location where Carlon secreted the

AK-47. Carlon plunked the AK-47 in the truck. The two drove to.the T.J. Meenach

Bridge in Spokane, where Carlon flung the rifle into the Spokane River. A Spokane

Sheriff s Department dive team later discovered the firearm.

Meanwhile back in the pastoral Palouse, Daniel and Frank Lazcano reached

Bonnie Lake. The two exited the white car and removed Marcus Schur's dead body from

the car's trunk. The brothers dragged the cadaver by the legs to the water's edge. They

bound Schur's hands with a belt and his feet with a shirt.. Daniel Lazcano gathered rocks.

Franlc placed the rocks on the corpse and submerged the body below water level.

Late on December 27,2011, Frank Lazcano drove the white-car, with girlfriend

Jamie Whitney accompanyinjg him in a,second car,,to Spokane County. In a rural area

6
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north of the city of Spokaite. Frank ignited the car. Whitney drove the two back to Pine

aty. Thefiredepartmentandlawenforceinentrespondedtothefire. Police read the
vehicle identification number on the car and traced the chaired vehicle'a ovmership to Eli
Lindsey,

inMarch2012,ahikersightedMarcusSchur'sbodyinBonnieLake. Jamie

Whitney. Ben Evensen, Daniel Lazcano, and.Ftank Lazcan6..all fearfiil of the body's
discovery, convened a meeting. Daniel volunteered to assume, the biame since Daniel
shotSchuri Frank offered to takethe blame becausefliepoUce only knew of Frank being
present at NickBackman's home on December 27. During the conference, Daniel
explained to Evensen that Daniel shot schur. During the ̂ lanation, Daniel raised his ■

arms and pantomimed firing rifle.

At an unidentified time, a police officer questioned Jamie Whitney, Franlc

Lazcano's girlfriend. Whitney told the officer that, on the night of the murder, she

retrieved Frarik along a highway because Frank's vehicle malfimctioned. Travis Carlon

had advised Whitney to tell this story to the police. A law enforcement officer also

questioned McKyndree Rogers, Daniel Lazcano's girlfi^ierid. Rogers informed the police
that she and Daiiiel socialized on the night of the murder. Daniel and Frank Lazcano

respectively reported matching accounts to police of their activities oh December 27 and
28. The two explained that Daniel spent the evening with McKyndree Rogers in

7  . ■
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Spokane, Frank traveled alone to tlie Backman house in Maiden, and the white car failed

at a grocery store in Spok^e,

Law enforcement arrested Daniel Lazcano on March 30, 2012. At the sheriffs

station, Lazcano was advised of his Miranda n^% and Lazcano replied that he did not

wish to answer any questions. Undersheriff Ronald Rockness th.en asked fifteen

questions to Lazcano outlining what the undersheriff believed occurred. Undersheriff .

Roclaiess asked Lazcano if Lazcano went to the Backman house, if Frank ran in the front

door, if Marcus S.chur ran out the back door, if Lazcano shot Schur, and if Lazcano

loaded Schur's body into his car. After asking each question, Rockness paused and

looked at Lazcano for a response. Lazcano nodded in response to a number of ,
-  . ■ (,

incriminating questions.

In a separate prosecution, a jury found Frank Lazcano guilty of first degree felony

murder. The State granted Eli Lindsey, Jamie Whitney, Ben Evensen, and McKyndree

Rogers favorable plea or immunity, agreements in exchange for cooperation in the

prosecution of Daniel Lazcano,

PROCEDURE

The State of Washington charged Daniel Lazcano with first degree murder and

unlawful disposal of human.remains. The State alleged Lazcano to be guilty of first

degree murder by the alternate means of premeditation and felony murder. ■
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At the end of Daniel Lazcano's. first trial, a Whitman County jury convicted him

of unlawful disposal of human remains, but could not reach a verdict as to the first degree

murder charge. Lazcano does not appeal his conviction for unlawful disposal. The State

tried the first degree murder charge again, but a second Whitman County jury could also

not reach a verdict.

Following the second mistrial, the State and D^iel Lazcano reached a plea

agreement, under which Lazcano would plead guilty to second degree manslaughter with

no weapons .enhancement and the State would recommend a standard range sentence of
between twenty-one and twenty-seven months. At the entry of the plea hearing, July 19,

2013, Lazcano handed thetrial court a statement of plea on guilty to second degree

manslaughter signed by all the parties, and the State presented an amended information

charging second degree manslaughter. Grace Schur, Marcus Schur's mother, attended

the plea hearing and voiced opposition to the plea agreement. Grace Schur emphasized

Frank Lazcano's testimony that Daniel shot her son, and she criticized two years'
incarceration as sufficiently meting punishment for the crime. -

At the conclusion of the plea hearing, the trial court rejected the plea agreement

and the proposed amended information charging Daniel Lazcano with second degree
manslaughter. The court acknowledged that the first two trials inconvenienced twenty to

thirty witnesses and hundreds of veriiremen and women. The court anticipated and

'  9 '
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lamented a lengthy, expensive third trial. The trial court also valued finali^ and closure

in the prosecution. Nevertheless, the tiial court refused to accept the plea agreement on

the basis alone of the weariness of attorneys, witnesses, and family members of the ■

victim. The court desired a plea agreement to be consistent.with prosecutorial stand^ds

and the interests of justice. The trial court emphasized the deceit, prevarication, and

interference with the administration ofjustice by Daniel Lazcano and his family

members. The court noted that the State's evidentiary difficulties surrounding a

conviction resulted from the dishonesty and manipulation by Lazcano, family members,

and friends. Any acceptance of a plea on lesser charges would reward perjured testimony

,and manipulation.

When rejecting the plea agreement, the trial court also noted that Frank Lazcano,

who was not the shooter, received a twenty-five year sentence. Daniel Lazcano's plea

agreement afforded the shooter a twenty-seven month sentence. The court commented

that he might accept another plea agreement, but the agreement before him impugned the

integrity of the legal system.

The State of Washington filed a third amended infonnation charging Daniel

Lazcano with first degree murder and adding a firearm enhancement. The Whhman

County trial court granted a motion to change venue. Trial proceeded in Spokane County

Superior Court before a Spokane County judge. Before jury selection started, Daniel

10
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Lazeano moved to enforce the prior plea agreement or allow the amended mformation

' charging second degree manslaughter, The new tri^ court denied Lazcano s motion.

Before trial, Daniel Lazcano astutely moved to suppress all of his nonverbal

responses to Undersheriff Ronald Rockness's questions about the circumstances of the

homicide. The trial court ruled that, with the exception of the first question, the,

questioning violated the Fifth Amendment and ruled that Lazcano's nonverbal responses

to Undersheriff Rockness's questions were inadmissible in the State's case in chief. The.

. trial court qualified its ruling by stating that nods were admissible for the limited purpose

of impeachment if Lazcano. testified.

During voir dire in the third trial, the trial court asked the venire jurors if serving

on the jury for three weeks would create a significant hardship. Juror 29 answered in the

affirmative because he needed to work and pay bills. The juror added that he could not

pay current debts on juror remuneration of $12.per day. The trial court did not then

address juror 29's concern,

After the trial coqrt impanpled the jury but before opening statements, the trial

court addressed a concern raised by juror 2. Juror 2 stated that h\s einployer asked for

him to be excused. The trial court summoned juror 2 into the courtroom and conducted, a

colloquy. Juror 2 declared that his employer did not pay him for jury duty, he was

moving, he had a vehicle payment, and he could not miss three weeks of pay around

11 ■ ■ , ■ ' ^
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.  Christmas. Daniel Lazcano objected to excusing juror 2 because excusal would preclude

working class people from jury duty. Lazcano suggested paying juror 2 a reasonable

daily wage. The trial court excused juror 2 on the ground of hardship. The trial court
replaced juror 2 with the first alternate juror.

During opening arguments, defense counsel argued that Ben Evensen, a witness

for the State, was not credible:

Ben Evensen, their jailhouse snitch who made a deal to get out of

jail who agreed to testify to what they told him he has to testify to in orderto get his deal, made a'statement.. And their whole case revolves ̂ ound
this,becausethere'snobodyputsDanieUtthat—at that scene. There s ,

/  nobody puts him there. ■ . u >
(  V ... The problem is, is he also says Daniel confessed to a bimch ot

thing,.! that we're going to show you didn't happen. And we're go^g to
show you all kinds of independent witnesses giving you mfotmation that
absolutely contradicts that, absolutely contradicts that _

First off we're going to prove to you beyond a scientific certainty
that the murder weapon wasn't the AK:-47.... And yet the state bases their
whole case on this. Why? B ecausethat's what they got Ben Evensen to
say Daniel confessed to. They have no choice.

RP (Dec. 3,2013) at 319-20,
I  ' , '

During a recesS early in the trial, the prosecutor informed the trial court, in the

presence of defense counsel and Daniel Lazcano, that, while in the hallway chatting with

a witness, the replacement juror 2 approached him and asked,"' Could I ask you a

question?'" RP (Dec. 3,2013) at 335.. The prosecutor replied no to the juror and walked
from the juror. The'bailiff then informed the trial court, in the presence of counsel and

I
12
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Daniel Lazcano, that juror 2, who the bailiff identified by n^e, started discussing the

case inthe juiy room with two other jurors present and asked the bailiff if he could ask

counsel a question. The bailiff stated he admonished the juror to not discuss the case in

the jury room and to wait until deliberations. .

After the prosecutor and the bailiff disclosed the conduct ofjuror 2, the trial court

asked counsel if either wanted any steps taken. Defense counsel stated, I think we

should probably inquire as to^I don't know, Judige," Clerk's Papers (CP) at 338. The

trial court announced it would repeat its instructions to'the jury not to talk to counsel or

witnesses and not to loiter in the hall. Defense counsel agreed that the trial court's

proposed action was an appropriate solution. The jury returned, and the trial court

reminded the jurors not to talk to or approach the lawyers, the witnesses, or the court.

The trial court also reminded the jurors not to linger in the hdlway and not to discuss the

case amongst themselves until deliberations, The trial court asked the jurors if they

uiiderstood, and the jurors nodded their heads.

During trial, the.prosecutor elicited testimony from Eli Lindsey, Jamie Whitney,

Ben Evensen, and McKyndree Rogers. The testimony, included their respective promises

to testify truthfully at trial in exchange for a plea or immunity, agreement

During direct examination, the State proffered exhibit 88, a letter from the

prosecutor to Ben Evensen's attorney that summarized Evensen's plea agreement. The
I

13 ■
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trial court admitted the letter as an exhibit. The letter stated that, in exchange for a )

favorable plea agreement, Evensen agreed to "testify truthfully in any case related to the

murder of Marcus Schur." Br. of Appellant at 30. The prosecutor asked Evensen several

times whether the agreement required him to be truthful in his testirtiony, and Evensen

agreed. The prosecutor also directly asked Evensen if he told the truth,, and Evensen said

he did.

During direct examination, the State proffered exhibit 89, a letter from the

prosecutor to Eli Lindsey's attorney that summarized Lindsey's plea agreement, The trial

court admitted the letter as an exhibit, The letter read that the State extended Lindsey a

favorable plea agreement in exchange for Lindsey "testifying truthfully if subpoenaed to.

do so at any hearing or trial." Br. of Appellant, Appx. F. During the State's case in

chief, the prosecutor asked Lindsey if he had agreed to give "a full complete, and truthful

statement about what [he] knew," in exchange for a favorable plea offer, and Lindsey

agreed he had. RP (Dec, 4,2013) at 609,' Lazcano did not object.

During direct examination, the State proffered exhibit 86, a letter from the

prosecutor to McKyndree Rogers's attomey granting Rogers immunity. The prosecutor

asked Rogers if the exhibit contained an agreement that she would not be prosecuted "in

exchange for [her] truthful testimony." RP (Dec. 5,2013) at 812. Rogers agreed. The

prosecutor then asked: Vthe first condition here is that that statement had been truthful?

■  ■ 14 • ■ .
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and Rogers again.agreed, RP pec, 5,2013) at 812. Thetrial court.admittedthe letter as

an exhibit. Aportion of tire letter read that Rogers agreed to "festifl- truthihlly in any and
ail trials reiated to the murder of Mr. Sehur." Br. of Appellant, Appx.H. Lazcanodid,

not object.

During direct, the State also proffered exhibit p, a letter from the prosecutor to

Jamie Whitney's attorney granting Whitney immunity. The prosecutor asked Whitney if

she Understood that she received immunity in exchange for her truthful statement and her

agreement to "appear in response to a subpoena and testify.truthfully." RP Pec. 5,2013)

at 869. Whitney agreed. The trial court admitted the letter, which stated that Whitney

agreed to "testify, truthfully in any and all trials related to the murder of Mr. Schur." Br.
of Appellant, Appx. G. Lazcano did not object.

.  On direct examination, uncle Travis Carlon testified that Frank L^cano lay the

AK-47 in his trunks but then Carlon denied that either brother told him that they used the

AK'47 to shoot Marcus Schur. The prosecution thdn asked Carlon about a.statement he

previously gave Undersheriff Ronald Rockness,. in which he told Rockness that the
Lazcano brothers told him they used an AK-47.

Before Travis Gallon's testimony, Daniel Lazcano asked,the trial court to preclude

testimony from Carlon that he believed Lazcano committed the murder and that Carlon

told his wife and Jamie Wbitney that Lazcano committed the murder. The trial court.

15
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granted La^c^o's motion in limine, During direct examination, the prosecutor asked

Travis Carlon if he told his wife that Lazcano shot Marcus Schur and if he had told Eli

Lindsey that Lazcano shot Schur; Lazcano objected both times on grounds of relevance,

and the trial court.sustained the objections. During trial testimony, Travis Carlon

described how he drove with the brothers into the country to hide Marcus Schur's body,

how Daniel repeatedly uttered in the car, "'Uncle, I fucked up, ■" and how Carlon
assumed Lazcano killed Schur. RP (Dec, 4,2013) at 524, 538.

During trialy Nicole Carlon testified that Daniel Lazcano told her that, after the -
shooting, he looked for bullet shells from the AK-47. According to Carlon, Lazcano told
her he could not find the shell casings, that the casings had flung "pretty far, like they
were gone." RP (Dec. 16,2013) at 1876. ■ ^

The State called as a witness, James Holdren, the Lazcano brothers' uncle, Before

Holdren's testimony, the State brought a motion in limine to preclude Daniel Lazcano
from questioning Holdren about mental health problems and a previous commitment to
Eastern State Hospital, The State argUed that James Holdren's mental problems were
irrelevant and unduly prejudicial- Lazcano resisted the motion. The trial court ruled that

Daniel Lazcano could, not examine Holdren about his psychiatric episodes because of the

lack of relevance. The trial court expressed concem that Laizcano wanted to make

Holdren appear Incompetent so the jury would think Holdren committed the murder. The

16 '
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court,, however, allowed Lazcano to ask Holdren about relevant acts, such as his phone

call to a police officer in which he expressed a belief of planted ammunition in his
vehicle. Lazcano cross-examined Holdren extensively aboutthis call.

During direct examination. James Holdren testified that he saw his nephews on

Christmas 2011, four days before the murder, and then did not see them again until

March 2012. Daniel Lazcano testified in the first two trials that he exited the white car

before the murder and Holdren took his place in the car. The State used Holdren's

testimony to rebut Lazcano, in die event Lazcano testified as he did in earlier trials.
The' State caUed expert wimess Dr. Jeffiey Reynolds to testify regarding the

autopsy he performed on Marcus Schur's body after its recovery finm the lake. The State
■extensively questioned Reynolds regarding his education, training, and experience in
engineering and medicine. The State then asked questions concerningdie details of the
autopsy. Reynolds' testimony covered conclusions on the size of die bufiet that caused
Schur's wounds, bullet velocity, and the ballistics of a buUet as it (ravels dirough the
body. Reynolds concluded that a supersonic round caused the wounds in Schur's body.
A supersonic bullet travels faster than the speed of sound. A rifle, but not a handgun.
shoots supersonic rounds. Reynolds fiirfha testified that an AK-47 fires supersonic
rounds. Lazcano did not object during any of the testimony.

■Daniel Lazcano also called as a witness, a ballistics expert who testified that 'the ,
17
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wounds in Marcus Schur's body could not have been caused by an AK-47. After the

defense rested, the State requested to recall Jeffrey Reynolds to rebut the defense expert s

testimony. Lazcano objected on the ground that Reynolds's testimony would repeat his

earlier testimony, and, therefore, any testimony would be cumulative. The trial ,court,

reserved ruling and stated it would-listen to Lazcano's objection if Reynolds s, testimony

was unnecessarily repetitive.

During his autopsy of Marcus Schur's. corpse, Jeffrey Reynolds recovered some

bullet fragments, but decided not to look for the remainder of the original bullet because

the remaining fragmentation would not be testable. The State called a second ballistics

expert, Glen Davis, an employee of the state crime laboratory, who examined bullet

fragments recovered by Reynolds from the corpse during the autopsy. Davis opined friat

the bullet bits were consistent with the size rounds fired by the AK-47.

The State did not proffer any evidence, during its case in chief, concerning Daniel

Lazcano's sheriff interview. Lazcano opted to testify. During cross-examination, the

prosecutor asked Lazcano the majotity of the questions Undersheriff Ronald Rockness

asked Lazcano during his postarrest interview. The prosecutor did not mention that

Rockness asked the same questions during the interview. After the defense rested, the

State called Rockness dnd had him recite all of the questionslhe had asked Lazcano in the

station interview, along with Lazcano's reaction,

18
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The trial court instructed the jury on two alternative means of first degree murder.

The trial court instructed that the jury could find that Daniel Lazcano committed

premeditated murder or fiiid that he shot Marcus Schur "in the course of or in furtherance

of such crime of first degree burglary "or in immediate flight from" the burglary. CP at

311. In a jury instruction, the court declared that a person commits the crime of first

degree burglary when he enters or remains unlawfully in a building with the .intent to

commit a crime against a person or property, and if, in entering or while in the building

or in immediate flight therefiom, he or an accomplice is armed with a deadly weapon or

assaults any person. The court further instructed the jury that it need not be unanimous as

to which of the alternatives the State proved as long as each juror found that the State

proved at least one of the alternatives beyond a reasonable doubt. Finally, the trial court
delivered a general accomplice liabUity instruction.

During the jury instruction conference, the prosecutor inquired about a limiting

instruction that would instruct the jury to only consider Undersheriff Ronald Rockness'

descriptions of Daniel Lazcano's postairest head nods for purposes of impeachment ̂ d
hot as substantive evidence. The court responded that a limiting instruction would draw

excessive attention to the testimony, and defense, counsel agreed.

In closing argument, the prosecutor remarked:

19
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Why IS it that when the defendant nods, that that is after the
statements that are true, that we know now are true, and he doesn't nod
when the officer said something that we know is not true? Let's talk about
those statements.

RP (Dec. 17,2013) at 1982. The prosecutor then listed all fifteen questions that

Undersheriff Ronald Rockness asked Daniel Lazcano in the interview and described

Lazcano's response, After fmishing the list of questions, the prosecutor stated:

Why does he nod only on the things that we know to be true and
does not nod on the things that we know are not true? Coincidence? Mm.

RP (Dec. 17,2013) at 1984, Lazcano did not object to the prosecutor's remarks.
During closing argument, the prosecutor declared:

And we have the testimony of Ben Evensen on February the 12th
and 13'^. i .. (.W]e have the testimony of Ben Evensen on February, the
27th .... [WjehavethetestimonypfBen Evensen on May 31st and June
the 3rd ... And every single time, he has told the truth. I forgot; a
recorded interview of Ben Evensen... on July the 3Gth of 2012.

Every single time, he's told the truth. Every single time, he said,
"Marcus.told me"—excuse me. He said, "Dan told me he waited out back.
'Marcus ran out and Marcus was running, and I said, Marcus^ stop, stop,
And Marcus wouldn't stop. And so I raised up and I went 'bojj-bop-bop.

RP (Dec. 17,2013) at 1980. Lazcano did not object to this argument.

■ During closing argument^ the prosecutor asked the jury to iiifer that Daniel

Lazcano told Travis Carlon he killed Marcus Schur. Carlon repeatedly testified that he

"assumed" the brothers killed Schur, based on their statements and actions, even though

Carlon declared that the brothers never ei^lioitly confessed. In closing, the prosecutor

■  20 .
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argued Carlon's denial of an e)^ress concession v^ag unbelievable and Ihat Lazcano
probably told Carlon of die details of the murder.

In closing argument,.the prosecutor characterized "premeditated" as follows:

. Premeditation, as the Judge told you—and it's in another
instruction-:premeditation means just more than a moment in time, that s
^1. It doesn't mean they thought about it for a day or two. It just means
more than a moment in .time,

RP (Dec. 17,2013) at 1991, ^ .

During closing argument^ the prosecutor remarked:

Defense says the government hasn't proved anythihg in this case.
to Wonderland, ladies and giaillemai, where down IS up and black IS white,
where the government hasn't proven anything and, my goodness,.we to
know what happened. Come back through the looking into ^ladies and gentlemen. Comeback. Do not go down that rabbit hole. Come
back into the cold, clear light of a December day and examine this ,
evidence.

RP (Dec. 17,2013) at 2055.

The jury convicted Daniel Lazcano of first degree raUrder. The jury also returned
special verdict finding that Lazcano was armed with a firearm when he committed the

,e. Inthejudgmehtandsentence,thetrialcourtorderedLazcanotoregisterasa .

a

.crime

felony firearm offender.

21
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. LAW AND ANALYSIS

Rejection of Plea Agreement

We begin with Daniel Lazcano's assignment of error that addresses the procedure

before his third trial, Lazcano claims the trial conrt abused its discretion when it refused

to accept his plea and the State's proposed amended information reducmg charges to
second degree manslaughter. Tlxe trial court refused to accept the plea because of the

best interests ofjustice. The trial court viewed Lazcano. his family, and ftlends to be
dishonest and manipulative and coneluded that approving the plea agreement wotild

promote perjtity and manipulation. The trial court did not recaU a case with such an
extent of deceit The trial court observed, that Lazcano's ftlends cheered in the courtroom
and disrespected the victim's mother.

RCW 9.94A.431 governs the procedure for the State and criminal defendants to

submit a plea agreement to the court. The.statute declares:

(1) If a plea a^eement has been reached by the prosecutor and the
, defendant.. they shall afthe.time of the defendant's plea state to the
court on the record, the nature of the agreement and the reasons for the .
agreement.. The prosecutor shall'infonn the court on the record whether, the
victim or victims of all crimes against persons, as defmed in RCW
9.94A.4n, covered by the plea agreement have expressed any objections toor comments on the nature of and reasons for the plea agreement. The

.  court, at the time ofthe plea, shall determine ifthe agreement is consistent
.with the interests of justice and with the prosecuting standards. If the court

22
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d&termines it is not consistent with the interests of justice and with the
prosecuting standards, the court shall, on the record, mform the defendant
and the prosecutor that they are not bound by the agreement and that tlje •
defendant may withdraw the defendant's plea of guilty, if one has been
made, and enter a plea of not guilty.'

(2) The sentencing judge is not bound by ̂ y recommendations

contained in an allowed plea agreement and the defendant shall be, so
informed at the time of plea.

This statute and CrR 4.2 give the trial court discretion to reject a plea agreement

inconsistent with the interests of justice or prosecutorial standards. State v. Cornell, 141

Wn.2d 901,909,10 P.3d 1056 (2000).

CrR 2; 1 (d) addresses when the State may amend an information. The rule

provides; "

The court may permit any information or bill of particulars to be
amended at any time before verdict or finding if substantial rights of the
defendant are not prejudiced. ,

(Emphasis added.) The court's authority to approve or deny a plea bargain also includes

the right to refuse the dismissal or amendment of the charges. State v. Haner, 95 Wn;2d

858, 864, 631 P.2d 381 (1981). This court reviews a'trial court's ruling on this issue for

an abuse of discretion. State v. ffanef, 95 Wn.2d at 861,

State V. Hanef, 95 Wn.2d 85 8, illustrates the discretion afforded the trial court.

Gregory Haner, while on probation for a felony offense, engaged in a drunken argument,

(.
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grabbed a pistol, pointed the gun toward the'victim, and fired, The victim was not

seriously injured, The State charged Haner with second degree assault with a deadly

weapon and with firearm enhancements. Four days before trial, as part of a plea
agreement, the State moved to file an amended information loivermg charges-to third
degree assault and striking the deadly weapon enhancement. During the plea hearing,
Haner told the trial court that he accidentally fired the pistol. The State acloiowledged

difficulties proving the second degree assault charge. The trial court denied the motion to

amend the information. The trial court reasoned that, under the facts of the case, Haner

either intentionally shot someone while on probation, in which case he deserved a lengthy
prison sentence, or Haner accidentally shot, the pistol, in which case Haner watranted no
prison time. The trial court disapproved of the "in between." State v. Haner, 95 Wn.2d
at861.-

.  b state V. Hamr. our state Supreme Court held that the trial court did not abuse its

discretion in concluding that reduction of the charge and dropping of the deadly we^on

enhancement would not su™ <he public interest. The high conrt observed that Gregory

Haner was on probation, was prohibited from carrying a firearm, imbibed large quantities
of alcohol, pointed a gun at someone, and fired.

In the case on appeal, the trial court, similar to the trial court in Haner,

acknowledged its duty to ensure the plea agreement foUowed proaecutorial standards and

.  24
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furthered the interests ofjustiee. The trial court rejected the plea agreement and the

amendment oil the basis that the dishonesty and manipulation of Daniel Lazcano, his ■

femily members, and ftiends caused the State's evidentiaiy problems, Xhd trial court also
observed fliat approving the plea agreement yrouid result in Frank, who ivas not the

shooter, receiving a twenty-five year sentence and Daniel, the shooter, receiving a
twenty-seven month sentence. We enthusiastically agree with the trial court's conclusion
that Justice is not served when a party is rewarded for dishonesty imd manipulation. We
also ardently concur that justice is not served when an accomplice receives an

exponentially higher sentence compared to the shootd. Therefore, the trial court did not
abuse its discretion when rejecting the plea agreement and information amendment

lowering the charges,

Daniel Lazcano argues drat the trial.«ourt's extensive knowledge of the earlier

trials and pretrial proceedings jaundieed its perception. Nevertheless, Lazcano cites no
,„u.nrity for the proDOsitioh that a trial cdurt's extensive knowledge of a case is an

illegitimate basis on which to base a decision.. The trial court in Homr rejected the pleri
agreement based on its knowledge of the case. JTonw, 95 Wn.2d at 860-61.

Daniel Lazcano also argu® that the trial court's personal beliefii and opinions

impermissibly impacted its decision. We question Lazcano's ability to forward this

argument. The argument's necessary extension is that the trial court should have recused
■25
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itself. Nevertheless, Lazcano did not seek removal of the judge at the trial court level

before the trial court's ruling. He first forwarded the argunient after a'change of venue

and assignment of the trial to a Spokane County judge. We do iiot address arguments not

timely raised below. RAP 2;5(a). One cannot wait until after a judge's decision to claiip

bias against the judge. In any event, the trial court articulated its reasoning based on the

facts of the case. The record shows no bias, prejudice, or animus on a personal level

against.Daniel Lazcano,

Excuse of Juror for Financial Hardship

On appeal, Daniel Lazcano assigns error to the trial court's exclusion ofjuror 2 on

the ground of financial hardship. Lazcano objected to the exclusion below. He laments

the legislature's failure to recognize the financial impact of jury, service on wage earners.

He observes tiiat many counties lack the,tax base to provide for adequate payment of

jurors particularly when a trial last weeks.

Daniel Lazcano raises statutory and constitutional arguments on appeal. He

claims the dismissal of juror 2 violated,RCW 2.36.080(3). He contends the exclusion ,

breached his right, under Washington Constitution article I, section 22, to an impartial

jury that represents his community, According to Lazcano, excluding working class

people deprived him of Ihe opportunity of jurors who understand the daily stresses of

living on a marginal income. He presents no case law or literature that establishes that
t  • ■ ■
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low inconie jurors will more likely syrnpathize with criminal defendants. We are

unaware of any decision or literature. Daniel Lazcano does not explain how a low wage

earner would be more sympathetic to his case. He presents no evidence as to his wealth

or lack thereof.

The State answers that Daniel Lazcano paimbt show prejudice by the trial court's

excluding juror 2; According to the State, the voir dire transcript shows a wide cross

section of the community on the jury. Lazcano fails to establish unfitness of the first

alternate juror who replaced juror 2. The State contends that a defendant has no

constitutional right to a trial by a particular juror and the legislature holds the prerogative

to define juror qualifications.

A. Statutory right

We first address Daniel Lazcano's contention that exclusion ofjuror 2 violated his

rights under Washington statute. Jury service ,is both a duty and a privilege of

citizenship. Thiel v. Southern Pac. Go.i 328 U.S. 217,224, 66 S. Ct, 984,90 L.^d. 1181

(1946). Broad participatipn in the justice system is desirable because it reinforces public

confidence in the system's fairness. Balzac v. Porto Rico, 258 U.S. 298,310, 42 S. Ct. ̂

343, 66 L. Ed. 627 (1922). Jury service provides individuals with an opportunity to

participate in the civic life of our nation. Powers v. Ohio, 499 U.S . 400,407,111 S. Q.

1364,113 L. Ed. 2d 411 (1991). With ihe exception.of voting, for most citizens the
I

27 • ■
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honor and privilege of jury duty is their most significant opportunity to participate in the

democratic process. Powers v. Ohio^ 499 U.S. at 407. Discrimination during jury

selection undermines these important values. Moreover, discrimination deprives

individual defendants of a central right in our system ofjustice, the right to be judged by

a jury of their peers. Strauder v. West Virginia, 100 U.S; 30.3, 308,25 L. Ed. 664 (1880),

abrogated on other grounds by Taylor v. Louisiana, 419 U.S. 522, 536 n,19,95 S. Ct.

692,42 L.Ed. 2d 690 (1975).

Washington State implements these policies. RCW 2.36.100 governs the process

for excusing jurors from service. Subsection one of the statute declares.
[N]o person may be excused from jury service by the court except

upon a showing of undue hardship, extreme inconvenience, public
necessity, or any reason deemed sufficient by the court for a period of time
the court deems necessary. ^

Note that the statute does not limit a hardship to a "financial hardship." RCW

2,36.080(3), upon which Daniel Lazcano relies, provides:
■*

A citizen shall not be excluded from jury service in this state on
account of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or economic status.

(Emphasis added.) ,

No Washington case addresses the meaning or application of the term "economic
status" within RCW 2.36,080(3).' No Washington decision addresses the import of the
term in any context. Daniel Lazcano presents no foreign decision that holds the

.  28 .
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.exclusion ofoncjuror for finaicial hardship violates a simUar statute.

■  Ceyr o'M v. People, 900 P.2d 45 (Coio. 1?95) has an opposite outcome but
illustrates the shortcomings of Daniel Lazcano's legai position. Defendants, on

indicSnent for racketeering, moved to quash the indictment on the ground of
discrimination in selection of grand jurors. The court staff empioyed hourly wage earner

status as one faetorwhen impaneUng grand jurors because of wage earners- difficulty m
consistently attending the gtaudjury's scheduled sessions, The staff also considered die

education level of potential grand jurors so fliat the jury could understand complex legal
cases, rte trial court denied the motion and the petit jury convicted the defendants on

the charges. The Colorado Supreme Court held that use of the one factor inherently
discriminated and violated the mandate ofa Colorado statute. The Supreme Cotnl

■ nonetheless affirmed the convictions of the appealing defendants since a separate petit
jury convicted the defendants of the crime,

RCW.2.36.080 is based on a state uniform act. The Colorado statute at issue m

Cerraney. ?eqp& read similarly to RCW 2.36,080(3). The Colorado statute declared;
• A citiiten shail not be excluded item jury service in this state on

■account of race, color, rehgion, sex, national origin, or economic status.
Cerrom v. People, 900 P.2d at 51 (quoting former section 13-71-103 6A C.R.S. (1987)).
Lto the Washington statute, the Colorado statute did not define the term "econpinie

C,
29
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status" nor provide guidance on the standard to be used. The court held, however, that
the defendants must prove purposeful discrinaination because of the s^tute's use of the

avoids "on account of... economic status." This phrasing required affirmative conduct.

The Colorado high court employed an analysis used in constitutional claims in

determining whether jury selection violated the Colorado statute. The elements of a
prima facie case of purposeful discrimiriation in jury selection requires the defendant
show that (1) the venire in question was selected under a practice providing the >
opportunity for discrimination, and (2) members of a cognizable group were substantially
underrepresented on the venire. Under constitutional analysis, the defendant need not
show membership in the same group that is underrepresented on the venire. But the
Colorado court rejected this additional requirement for relief under the statute. In
determining whether the defendant has established a prima facie, case of purposeful
discrimination, the trial court must determine whether the totality of the relevant facts
gives rise to an' inference of discriminatory purpose. Once a defendant has made a prima
facie case of discrimination, the state must articulate a nondiscriminatory or neutral

reason for its jury selection. At this second step in the inquiry, the issue is the facial
validity of the state's explanation. The state may not rebut a prima facie case of
discrimination through mere denials of a discriminatory motive or protestations of good

faith. Nevertheless, unless a discriminatory intent is inherent in the state's explanation,

30
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the reason offered will satisfy the state's burden of production, ,

The Colorado court determined that low income individuals constituted a

cognizable class. The exclusion from the grand jury was sykematic, not random. The

system allowed.the State to discriminate on economic status. Thus, the defendants stated

a prima facie violation of the statute. The State did not meet its burden of proffering a

legitimate reason of exclusion based on a factor other than economic status. Instead, the

State summarily dismissed potential jurots because of a fear that hourly wage earners

would not appear for jury duty. A generalized assumption was insufficient.

The Cerrone court particularly .qualified its opinion by noting that courts may

excuse a potential juror from jury service on a finding of undue hardship. A finding of

undue financial burden may constitute an undue hardship. The court, however, would not
/  ' ,

permit the State of Colorado to render a generalized assumption that all.hourly .wage

earners would undergo too great an economic hardship to be able to serve on a grand

jury. ■ ■ ,

Daniel Lazcano's case on appeal differs in important respects. Spokane County

court staff did not systematically select for exclusion from the jury wage earners. Our'

trial court did not engage in systematic exclusion. The trial court excused only one Juror

for undue, hardship because of his peculiar circumstances after that particular juror

explained his situation. Other wage earners may have sat on ̂ e jury.

31" . . ' ̂
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State u Jyer, 150 N.H. 14, 834 A.'2d 277 (2003) proposes a looser standard for

purposes of excluding low income venire people. The Ayer court reviewed New

Hampshire's version of the statutory prohibition from jury service '-on account of race,

color, religion, sex, national origin or economic status." State v. Ayer^ 150 N.H. at 33

(quoting N.'H. Rev, Stat. Ann. 500-A:4 (1997)). New Hampshire also had a statute

allowing excuse of a juror upon a showing of undue hardship. The trial court excused

thirty-two prospective jurors for financial hardship, The state high court, however, did

not consider Ihe exclusions as discriihinating against or automatically excluding on the

basis of their economic class. There was no evidence regarding the economic status of

the selected jprors.

Daniel Lazcano argues that the trial court violated RCW 2.36,080(3) because the

court excluded juror 2 on account his economic status. Nevertheless, the trial court
1

excluded juror 2 because he would not receive pay for three weeks, the trial surrounded

Christmas, and service on the jury would be an extreme hardship-. Although the juror's

economic status may have motivated juror 2 to seek removal, the trial court did not

expressly or intentionally excuse the juror for this reason.

Daniel Lazcano incidentally argues that excusing juror 2 for financial hardship

violated the juror's civil rights under RCW 49.60.030(1); The statute reads, in pertinent

part: •

•  32
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The right to be free from discrimination because of race, creed,color, national origin, sex, honorably dischMged veteran or militaty status,
sexual orientation, or the presence of any sensory, mental, or physical
disability or the use of a trained dog guide or service animal by a person
with a disability is recognized as and declared to be a civil right.

"Economic status" is not a protected class under RGW 49.60.030(1).

B. Constitutional right

We now address Daniel Lazcano'^constitutional challenge. Ach^engebf
«  • i

discriminatory selection of grand juries in state courts may be brought under the Equal
Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Castaneda v. Partida, 430 U.S. 482, .

492, 97 S. Ct. 1272, 51 L. Ed. 2d 498 (1977). A traverse or petit jury challenge may be
brought under the Fourteenth Amendment for purposeful class^-based discrimination or
under the fair cross-section requirement of the Sixth Amendment. Batsdn v, Kentucky,

476 U.S. 79,93; 106 S. Ct. 1712, 90 L. Ed. 2d 69 (1986); Taylor v. Louisiana, 419 U.S.
at 525-26 (1975). "Discriminatory purpose" implies more than intent as volition or intent
as awareness of consequences. It implies that the decisionmaker selected a particular
course of action at least in part because of, not merely in spite of, its adverse effects on an

identifiable group. Personnel Administrator of Mass. v. Feeney, 442 U.S. 256, 279, 99 S.
^  Ct. 2282, 60 L. Ed. 2d 870 (1979). \

Lazcano relies only on the fair cross-section doctrine. To prevail on a fair cross-

^  section claim, a litigaht must prove: (1) that the group alleged to be excluded is a
33
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aistinotive group in the. community, (2) that Uie representation of this group in venires

from which juries are selected is not fair and re^onable in relation to the numbCT of such

persons in the .community, and (3) that this underrepresentation is due to systematic
exclusion of the group in the Jury selection process. Duren v. MissourU 439 U.S. 357,
364, 99 S.Ct, 664, 58L.Ed.2d579 (1979). ^ ^

The purpose of the jury is to guard against the exercise of arbifrary power. The
requirement that a jury represent a fair cross-section of the communify is a fundamental

part of the Sixth Amendment guarantee to a juiy trial. Taylor v, Louisiana, 419 U.S; at
529 (1975). Uiis gu^antee is made binding on the states by virtue of the Fourteenth ,
Amendment. Duncany. Louisiana, 391 U.S. 145,148, 88 S. Ct. 1444,20 L. Ed. 2d 491

(1968); Nevertheless, a defendant is not entitled to a jury of any particular composition
nor is there a requirement that petit juries actually chosen be representative of the various

distinct, economic, political, social or racial groups in the community, Taylor v.

Louisiana, 419 U.S. at 538; Thiel v. Southern Pacific Company, 328 U.S. at 220 (1945).
The defendant has'the burden of establishing intentional discriimnation or systematic
exclusion ofacertainsocialgrouporeconomicclassfroin the jury. Peoplev. Gibbs, 12

Cal,App.3d526,539,90Cal.Rptr..866 (1970). .

States are free to grant exemptions ftom jury service to individuals, in cases of

special hardship .or incapacity. Taylor v. Louisiana, 419 U.S. at 534 (1975), . What
34
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constUutes undue hardship lies within the discretion of the trial court, and includes one

for whom jury service would impose an undue financial burden. Thiel v. Southern

Pacific Co., 328 U.S. at 224. Such exemptions do not pose substantial threats to the

remaining pool of jurors being representative of the community. Taylor v. Louisiana,

419 U.S. at 534. Neither the jury nor the venire need be a perfect mirror of the

community or accurately reflect the proportionate strength of every identifiable group.

Joy/or V. 419 U.S. at 538.

The court may not exclude all daily wage earners regardless of discrete wage

earners' hardship. Thiel v, Southern Pacific Co., 328 U.S. at 224. Nevertheless, the

exclusion of a single person for financial hardship does not show a systematic or

complete exclusion of low wage earners. St. Clair v. Commonwealth, 451 S.W.3d 597,
I

623 (Ky. 2014)

Ah appellate decision involving Charles Manson may not be a sound basis on

which to promulgate law because of Manson's unique crimes. Nevertheless, Manson

challenged his convictions on the ground that the trial court excused a large number of

prospective trial jurors because of financial hardship. People v. Manson, 71 Cal; App. 3d

1,139 Cal. Rptr. 275 (Cal. Ct. App. 1977). Manson contended that the jury was

composed primMily of upper-middle-class persons who had their salaries paid while on

jury duty. He claimed that the exclusion of the vehiremen and women deprived him of

35
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•  I

the services of persons whose outlook toward the Manson ogre myth might have been
entirely different than that of the jurors actuaUy chosen.

In People v. Manson, the California Supreme Court answered that Charles

Manson's argument misconceives the function of the jury in our judicial system. A jury
does not exist to serve either party, but to serve society and the cause of justice. A

defendant of one economic status is not. entitled to be tried by only jurors of the same-

economic status. The court, noted that Manson made no showing that either an econoimc

class was underrepresented in the jury pool or that such underrepresentation was .due to

purposeful state action.

•  Instate ̂ . Aye^. lSO N.H. 14. ?34 AM 2V (2003). already discussed because of

New Hampshire-s similar statute, the court also addressed a constitutioiml chdlleagc to
die jury panel. The court noted that jurors excused for fmandal hardship do not

necessarily hold similar attitudes with regard to the legal system. The only characteristic
in common among the group was the raising of a concern regarding the economic impact

to themselves or their fiunilies of serving on a jury for three weeks. No logical inference

could .even he drawn regarding each group member's economic status. A person who is

self-employed or works on a commission may earn a substantial income, theabsencc of
which would impose a hardship upon that individual's ability to maintain his or her
Standard of living.

36
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In other cases, the courts also dismissed arguments that the defehd^t s

constitutional rights were violated because of dismissal of jurors on the basis of financial

hardship. Atwood v. Schriro, 489 F. Supp. 2d 982 (D. Ariz. 2007); People v. Carpenter,

21 Cal. 4th 1016, 988 P.2d 531,90 Cal. Rptr. 2d 607 People v. Davis, 137 Misc.

2d 958, 522 N.Y.S.2d 1017 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 1987); People v, Reese, 670 P.2d 11 (Colo.

App. 1983). In Atwood v. Schriro, and People v. Carpenter, the court further denied the

defendant's claim that excusing jurors for financial hardship also led to a racially

discriminatory panel.

Prosecutorial Vouching ,

Jamie Whitney and Ben Evensen testified to the detriment of Daniel Lazcano.

Whitney testified that Lazcano said,' I can't bdlieve I did this,'" and also testified that

the Lazcano brothers plotted to each take the blame to spare the other, RP (Dec,, 5,2013)

at 849, Ben Evensen also testified how Daniel essentially confessed to him. In turn, the

State entered as exhibits plea agreements from Whitney and Evensen, as well as Eli

Lindsey and McKyridree Rogers, all of which agreements contained language that the

.party agreed to "testify truthfully" at trial. The prosecutor dso asked Travis Carlon on

two occasions whether he testified truthfully. From this testimony, Daniel Lazcano

contends the prosecutor expressly vouched for the four witnesses credibility during .

closing argument.

37 ■ ■ , ■ .
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Trial counsel for Daniel Lazcano never objected to the testimony of Jamie

Whitney, Ben Evensen, and Travis Cation. On appeal, Lazcano contends his trial

counsel's omission constituted ineffective assistance of counsel. Rather than analyze

Lazcano's assignment of error as one involving ineffective assistance of counsel, we
address directly the subject of vouching.

Daniel Lazcano's assignment of error raises prosecutorial misconduct. A

prosecntorial misconduct inquiiy consists of two prongs: whether the prosecutor's
conduct was improper, and if so, whether the itnpropiu conduct caused prejudice. Stat^ v.

Ltvd^ay, ,160 Wn.2d 423,431,326 P.3d 125 (2014), When the defendant fails to object

to the prosecutor's conduct or request a curative instruction at trial, flie misconduct is -
reversible error only if the defendant shows the misconduct was so flagrant .and ill-

intentioned that an.instruction could not have cured the resulting prejudice. State v.
180Wiii2dat430.

A prosecutor cannot express a personal ojpinion as to a defendant s guilt or a

witness's credibility mdependent of the evidence in the case. State v, Lindsay, ,180

Wn.2d at 437; Ln re Personal Restraint of Glasmann, 175 Wn.2.d 696,706,286 P.3d 673

(2012). The personal opinion is prohibited because the, question of whether a witness has
testified truthfully is entirely for the jury to defeimine. State v. Ish, 170 Wn.2d 189, 196,

241 P.3d 389 (2010) (plurality opiniori). A prosecutor commits misconduct by vouching
■■ 38 ■ . . '
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for a witness's credibility. State v. Robinson, 189 Wn. App. 877, 892,359 P.3d 874

(2015). Vouching may occur in two ways: the prosecution places the prestige of the
government behind.the witness or indicates that information not presented to Ihe.jury

supports the witness's testimony. State v. Robinson, 189 Wn. App. at 892-93; State v.

Coleman, 155 Wn. App. 951,957,231 P.3d 212 (2010). Even going beyond comments

by the prosecution, a witness's testimony that he or she spoke the truth and abides by the

terms of aplea agreement may amount to a mild form of vouching. State v. Ish, 170

Wn.2datl97.

Daniel Lazcano principally relies on State v. Ish, 170 Wn.2d 189. Nathaniel Ish

claimed the prosecutor committed misconduct by vouching for his jail cellmate's

credibility when referencing the cellmate's agreement to testify truthfully. Befote the

cellmate testified, Ish objected to any question regarding .the cellmate's agreement to

testify truthfully. The trial court allowed the State to establish the agreement terms,

including the truthful testimony requirement. During direct examination in its case in

chief, the prosecutor asked the cellmate about the type of testimony he agreed to provide,

to which he responded "truthful testimony." During redirect, the prosecutor asked the

cellmate if his plea agreement included a term for mithful testimony, and he replied yes.

At the end,of redirect, the prosecutor asked the cellmate if he had testified truthfully, and
he replied that he had.

.  3.9 ■ w ■
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The Supreme Court, in State v. M, affirmed Ish's conviction. A majority of the

justices agreed that the trial court erred by allowing the prosecutor to introduce evidence

during the State's case in chief that the plea agreement required the cellmate to testify

truthihilly. Four justices reasoned that, when the credibility of the witness had not

previously been attacked) referencing the cellmate's out-of-court promise to testify

truthfully was irrelevant and had the potential to prejudice the defendant by placing the

prestige of the State behind the cellmate's testimony. Nevertheless, these four justices

concluded that the trial court's .etror was harmless.

In State v. Ish, four other justices concurred in the result in a separate opinion.

The concurring justices would have decided the case on a different basis by using the

balancing test of ER 403. They concluded, on the basis, of sevefal Court of Appeals

decisions, that the questioning about the plea^ agreement was proper. These justices ;

reasoned:

• [Ujnder ER 403, we should weigh the prejudice engendered by the
"testify truthfully" language in a plea agreement against the State's
legitimate purposes for questioning a witness about a plea agreement.
When the State offers a witness who has agreed to testify as part of a plea
agreement, the existence of a "deal" is an obvious ground for impeachment.,
It shows potential bias and motivation to lie,... In the face of obvious
(and damning) lines of questioning on cross-examination, the prosecutor in
this case wished to present [the cellmate's] testimony in its true context—as
part of a plea deal in exchange for truthful testimony. By questioning [the
cellmate] on direct examination about this issue, the prosecutor intended to
"pull the sting" from tlie anticipated cross-examination.

40
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State V. IsK 170 Wn.2d at 202. Significantly, despite the difference in views over the

admissibility of the evidence, both the lead and concurring opinions agreed that some

circumstances may warrant the State to preemptively "puU the sting" from an anticipated

attack on the credibility of a witness during the State's case m chief. State v. Jsh, 170

Wn.2d at 199 n; 10,203-04. .

A. Ben Evensen , ■

We now address , the appropriateness of questioning with regard to each of the four

witnesses. During opening arguments, defense counsel aggressively attacked the

C  ̂ credibility of State's witness, Ben Bvensen. Counsel referred to Evensen as a jailhouse
• snitch, who agreed to testify for a deal with the prosecution. During the State's direct

examination of Bvensen, the trial court admitted as an exhibit a letter from the

prosecution to Ben Evensen'-s attorney; The letter stated that Evensen agreed to testify

•  truthfully. The prosecutor asked Evensen several times whether the agreement required
him to be truthful in his testimony, and Evensen agreed. The prosecutor ̂ so directly
asked Evensen if he told the truth, and Evensen said he did.

We conclude the prosecutor did not commit misconduct when it proffered Ben .

Evensen's plea agreement on direct examination or when questioning Evensen on, direct

examination because defense counsel, during opening statements, attacked Evensen's

41
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credibility, Counsel introduced Evensen's lack of credibility as a central defense theory,

Under M, the prosecutor, during the State's case in chief, properly preemptively

"pull[ed] the sting" from this anticipated attack. Daniel Lazcano's prosecutor addressed

Evensen's credibility after Lazcano pulled a string, •

B, Eli Lindsey, Jamie Whitney, and McKyndree Rogers

During direct examination of Eli Lindsey, Jamie Whitney, and McKyndree

Rogers, the trial court, at the State's request, admitted letters to the three witnesses'

respective attorneys. In each letter, the witness agreed to testify truthfully in exchange

for immunity or a plea agreement During direct examination of each witness, the

prosecutor asked each witness if he or she told the truth.

On appeal, the State concedes that it improperly introduced the terms of Eli

Lindsey's, Jamie Whitney's, and McKyndree Rogers's plea or immunity agreements

during direct examination without the defense first attacking the witnesses' credibility.

Nevertheless; Daniel Lazcano did not object to any of the questioning, whereas the

defense in Ish objected to the questions regarding the cellmate's agreement to testify

truthfully,' Lazcano never moved to strike the answer or request a curative instruction,

Daniel Lazcano must demonstrate that the prosecutor's conduct was so flagrant

and ill-intentioned that no. instruction could have cured the prejudice. Here, if the court

had been asked to give a proper curative instruction, it wo^d have-cured a problem by
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directing the jury to disregard the phrt of the answer that refers to "truthfully." See State

V. Frank Lazcano, 188 Wn. App. at 369 (2015) (finding defendant did not object to

witnesses' testimony about how they agreed to testify-truthfully and a curative instruction

would have neutralized the prejudice). , .

Remerabdr that Daniel Lazcano also argues that defense counsel rendered

ineffective assistance in failing to object to the testimony regarding and the admission of

the plea and immunity agreements. Nevertheless, a defendant cannot claim ineffective^

assistance if defense counsel's trial conduct can be characterized as legitimate trial

strategy or tactic. State v, Benn, 120 Wn,2d 631, 665, 845 P.2d 289 (1993). The decision

whether to object is a classic example.of trial tactics and, only in egregious

circumstances, will the failure to object constitute ineffective,assistance of counsel, State

V, Kolesnik, 146 Wn. App. 790j 801,192 P,3d 937 (2008).

The State properly admitted the plea agreement of BenEvensen. The jury could

reasonably have concluded that other State witnesses, who were former fiiends and

colleagues of Daniel and Frank Lazcano, entered similar agreements with the State.

Given the presumption that counsel rendered adequate assistance and made significant

decisions in the exercise of reasonable professional jud^ent, we can infer that defense

counsel's decision not to object to the exhibits and testimony conceming McKyndree

c.
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Roger's, Eli Lmdsey's. iid Jamie Wiitney's agreements was sttategie. An objection
could have highli^ted the jury's attention to this testimony.

C. Travis Carlon

C^ei Lazcano aiso argues that the prosecutor committed misconduct when he

asked Travis Carlon on two occasions whether he was being truthfel. The State responds
that its eounsei never posed'this question in Carlon. The State is correct. Carlon was
questioned extensively about the jftvorable plea agreement he received in exchange for
his continued cooperation, but the,prosecutor never asked.him whether the plea

agreement requires him to testi^S' truthfiilly. Moreover, unlike the other plea agreements,
the prosecutor never sought to admit Mr. Cation's agrwment as an exhibit.

D. Closing argument

Daniel Lazcano. argues that the prosecutor ejqtressly vouched for Ben Evensen's
credibility during closing argument. Lazcano relies on the following passage:

And we have the testimony of Ben Evensen oh Febm^ the 12th
and 13th... [W]e have the testimony of Ben Evensen on February me
27th .. rWle have the testimhny.of Ben Evensen on May 31?t and June
the 3rd"... And ?very single time, he has told me tm&. ̂  ̂ rgot: a
recorded interview of Ben Evensen... on July the 30th of 2012. Every
Qitiglc time* he's told the truthi tt ■ j

Every single time, he said, "Marcus told me'»—excuse me.. He said,
"Dan told me he waited out back. 'Marcus ran out and M^cus wa^
running, and I said, Marcus, stop. stop. Md Marcus wouldn t stop. And
so I raised up and I went'bop-bop-bpp.'"
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RP (Dec, 17,2013) at 1980. Lazcano did not object to this argument. Note that the

prosecution did hot couch his argument.in a personal belief or the belief of the State.

Instead, he bolstered the testimony of Ben Evensen by noting his story's consistency
through time, Therefore, we reject Lazcano's contention.

In the context of closing arguments, the prosecutor has wide latitude in making

arguments to'the jury and prosecutors are allowed to draw reasonable inferences from the
evidence. State v. Fisher,\65 Wn.2d 727,747.202 P.3d 937 (2009). Instead of

examining improper conduct in isolation, this court considers the prosecutor's alleged
improper conduct in the context of the total argument, the issues in the case, the evidence

addressed in the argument, and the jury instructions. State v. Monday, 171 Wn.2d 667,

675,257 P.3d 551 (2011).

State V. Warren, 165 Wn.2d 17,30,195 P.3d 940 (2008) is an important decision

on thesubject of vouching. The prosecutor argued during closing argument that details

in the victim'stestimoriy gave her testimony a "badge of truth" and the "ring of truth."

State V. Warren, 165 Wn.2d at 30, The prosecutorcommented on specific parts of the

viotim's.testimony that "rang out clearly with truth in it" and argued that the victim

would not know that level of detail if the crime had not occurred. State v. Warren, 165

Wn.2d at 30. The Warren court held that this argument was not improper vouching for

the credibility of a witness. The court reasoned that defense counsel attacked the victim's ■
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credibility during opening statements and cross-examination and then observed that the

prosecutor responded by arguing that the detail in the victim's testimony raised a

reasonable inference that she told the truth.

Like in State v. Warren, defense counsel attacked Ben Evensen's credibility in

opening argument and on cross-examination. The parties contentiously disputed ,

Evensen's credibility throughout the trial. In closing, the prosecution sought to establish

that Evensen rendered consistent statements every time he described the murder. Like

the prosecutor's argument in Warren that the details in the victim's testimony gave her

testimony a ?'badge of truth," this argument was not improper in the context of the total
argument and the issues in the case.

Sufficiency of Evidence

Daniel Lazcano challenges the sufficiency of evidence to convict him of first

degree rhurder.. The challenge requires a review of evidence to determine if sufficient

evidence supported a conviction for the alternate means of first degree murder alleged by

the State, the State contended that Lazcano committed first degree murder-by

ptemediation and by participating in a' fcst degree burglary,

,  ■ , Washington's first degree murder statute, RCW 9A.32.03(), provides, in relevant
!

part:

(1) A person is guilty of murder in the first degree when:
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(a) With a premeditated intent to cause the death of another person,
' he or she causes the death of such person or of a third person; or

(c) He or she commits or attempts to commit the crime of. ..
burglary in the first degree ,, and in the course of or in furtherance of such
crime or in immediate flight therefrom, he or she, or another participant,
causes the death of a person other than one of the participants. :

RCW 9A.08.020(3)(a), the general accomplice statute, and RCW 9A.32,030, the

felony murder statute, supply alternative grounds under which an accused, who did not

shoot the victim, may be found guilty , of murder. The felony murder provision of the first

degree murder; statute establishes a separate mechanism by which one who commits a

predicate felony may be pritriinally liable for a homicide committed in the course of that

felony by a copartioipant in. the commission of the underlying felony. State v. Carter,

154 Wn.2d 71,78,109 P.3d 823 (2O05). The participant liabiiity clause of the felony
murder provision serves as a built-in vicarious liability provision that provides a

mechanism by which liability for a homicide may be imputed to a copartioipant who does

not commit a homicide. State v. Carter, 154 Wn.2d at 79. Thus, though one participant

in a predicate felony, alone, commits a homicide during the commission, of, or flight

from, such felony, the other participant in the predicate felony has, by definitipn,

committed felony murder. State v. Garter, 154 Wn.2d at 79. In such cases, the State

need not prove that the nonkiller participant was an accomplice to the homicide. State v,

^  Rolar, 118 Wn- App. 490, 504-05,78 P.3d 1012 (2003),
47
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Daniel Lazcano ar^es Hiat insuffioient evidence supports his conviction for first

degree murder under each of.the alternative means of first degree murder contained in the

jury instruction. An alternative means case involves a single offense that may be
committed in more than one manner. A jury must always be unanimous in declaring the

accused guilty of the crime charged. State v. Crane, 116 Wn.2d 315, 325, 804 P.2d 10

(1991). Nevertheless, the jury need not unanimously agree to the means by which the
accused committed the crime so long as substantial evidence supports each alternative

means. State v. Crane, 116 Wn.2d at 325-26. In Washington, premeditated murder and-

felony murder are alternative means of committing first degree murder. State v, Fortune,
128 Wn.2d 464,468,909 P.2d 930 (1996),

The trial court impliedly instructed the jury ftat it may convict Lazcano of first .

degree murder if: (1) Lazcano shot Marcus Schur with premeditation, or (2) Lazcano shot
Schur during the course ofFrank Lazcano burglarizing Nick Backman's home. The trial

court also gave a general accomplice liability instruction. Because the court instructed
the jury that it need not be unanimous as to which alternate the State proved, this court

must determine whe^er sufficient evidence upheld all alternatives.

In a criminal case, the State must provide sufficient evidence to prove each

element of the charged offense beyond a reasonable doubt; Jackson v. Virginia, 443 U.S.

307, 316, 99 S, Ct. 2781,61 L. Ed. 2.d 560 (1979). When a.defendant challenges the
48
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sufficiency ofthe.evMence,thepropermquii7is whether, afterviewingt^^

the light most favorable to the State, any rational trier of fact could have found guilt
beyond a reasonable doubt. State v, Salinas, 119. Wn.2d 19?, 201, 829 P.2d 1068 (1992).

;  All reasonable inferences from the evidence must be drawn in favor ofthe State and
inteipreted most strongly against the defendant. State^f. Salinas, 119 Wn.2d at201. A

claim of insufficiency admits the truth ofthe State's evidence and all inferences that

reasonably can be drawn therefrom. State v. Salinas, 119 Wn.2d at 201.

In a challenge to the sufficiency ofthe evidence, circumstantial evidence and

(  ' direct evidence, carry equal weight, v. 150 Wn.2d 774,781, 83 P.3d410
(2004). This court's role is not to reweigh the evidence and substitute its judgment for
that of the jury. State v. McCreven, 170 Wn, App. 444,477,284 P.3d 793 (2012).

Instead, because the jurors observed the witnesses testify firsthand, fiiis court defers to

the jury's resolution of conflicting testimony, evaluation of witness credibility, and

decision regarding the persuasiveness and the appropriate weight to be given, the

evidence. State v. Thomas, 150 Wn.2d 821, 874-75, 83 P.3d 970 (2004).
A. Sufficiency of evidence for felony murder ■

The State employed first degree burglary as the predicate crime for felony murder.

The statute creating the crime of first degree burglary declares:
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A person is guilty of burglary in the first degree if, with intent to
commit a'crime against a person or property therein, he or she enters or
remains imlawMy in a building and if, in entering or while in the building
or in immediate flight therefrom, the actor or another p^cipant m thecrime (a) is armed with a de^ly weapon, or (b) assaults ̂ y person.

RCW 9A.52,020(I). Frtuik Lazcano assaulted Schur and Amber Jones in.Nick

Backman's house. Evidence showed that Frank entered the house with the purpose of

assaulting at least Schur.

We have already quoted the first degree murder statute. A person commits first

degree felony murder if the person "commits or attempts to commit... burglary in the

ast degree... iod in the course of or in furtherance of Such crime or in immediate fUght

thereftom, he or she, or another participant, causes the death of a person other than one of
the participants." RCW 9A,32,030(l)(c),

Daniel Lazcano argues that first degree burglary, based on assault, can never

substantiate a first degree felony murder charge because the assault and the murder

constitute the same act. Lazcano relies on In re Personal Restraint ofAndress, \A1

Wn.2d 602, 610, 56 P.3d 981 (2002). Andress held that assault could not serve as the

predicate felony for second degree felony murder under.former RCW 9A.32.050(l)(b)

because the "in furtherance of language would be meaningless as to that predicate

felony. In other words, the underlying assault is not independent from the homicide,

because homicide cannot result without an assault. Vas Andress comt distinguished
>  ■ " ■ ' '
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assault from vaU4 predicate felonies like arson/which were distinct from but related to

the homicide. Of course, in Andress, the assault and the homicide constituted the same

act. , ■ , ,

Personal Restraint ofAndress does not control this appeal for several reasons.

First, Andress entailed charges for second degree felony murder. The State charged

Daniel Lazcano with first degree, not second degree, felony murder, Assault is not a

qualifying, felony for first degree felony murder. First degree burglary qualifies instead

as a predicate for first degree murder. Assault is simply an element of,first degree

burglary. Andress^^ reasoning does not apply because first degree burglary is distinct

from but related to the homicide, and can occur independently of the homicide.

Second, following Personal Restraint of Andress, the legislature amended the

second degree felony murder statute and expressly declared assault as a predicate crime

to second degree fel.ony murder. Laws of 2003, ch. 3, § 1. The legislature wrote; The

legislature does not agree with or accept the court's .findings of legislative intent in State

V. Andrejss,... and reasserts that assault has always been and still remains apredicate

offense for felony murder in the second degree." Laws, OF 2003, ch, 3, § 1.
r • -

Third, Daniel Lazcano fails to note that his brother assaulted Marcus Schur inside'

the house as part.of a scheme to flush Schur, outside the house, where Lazcano awaited
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him, Frai^ La^icano's assault of Schur was a distinct act from Daniel s shooting or ,

second assault on Schur,

Daniel Lazcano argues insufficient evidence supports a determination that he

knew Frank would assault Marcus Schur of Ambrosia Jones, The felony murder statute

does not require such a determination. Anyway, evidence showed that Daniel and Franlc

planned for Frank to frighten Schur into fleeing out the back door of the residence.

Frightening Schur could include assaulting him,

B. Sufficiency of evidence for accomplice liability

Daniel Lazcano also argues there was no evidence that he, knew he was promoting

the commission of a.crime because he did not know that Frank Y'as going to assault

Marcus Schur or push Ms. Jones. Citing State v. Roberts, the State ̂ giies that an

accomplice need not have specific knowledge of every element of the crime committed ,

by the principal, provided he or she has general loiowledge of that specific crime, State

V. Roberts, 142 Wn.2d 471, 512, 14 P,3d 713 (2000).

We need not apply the fine distinction asserted by the State, Taking all reasonable

inferences in favor of the State and drawing them strongly against Daniel Lazcano,

sufficient evidence supported a jury determination that Lazcano knew. Frank Would

commit first degree burglary based on assault. Ben Evensen's mother testified that she

had conversations with the brothers about confronting Marcus Schur. She testified she
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fried to persuade fhem uot to do it. Daniel Lazcano told his «end, Kyle Evans, that he
wished to find Sohur and "beat [his] ass." RP (Dee. 3,2013) at 412. Frank beeame an

integral part of this plan." He agreed with Daniel to assist in the thumping., Daniel
LazeanolmewSdun lingered inside the Backman house when Frank entered. Daniel

must have known that Frank's entry ofthe home would invite violence. Frank had

warned Amber Jones, in the presence ofDaniel, that, if Frank found Schur to be

implicated in the robbery, he woiuld kill him.

Ben Evensen testified that the brothers planned for Frank to enter the house to

"flush" Schur. Daniel waited outside to attack Schur once Frank cleared Schur floro the

home. An assault could readUy accompany the flush. Drawing all reasonable inf«ences

in favor ofthe State, the evidence here was sufficient for a jury to reasonably infer, that

Daniel Lazcano was an accomplice to FrankLazcano'S burglary of NickEackman's
I

house.

C. Sufficiency of evidence for premeditation

Finally, Daniel Lazcano contends fee State also failed to prdve premeditation
beyond a reasonable doubL Laicano emphasized feat he told Ben Evensen feat he did

not travel to Nick Backman's house to kill Marcus, .but only to fnghten him. He then .
argues feat he panicked when Marcus appeared in fee aUey and reacted involuntarily
when.,shootmg. He later expressed remorse over Marcus Schur's death According to
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Lazcano, all of these facts and circumstances indicate that Daniel did not premeditate

killing Marcus, In so ar^ng, Lazcano construes the evidence in a light most favorable

tp him. When we review the sufficiency of evidence for a conviction, we view the

evidence in the opposite light. lytf/mfliS, 119 Wn,2d at201 (1992).

"Premeditation," for purposes of first degree murder, is the deliberate formation of

and reflection on the intent to take a human life and involves the mental process of

thinking beforehand, deliberating on, or weighing the contemplated act for a period of

time, howfcver short. State v. Ra, 144 Wn, App. 688,703, 175 P.3d 609 (2008),

Premeditation requires more than a moment in time. RCW 9A.32.020(1), The State may

prove'premeditation by circumstantial evidenpe when the inferences argued are

reasonable and the evidence supporting them is substantial. State v. Ra, 144 Wn. App. at

703. Examples include: motive, prior threats, multiple wounds inflicted or multiple

shots, striking the victim from behind, assault with multiple means or a weapon not'

readily available, and the planned presence of a weapon at the scene." State v, Ra, 144

Wn. App, at 703.

Assuming the truth of the State's evidence, nearly all factors weigh in favor of

finding premeditation, Daniel Lazcano possessed a motive to kill Marcus Schur based on

the burglary. Lazcano sought to locate Schur for over a week. Lazcano also threatened

to confront Schur during multiple discussions with multiple people. The State presented
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no evidence that Lazcano threatened to kill Schur, but Frank uttered such a threat in the

presence of Daniel. Lazcano brought his AK-47 to Nick Backman's house. He took the

firearm wdth him as he to the back of the house while Frank tried to flush Schur from-

the home. Lazcano stood in wait. Lazcano fired multiple shots after taking time to raise

the rifle and yell, "' Stop, Marcus.'" RP (Dec. 9,2013) at 980.
I

In short, sufficient evidence supports Lazcano'a conviction for first degree murder
on each of the alternate means of felony murder and premeditation.

Felony Firearm Offender Registration

Daniel Lazcano contends the trial court erred'when it determined he must register

as a felony firearm offender. The relevant statute, and version of the statute in

application at the time of Lazcano's sentence, read:
(1) On or after July 28,2013, whenever a defendant in this state is

convicted of a felony firearm offense... the court must.consider whether to
impose a requirement that the person comply with the registration ,
requirements of ROW 9.41.333 and may, in its discretion, impose such a
requirement. . • i. ^

(2) In determining whether to require the person to register, the court
shall consider all relevant factors including, but not limited to:

(a) The person's.crimin^ history;
(b) Whether the person has previously been found not guilty by

reason of insanity of any offense in this state' or elsewhere; and .
(c) Evidence of the person's propensity for violence that would

likely endanger persons.

C
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Former RCW 9.41.330 (2014). Note that the statute references a "felony firearm

offense," but does not mention .a "felony firearm offender."

RCW 9.41.010(8)(e) defines "felony firearm offense" as;

Any felony offense if the offender was armed with a firearm in the
commission of the offense.

RCW 9,41.010(7) defines "felony firearm offender" as a person:

who has previously been convicted... of any feloriy firearm
offense,

(Emphasis added.)

Daniel Laacano's crime meets fte definition of "felofty fireMm offense." Die jnty

found Lazcano to be armed with a firearm when he shot Marcus Schur. Neverflieless,

before the trial on appeal, Lamano had never been convicted of a felony. Therefore, he

argues that he docs not qualify as a ."felony firearm offender," because he had hot
previously been convicted of any felony firewm crime,

Daniel Lazcano's argument fails because the controlling statute, ROW 9.41.330,

does not require that he be a felony firearm offender as defined inRCW 9.41.010(7) or

any other statute. Instead, RCW 9.41.330 affords the trial coUrt discretion to order

registration on any conviction for a felony firearm offense after reviewing certain factors.

RCW 9.41.330 does not require two firearm offenses before registration.
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Cumulative Error ;

Daniel Lazcano contends that the prosecutorial vouching, the jury unanimity error,

and the insufficient evidence to support each, alternative means of first degree murder,

when aggregated, violated his rights to due process and a fair trial. The cumulative error

doctrine applies when several trial errors, none of which alone suffices to warrant

reversal, but when combined may have denied the defendant a fair trial, State v. Greiff^ :
141 Wn.2d 910,929,10 P.3d 390 (2000).

We find error only in the admission of plea agreements containing language

wherein witnesses agreed to testify truthfully. We previously held the errors to be

harmless.

Statement of Additional Grounds

We now address Daniel Lazcano's stateinent of additional grounds,

Daniel Lazcano argues we should reverse his conviction because the prosecutor

knowingly presented false evidence from Amber Jones, contrary to the Mooney-Napue

line of cases. Napue v. Illinois, 360 U.S. 264,79 S. Ct. 1173,3 L. Ed. 2d 1217 (1959),

Mooney v. Holohan, 294 U.S. 103, 55 S. Ct. 340,79 L. Ed. 791 (1935). Under thpse

cases, a conviction will be reversed if the prosecution knowingly presented false evidence

or testimony at trial and there is a reasonable likelihood that the false evidence of

testimony could have affected the Jury's decision. Morris v, Ylst, 447 F.3d 735,743 (9th
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Cir. 2006). To prevail on a claim based op Mooney-Napue, the defendant must show that

(1) the testimony or evidence was false, (2) the prosecution knew or should have known

that the testimony was false, and (3) that the false testimony was material. UnUed States

V. Zuno-Afce, 339 F.Sd 886, 889 (9th Cir, 2003),

Daniel Lazcano alleges that Amber Jones testified falsely when she described,

during the third trial, peering through the window of Nick Backman's house immediately

following the murder: , ,

Q. Did you think you recognized anybody inside the car?
A, I thought I seen maybe Daniel. I wasn't for sure. It looked like

somebody that—^it looked familiar,
Q. Okay. So you're not 100 percent sure.but—

, A, No,
Q.—but you thought it was Dan?
A Ygs.

Q, And you're not 100 percent sure because—-was, it because it was
very dark that night?

A, Yes. And it was raining, .

RP (Dec. 3,2013) at 432. Lazcano claims Jones' third trial testimony differed from her

first trial testimony, when she testified that she "didn't get a very good look at exactly

who it was." RP (Feb. 12,2013) at 182. He further contends that Jones' third trial

testimony also conflicted with testimony in his second trial, when she testified she

"thought it had been Daniel" because she recognized his oar. RP (May 30,2013) at 1416.
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Daniel Lazcaho does not establish false testimony by Amber Jones. Her testimony

during the three trials remained consistent. She always averred that she could not for sure

identify Lazcano. .

Daniel Lazcano next assigns error to the introduction of testimony by Jeffrey

Reynolds, the prosecution's expert witness, regarding ballistics. Lazcano chmactenzes

the testimony as unreliable and speculative in nature, He contends that Reynolds lacked

qualifications to testify' about ballistics.

Daniel Lazcano never objected to Jeffrey Reynolds' qualifications at trial and thus

did not preserve the issue for appeal. RAP 2.5(a). Daniel Lazcano complains about the

.  speculative nature of Reynolds' testimony. Nevertheless, Lazcano objected only to

Reynolds' rebuttal testimony on the grounds of repetition. He therefore also waived

appellate review of this issue, An objection on different grounds to expert scientific

'  testimony does not preserve the issue for appeal. State v. Newbem, 95 Wn. App. 277,

291.975 P.2d 1041 (1999). ^ ' ,

Daniel Lazcano argues that the State failed to preseive bullet fragments in Marcus

Schur's body, and the spoliation violated his due process rights. Jeffrey Reynolds

recovered some bullet fragments, but decided not to look for the remainder of the original

" bullet because the rengiaining fragirientation would not be testable. The State called a

second ballistics expert. Glen Davis, an employee of the state crime laboratory, who.
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examined the bullet fragments recovered by Reynolds from the corpse during the

autopsy. Davis ppined that the bullet bits were consistent with the size rounds fired by

the AK-47.

\5ndtxArizona V. 488 U.S. 51,109 S. Ct. 333,. 102 L. Ed. 2d 281

(1988) and State v. Wittenbarger, 124 Wn.2d .467,, 880 P.2d 517 (1994), whether

destruction of evidence constitutes a due process violation depends on the naturo of the

, evidence and the motivation of law enforcement. State v. Groth, 163 Wn. App. 548, 55^

261 P.3d 183 (2011). If the State fails to preserve "material exculpatory evidence,"

• criminal charges must be dismissed.. Wittenbarger, 124 Wn.2d at 475. In order to be

considered "material exculpatory evidence," the evidence must possess an exculpatory

value apparent before its destruction and be of such a nature that the defendant would be

unable to obtain comparable evidence by other reasonably available mems..

Wittenbarger, 124 Wn.2d at 475. The State's failure to preserve evidence merely

"potentially useful" does not violate due process unless the defendant shows bad faith on

the part of law enforcement. "Potentially useful" evidence is "evidentiary, material of
which no more can be said than that it could have been subjected to tests, the results of

which might have exonerated the defendant." State v. Groth, 163 Wn, App. at 557.

Jeffrey Reynolds testified that whatever fragment remained of the original bullet

could not be tested. Daniel Lazcano presented no contrary testimony. The evidence.
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could not have exonerated Lazcano.

Daniel Lazcano argues that the State elicited hearsay statements from Travis

Carlon about the AK-47 rifle being used in the murder. On direct examination, Carlon

testified that Frank Lazcano lay'the AK-47 in his trunk, but then denied that either

brother told him that, the AK-47 was used to shoot Marcus Schur. The State then asked

Carlon about a statement he previously gave Undersheriff Rockness, in which he told

Rockness that the Lazcano brothers told him they used an AK-47. The State asked Travis

Carlon about his prior s.tatement in order to impeach him. Thus, Carlon's answers were

not admitted for their truth and were not hearsay. ER.801(c). Lazcano argues that the

State used Carlon's earlier statements as substantive evidence of Lazcano's guilt during

closing argument, but Lazcano never objected or asked the trial court to limit their use to

impeachment purposes.

Daniel Lazcano also argues that the prosecutor's, closing argument assumed facts

not in evidence because he asked the jury to infer that Lazcano told Travis Carlon he

killed Marcus Schur. Carlon repeatedly testified that he "assumed" the brothers killed

Schur, based on their statements and actions, even though Carlon declared that the

brothers never explicitly confessed. In closing, the prosecutor argued Carlon s denial of

an express concession was unbelievable and that Lazcano probably told Carlon of the

details of the murder.
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The prosecutor's closing argument did not assume facts not in evidence. The

prosecution aclmowledged that Travis Carlon never testified that the brothers expressly
told him what happened. The prbsecution encouraged, based on other evidence, the jury

to draw a reasonable inference of the brothers telling Carlon they killed Marcus Schur. In

closing argument, the prosecutor has wide latitude in arguments to the jury and may ask
the jury to draw reasonable inferences from the evidence. State v. Fisher, 165 Wn,2d at
747 (2009).

Daniel Lazcano argues the trial court's ruling in limine to prevent him from cross-

examining James Holdren about inental health issues limited his ability to confront

Holdren. Lazcano argues that Holdren's mental incornpetency was relevant to show

possible error in how the witness pdrceived events or recalled them. As authority, he
cites State v. Darden, 145 Wn.2d 612,41 P.3d 1189 (2002) and State v. Froehlich, 96
Wh.2d301, 635 P^2d l27 (1981).

The federal and state constitution's guarantee the right to confront and cross-

examine adverse witnesses. U.S. CONST, amend VI; CONST, art. I, § 22. This right

includes the right to conduct a meaningful cross-examination of adverse witnesses. State

V. Darden, 145 Wn,2d at 620 (2002). The defendant should be free to test the.perception,

memory, and credibility of witnesses. State v. Darden, 145 Wn.2d at 620. Confrontation
helps assure the accuracy of the fact-finding process. State v, Darden, 145 Wn.2d at 620.
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Cross-examination as to a mental state or condition, to impeach a witness, is

permissible. State v. Froehlich, 96 Wnldsit 306 (im). Cross-examination is one of

several recognized means of attempting to demonstrate Hiat a -witness has erred because

of his mental state or condition.; State v. Froehlich, 96 ■Wn.2d at 306.
Like all constitutional rights, the right to confront witnesses faces limits. The right

to cross-examine adverse witnesses is not absolute. State v. Darden, 145 Wn.2d at 620.
The trial court, within its sound discretion, may deny cross-examination if the evidence
sought is vague, argumentative, or speculative. State v. Darden, 145 Wn.2d at 620-21,
Evidence rules may limit the right of cross-examination. State v. Darden, 145 Wn.2d at
620-21. . ■ ' ■

The trial court ruled that Daniel Lazcano could not examine James Holdren about
his psychiatric episodes because of the lack of relevance. The trial court expressed
concern that Lazcano wanted to make Holdren appear incompetent so the jury would
think Holdren committed the murder. The court,,however, allowed Lazcano to ask
Holdren about relevant acts, such as his phone call to a police officer in which he
expressed a belief of planted ammunition in his vehicle. We hold the trial court did not

■ abuse its discretion in balancing Lazcanq's rights to confrontation with the limiting
considerations of relevance and undue prejudice. The trial court reasonably limited
questioning to mental-health problems near in time to the shooting of Marcus Schur.
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Daniel Lazcano next contends the prosecution engaged in.nusconduot wHen the

prosecution questioned Travis Carlon about statenients he made to Carlon s wife and

Jamie Whitney about Carlon's belief that Lazcano committed the murdet. The trial court

granted a motion in limine to preclude this questioning of Carlon. Nonetheless, during

direct examination, the prosecutor asked Travis Carlon if he told his wife that Lazcano

shot Marcus Schur and if he had told Eli Lindsey that Lazcano shot Schur. Lazcano

obj ected both times 6n grounds of relevance, and the trial court,sustairied the objections.

On appeal, Lazcano argues that these repeated questions elicited testimony similar to that

the trial court excluded and that the prosecution's tactics constituted trial by innuendo.

- A criminal defendant must only be convicted by evidence, not innuendo. State v.

Ruiz, 176 Wn. App. 623, 641,309 P.3d 700 (2013).. When aprosecutor's questions refer

to extrinsic evidence never introduced, deciding if the questions are inappropriate

requires examining whether the focus of the questioning imparts evidence within the
I

prosecutor's personal knowledge without the prosecutor formally testifying. State v.

Miles, 139 Wn. App. 879, 887, P.3d 1169 (2007)1.State v. Lopez, 95 Wn. App. 842,

855, 980 P.2d 224 (1999).

In the case on appeal, the prosecutor did not seek to place unavailable evidence

before the jury. The prosecutor already established that, at least according to Travis

Carlon, Daniel Lazcano committed the murder. Carlon earlier described how he drove
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with the brothers into the country to hide the body, how Daniei repeatedly uttered in the

car, Uncle, I fucked up,'" and how Cailoh assumed Lazcano killed Schur. RP (Dec. 4,
\

2013) at 524. In asking Carlon if he told his wife or Eli Lindsey that Lazcano shot Mr.

Schur, the prosecutor did not imply the existence of any evidence.the jury did not already

have. The prosecutor probably violated the trial court's evidentiary ruling, but the

conduct was not equivalent to a trial by innuendo.

Daniel Lazcano argues that the prosecutor mischaracterized the standard for

"premeditation" in his closing argument. RGW 9A.32.020 defines "premeditation, for

purposes of murder in the first .degree, as involving "ihore than a moment in pomt of

time." 11 Washington Practice: Washington Pattern Jury instructions:
\

CRIMINAL 26.01.01, kt 360 (3d ed. 2008) incorporates this s^e language, In closing

argument, the prosecutor characterized "premeditated" as "just more than a moment in

time, that's all. It doesn't mean they thought about it for a day or two." RP (Dec. 17,
2013) atl991. The prosecution's argument accurately stated the law.^

. Daniel Lazcano argues that the prosecutor argued facte not in evidence during

closing argument when he argued that Lazcano stated to Nicole Carlon that he looked for

the'shells from the AK-47. Nevertheless, the record contains Ihis evidence. Nicole,

Carlon testified that Lazcano stated he could not find the shell casings, that the casings '

had flung "pretty far, like they were gone." RP (Dec. 16,2013) at 1875-76.
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Daniel Lazcano next argues that the prosecutor impermissibly impugned defense

counsel when stating the defense wishes the jury to travel to Wonderland. A prosecutor

may argue that the evidence does not support the defense theory. State v. Lindsay, 180

Wn,2d at 431 (2014). NeverthelesSj a prosecutor must not impugn defense counsel's role

orintegrity. State v. Lindsay, m WnM &t 43i-n. Impugning defense counsel severely

damages an accused's opportunity to present his or her case. State v. Lindsay, 180 Wn.2d

at 432..

DanielLazcano cites State v, Thorgerson, 172 Wn.2d 438,258 P.3d 43 (2011). In

that case, the prosecutor argued during closing argument that:

The entire defense is sl[e]ight of hand.. Look over here, but don't
pay attention to there. Pay attention to relatives that didn't testify that have
nothing to do with the case ... Don't pay attention'to the evidence., ,

State V, Thorgerson, 172 Wn.2d at 451 (alteration in original). The court held the

prosecutor's comments improper but did not reverse because the comments likely did not

alter the outcome of the case and an instruction could have cured the prejudice.

In this appeal, even assuming the prosecutor's Alice in Wonderland argument was

improper, the argument likely did not impact the outcome. An instruction could have

cured the prejudice, and the conunents were not flagrant or ill-intentioned.

Daniel Lazcano argues, for the first time on appeal, that the trial court improperly

admitted statements made by Frank Lazcano to Deputy Tim Cox during Deputy Cox's
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questioning of Franic. We reject this claimed error because a defendant must raise a Sixth

Amendment confrontation clause claim at or before trial or lose the benefit of Ihe right.

State v. O'Cain, 169 Wn. App. 228,247-48,279 P.3d 926 (2Q12). We also note that

Sheriff Deputy Cook testified that Frank told him he went to confront Marcus Schm

alone, he left when he heard gunshots, and Daniel was at his girlfriend's house in

Spokane that evening. Thus, the statement did not implicate Lazcano.

Daniel Lazcano argues the trial court violated his right to plead guilty when it

rejected the proposed plea agreement and the State's amendment charging him with

second degree manslaughter. This assignment of error relates to our earlier holding that

the trial court did not abuse its discretion when rejecting a plea agreement. This court

reviews whether the trial court deprived a defendant of his or her rule-based right to plead

guilty to the original charges, de novo, State v. Conwell, 14.1 Wn.2d at 906 (2000).

Months before the plea hearing, Daniel Lazcano had pled not guilty and

undergone two trials. The right to plead guilty only exists when the defendant has not yet

entered any kind of plea. State v. James, 108 Wn.2d 483,487,739 P,2d 699 (1987).

Once the defendant enters a legally sufficierit plea of not guilty the defendant's right to

plead guilty is no longer unconditional. State v. James, 108 W'n.2d at 488; State v.

29 Wn. App. 842, 852-55,631 P.2d 964 (1981).

Daniel Lazcano also argues the plea agreement hearing violated the appearance of
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fairness doctrine and his due iJrocess rights because the trial court referred to Frank

Lazcanp's testimony from Frank's owa.trial, which was not in the record in his case.

Lazcano argues that Frank's testimony from Frank's trial was part of the.reason why'the
trial court rejected the plea agreement

The Code of Judicial Conduct (CJC) provides that a judge must disqualify himself

or herself "in any proceeding in which the judge's impartiality might reasonably be

questioned." CJC 2.11(A), This includes when a judge has "a personal bias or prejudice

concerning a party or a party's lawyer, or personal knowledge of facts that are in dispute

in the proceeding." CJC 2.11(A)(1). In determining whether recusal is warranted, actual

prejudice need not be proven. A mere suspicion of partiality may be enough. Sherman v.

State. 128.Wn.2d 164,205, 905 P.2d 355 (1995). The question under the appearance of

fairness doctrine is whether a reasonably prudent, disinterested observer would conclude

that the parties received a fair, impartial, and neutral hearing. State v, Gamble, 168

Wn.2d 161,187,225 P.Sd 973 (2010). To succeed in an appearance of fairness claim, a

party must show evidence of a judge's actual or potential bias. Statev. Gamble, 168
Wn.2d at 187-88. ■

The trial court is presumed to have properly discharged its official duties without

bias .or prejudice. Jn re Personal Restraint of Davis, 152 Wn.2d 647, 692,101 P.3d 1

(2004). The party seeking to overcome that presumption must provide specific facts
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establishing bias. /wrePewoMa/iZejrmwto/Dflvw, 152 Wn.2dat692. Judicial rulings

alone almost never constitute a valid showing of bias. In re Personal Restraint of Davis,

152Wn.2dat692. ' '

Daniel Lazcano.observes that the trial court, during the plea hearing, noted Frank's

testimony in Frank's trial, and the trial court concluded that Frank was not the shooter.

Lazcano argues these statements show bias or partialitjj. Lazcano argues the trial court

should have recused itself. We refuse to address the argument, however, because

Lazcano did not raise the claim below. RAP 2.5(a). We note that,the trial court denied

the plea agreement principally for other reasons, Lazc^o cites ho authority for the

proposition that a trial court's prior knowledge of a case is an illegitimate basis on which

to base a decision, Lazcano cites CJC 2.6 cmt.^ .3, but this comment only encourages

judges to recuse when they obtain information during settlement discussions that could
influence their decision maldng during trial.

Daniel Lazcano argues that juror 2 engaged in misconduct when he attempted to

speak to the prosecutor and when he discussed the case with other jurors even after the

jury was instructed not to discuss the case. He contends" the verdict was tainted by this

juror who refused to follow the court's instructions. This.court reviews a trial court's

determination of whether to remove a juror for abuse of discretion. State v. Hopkins, 156

Wn.App. 468,474,232 P.3d 597 (2010); .
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Daniel Lazcano complains of juror 2's conduct in seeking to ask the prosecutor

and bailiff a question and discussing the case with jurors before deliberations, We do not

know what specific comments juror 2 uttered. The trial court took immediate action by

reminding the jury panel at large not to discuss the case with anyone else. Defense

counsel agreed the trial court's proposed action was an appropriate solution. Because

Lazcano did not complain during trial, he may not raise this issue on appeal, RAP 2.5(a).

He also invited any error by conceding to the trial court's suggestion,

Daniel Lazcano argues that the prosecutor relied on Lazcano's head nods during

the station interview during the prosecution's closing argument obtained in violation of

the Fifth Amendment. The. trial court did not allow testimony of the head nods during the

State's case in chief, but permitted the testimony as impeachment after Lazcano testified.

The prosecution proposed an instmction limiting the jury 's use of the head nods for

impeachment purposes. Defense counsel agreed with the trial court that a limiting

instruction would draw undue attention to the nods. Counsel did not object to the

prosecution's comments, during closing argument, regarding Lazcano's head nods.,

Admittedly the difference between use of Daniel Lazcano's nods in response to

police questioning as impeachment evidence and substantive evidence of guilt is razor

thin. Nevertheless, when a defendant does not object to prosecutorial misconduct, he

rnust demonstrate that an instruction could not have cured the prejudice. The prosecutor
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proposed a instruction. Daniel Lazcano refused one. He did not object to the

prosecutor's comments during closing argument.

Daniel Lazcano also contends that his trial court counsel was ineffective for not

agreeing to a limiting instruction. We reject this argument because his counsel's decision

was a legitimate trial tactic.

Finally^ Daniel Lazcano argues that cumulative error deprived him of the right to a

fair trial. Because Lazcano's appellate counsel already addressed this issue in his

opening brief and because Lazcano's statement of additional grounds unearths no further

error, this court need not address the argument again.

CONCLUSION .

We affimi Daniel Lazcano's conviction for first degree murder.

A majority of the panel has determined this opinion will not be printed in the

Washington Appellate Reports, but it will be filed for public record pursuant to RCW

2.06.040. 4

Fearing, C. J,

WE CONCUR:

t-

OTsmo, J. ciawrence-Beirey, L
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A. Identity of Petitioner
Pursuant to RAP 13.4 Daniel Christopher Lazcano asks this court

to accept review of the Court of Appeals decisions designated in Part B of

this petition.

B. Court of Appeals Decision

Petitioner asks this court to review the'Court of Appeals decision

of June 22,2017 denying reconsideration of its decision of March 16,

2017. In its unpublished opinion, the Court of Appeals concluded

A copy of the decision is in.the Appendix at pages A-1 through 72.

A copy of the order denying petitioner's motion for reconsideration is

in the Appendix at pages A-1-72

C. Issues Presented for Review

1. Do multiple prosecutorial misconduct violations cumulatively

deny a Defendant of his Due Process Rights at Trial?

2. Does the exclusion of a juror after seating, based upon claimed

economic hardship because his employer asked him to leave jury service,

and over the objection of the Defendant violate RCW 2.36.080(3) RCW

2.3 6.165 and Washington Constitution Article I, Section 22, which grants
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a defendant an impartial jury that represents his community and prohibits

employers from interfering with jury service by their employees?

D. Statement of the Case

After two mistrials for Murder, the state filed a third amended

information, charging Daniel Lazoano with First Degree Murder and

adding a firearm enhancement, The Whitman County Court granted a

motion to change venue. Trial proceeded in Spokane County Superior

Court before a Spokane County Judge. During voir dire for that trial, the

trial court asked jurors if serving on the jury for three weeks, could create a

significant hardship. Juror 29 answered in the affirmative because he

needed to work and pay bills. The juror added that he could not pay

current debts on the juror remuneration of $12.00 a day, The trial court did

not address juror 29's concerns. After the trial court empaneled the jury

but before opening statements, the trial court addressed a concern by juror

#2. Juror #2 stated that his employer asked for him to be excused. The

trial court summoned juror #2 into the courtroom and conducted a

colloquy, Juror #2 declared that his employer did not pay him for jury

duty, he was moving, he had a vehicle payment, and he could not miss

three weeks of pay around Christmas. Mr. Lazcano objected to excusing

juror #2 because excusal would preclude worldng class people from jury

duty, Mr, Lazoano suggested paying juror #2 a reasonable daily wage.

Petition for Review - 6
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The court made no inquiry about the statement by Juror #2 that his ,

employer had requested he be released from jury duty, The trial court

excused juror #2 on the ground of financial hardship- Daniel Christopher

Lazcano was tried and convicted of First Degree Murder in this third trial.

In the same trial for Murder, the Prosecutor committed cumulative

misconduct by introducing plea agreements which required witnesses to

testify truthfully ,vouchedfor the state's witnesses and called the Defense

strategy something out of Alice in Wonderland. Eli Lindsey, Jamie

Whitney, McKyndree Rogers, Ben Evansen and Travis Carlon were either

■granted immunity or given reduced charges in exchange for their

testimony; The state imposed a requirement of "truthtulness" as to each of

the witnesses. On direct examination, and without objection from defense

counsel, the State introduced the plea agreements (exhibits 86,87,88,89 at

trial) and questioned the witnesses about the truthfulness of their

testimony. RP (Dec 4,2013) at 609. The Prosecutor asked similar

questions of its other witnesses who were operating under a plea

agreement, including Rogers, including if their plea agreement indicated

that they would be prosecuted if they did not testify truthfully RP (Dec 5,

2013) at 812. The prosecutor asked Rogers, "the first condition here is

that the statement has been truthful?" Again, Rogers said yes. RP (Dec 5,

2013) at 812. The introduction of these agreements bolstered the
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testimony of the witnesses and should not have been allowed; The

prosecutor, in his closing argument vouched for a witness (Ben Evanson)

by stating:

And we have the testimony of Ben Bvansen on February the 12''*
and 13'^.. [W]e have the testimony of Ben Bvansen on February the
27'^.. [W]e have the testimony of Ben Bvansen on May 31" and June the
3^''.. .every single time, he has told the truth.. I forgot; a recorded interview
of Ben Bvansen,,, on July the 30'" 2012. Every single time, he has told the
truth. Every single time, he said "Marcus told me" excuse me. He said,
"Dan told me he waited out back. Marcus ran out and Marcus was
running, and I said, Marcus, stop, stop. And Marcus wouldn't stop. And
so I raised up and I went bop-bop-bop." RP (December 17,2013) at
1980.

The prosecutor also remarked,

Defense says the government hasn't proved anything in this case.
Like Alice Through the Looking Glass, the defense would like to t^e you
to Wonderland, ladies and gentlemen, where down is up and black is
white, where the government hasn't proven anything and my goodness, we
don't know what happened, Come back through the looking glass into
reality, ladies and gentlemen, Come back. Do hot go down that rabbit
hole. Come back into the cold, clear light of a December day and examine
this evidence. RP (December 17,2013) at 2055.

E. Artriiment Whv Review Should Be Accepted

RAP 13.4 (b) provides the considerations for acceptance of

review. Review may be granted:

(1) If the Decision of the Court of Appeals is in conflict with a

decision of the Supreme Court; or

Petition for Review - 8
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(2) If the decision of the Court of Appeals is in conflict with another
decision of the Court of Appeals; or

(3) If a significant question of law under the Constitution pf the State
of Washington or of the United States is involved; or

(4) If the Petition involves an issue of substantial public interest that
should be determined by the Supreme Court.

Petitioner asserts that review is appropriate under sections (3) and

(4).

1. f-nlTfiTilativft Prn.tiecutorial Misoonduct denies due process and a

fair trial. The Court of Appeals concluded that despite the

numerous acts of the prosecutor which can only be described as

prosecutorial misconduct did not deprive Mr. Lazcano of a fair

trial. This was error. The overreaching actions of state actors

caimot be understated. Evidence that a witness has promised to

give truthful testimony in exchange for reduced charges may

indicate to a jury that the prosecution has some independent means

of ensuring that the witness complies with the terms of the

agreement... Prosecutorial remarks implying that the government

is motivating the witness to testify tmthfully..are prosecutorial

overkill. United States, v, Roberts. 618 Fi2d. 530 (P"* Cir. 1980).

The prosecuting attorney introduced the plea agreements and
/
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testimony in its case in chief, In Order to prove that the conduct

was prejudicial, the defendant must prove there is a substantial

likelihood the misconduct affected the jury's verdict. State v.

Korum, 157 Wn,2d 614, (2006). Cumulatively, the testimony of

each witness laid down a foundation of bolstered credibility which

the Defendant could not overcome due to the state's actions, State

V. M. 170 Wn,2d 189 (2010) Evidence that an immunized witness

has agreed to testify truthfully should not be admitted in state's

case-in-chief, State v, Green, 119 WnApp. 15 (2003), but may be

elicited by the state if the defense has attacked the witness'

credibility oh cross-examination; reverses State v. Ish, 150

Wn.App. 775 (2009), c.f,: State v. Smitk 162 Wn.App. 833, 848-

51 (2011); 5-4. When taken together, the sum of the behavior was

not considered by the Appellate court and constituted error. See

State V. Sargent. 40 Wn,App. 340 (1985), rev'd, on other grounds,

111 Wn.2d 641 (1988) Prosecutor, in closing, stated he

believed testimony of state's witness; held: test is not whether

remarks were invited by defense argument, but whether taken in

context the remarks unfairly prejudiced defendant, United States

YomSs 84 L.Ed.2d 1 (1985); vouching for credibility of witness is

error. State v. Reed, 102 Wn.2d 140 (1984), State v. Morton. 116

Petition for Review -10
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WnApp, 909,921 (2003), State v. Brett 126 Wn.2d 136,175

n 995) ■ State v. Calvin. .176 Wn.App. 1,18-19 (2013), State v.

Robinson, 189 Wn,App. 877, 892-95 (2015); The state's

characterization, of the Defense theory of the case as fantasy

(Through the Looking Glass) was impermissible under ̂tate v.

Martin. 41 Wn.App. 133 (1985)

Prosecutor's impugning defense witness's credibility in closing

argument is misconduct, even if qualified by "the evidence

shows," United States v. Bess, 593 F,2d 749 (1985); prosecutor

may not term defense testimony "lie" or "fabrication. State v.

Rilsv. 69 Wn-App. 349 (1993); III. Couching the language as

something ftdm Alice in Wonderland violates the case law.

2. Tt ia impermissible under ROW 2.36.060(3) to exclude a juror

because he will not make the same salary as he would if he were

not a juror; to exclude a juror of the working class because his

employer will not pay him violates Washington Constitution

Article I, Section 22. The Court of Appeals concluded no

- Washington case addresses the meaning or application of the term, ̂

"Economic status" as stated in RCW 2.36,080(3). The statute says,

"A citizen shall not be excluded from jury service in this state on

account of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or economic
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status." By releasing a juror who had already been seated, because

the juror claimed that his employer would not pay him for the time

he served on the jury, and he could not afford to miss that much

time from work, violates the provisions of the statue.

"[T]o establish a violation of his constitutional right to a jury

dravwr ficom a fair cross section of the community, the defendant

must demonstrate the following: group alleged to be

excluded is a "distinctive" group in the community; (2) that the

representation of this group in venires from which juries are

selected Is not fair and reasonable in relation to the number of such

persons in the community; and (3) that this underrepresentation is

due to systematic exclusion of the group in the jury-selection

process.' v. Missouri, 439 U,S. 357,364, 99 S.Ct, 664, 58 L.

Ed. 2d 579 (1979); Mr. Lazcano asserts the removal of the juror

.violates the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth

Amendment. Castaneda v. Partido. 430 U.S. 482 (1977). This is

especially true when it is not the juror, but his employer making

tiie plea. In this case, the juror advised the Court that his employer

was asking that he be let go from the jury, The court failed to

make the proper inquiry of Juror #2 when it failed to ask what

pressure was being exerted by the employer to leave jury service.

Petition for Review -12
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In this oase, we have a juror who stated that his employer was

a-skinff fnr him tf» he excused and then told the Court his

employer was not going to pay him if he stayed. It was the only

reason he was excluded from the juror pool. Low income

individuals constitute a cognizable class. Whether the juror

voluntarily asks the court to excuse him for economic reasons does

not grant the Court the authority to violate the Constitution or the

statute simply because the juror asks him to or because the juror is

impermissibly being pressured by his employer to leave jury

service, In fact, this action by the court supports the growing

problem of non-response to jury summons particularly in low

income and minority populations, See generally Hiroshi Fukari

Et. At. Race and the Jury: Racial Disenfranchisement and the

Searchfor Justice (1993), Mr, Lazoano maintains that the Court's

decision to excuse a seated juror (as opposed to "for cause") during
I

voir dire was impermissibly targeting people of a certain economic

class from participating fully in their civic duty. It also endorsed

the illegal activity of the employer who pressured his employee to

request to be excused after he had been seated and notified the

employer of his absence. Any attempt to stack a jury panel by

intentionally including or excluding any members of a discemable

Petition for Review -13
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class runs afoul of both due process and the right ot a jury trial.

State V. Nims. 180 Conn, 589,430 A.D, 1306 ("19801. In Thiel v.

Southern Pacific Co.. 328 U.S. 217,66 S.Ct 984,90 L. Ed, 1181

(1946), the Court held that a federal jury panel was unlawfully

constituted when a clerk and a jury commissioner intentionally and

systematically excluded persons who worked for a daily wage. The

clerk's stated reason for the exclusion was similar to that alleged

here: "The minute that a juror is called into court on a venire and

says he is working for $ 10 a day and cannot afford to work for

four, the Judge has never made one of those men serve, and so in

,  order to avoid putting names of people in who I know won't

become jurors in the court, won't qualify as jurors in this court, I

do leave them out,,,, Where I thought the designation indicated that

they were day laborers, I mean they were people who were

compensated solely when they were working by the day, I leave

them out.'" Id.at 222. The result of this procedure was that

"business men and their wives constituted at least 50% of the jury

lists," Id. The court held impennissible this "wholesale exclusion

of a large class of wage earners," and declared that "[jjury

competence is not limited to those who earn their livelihood on

other than a daily basis," and that "the pay period of a particular
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individual is completely irrelevant to his eligibility and capacity to

serve as a juror." Id., 223,225. "The American tradition of trial by

jury," the court stated, "necessarily contemplates an impartial jury

drawn from a cross-section of the community." Id,, 220, Thus

removing a juror because he claimed suffer economic loss is

discrimination by the Court and deprived Mr. Lazcano of a jury of

his peers. Additionally, an employer exacting pressure on an

employee to leave jury service is illegal and the court failed to

conduct a proper inquiry of the juror. The juror told the court that

his employer asked him to get out ofjury service. RCW 2,36.165

prohibits any employer jhom firing or harassing an employee who

is summoned to court to serve as a juror. The court did not inquire

of juror # 2, what had been said between voir dire and being seated

that caused him to raise the issue. The court should have asked

juror # 2, What did your employer say to you about getting out of

jury service? Why did you report that your employer is asking that

you be released? Because this inquiry was not held with juror # 2,

the Court impermissibly endorsed a violation of RCW 2.36.165

F. Conclusion

For the reasons set fordi above, the Court should grant review.
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ORDER DENYING MOTION

FOR RECONSIDERATION

THE COURT has considered appellant's motion for reconsideration and is of the

opinion the motion should be denied. Therefore,

IT IS ORDERED, the motion for reconsideration of this court's decision of March

16,2017 Is hereby denied.

PANEL: Judges Fearing, Korsmo, Lawrence-Berrey
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WA State Court of Appeals, Division III

IN THE COURT OF APPEALS OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON
'  DIVISION THREE

STATE OF WASHINGTON,

Respondent,

V.

Ffo. 32228-9-in

UNPUBLISHED OPINIONDANIEL CHRISTOPHER LAZCANO,

<  . Appellant,

Fearing, G, J.—Daniel Lazcano appeals his conviction for first degree murdCT on

numerous grounds: (l) the trial court abused-its discretion when it refused to accept a

plea agreement to second degree manslaughter, (2) the trial court erred when it excused

m impaneled juror for. financial, hardship, (3) the prosecutor engaged in improper
»  ' ' ' »

vouching when he elicited evidence from the State's witnesses that those witnesses

promised to testify truthfully iu'exchange for immunity or favorable plea agreements,

(4) cumulative error deprived him of a fair trial, and (5) insufficient evidence supports his
cpnviction because the State relied on alternative means and failed to prove both means

beyond a reasonable doubt. Lazcano also contends the trial court erted when, as part of

his sentence, it required him to register ̂  a felony firearm offender. Lazcano further
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filed a lengthy statement of additional grounds for review. We affirm Lazcano's

conviotion for first degree murder and the sentence requirement of registration. The

numerous assignments of error and statements of additional grounds prolong this opinion.

FACTS

The prosecution of Daniel Lazcano arises from the death of Marcus Schur on

December 27,20..1.1, in tural Whitman County. This court previously reviewed the

conviction of D.aniel Lazcano's brother, Frank, for the same homicide. State v. Lazcano,

188 Wn. App. 338,354 P,3d 233 (2015), review Rented, 185 Wn,2d 1008,366 P.3d 1245

(2016). Because the evidence entered in the respective trials varied, we begin anew with

the facts surrounding the death of Schur. ',

In mid-December 2011, a burglar entered Ben Evensen's Rosalia house. Rosalia,

an agricultural community of 500 denizens, lies immediately south of the Whitman and

Spokane Counties border and thirty-three miles, south of the City of Spokane, Defendant

Daniel Lazcano, Evensen's roommate, concluded that the burglar stole some of

Lazcano's possessions, including two of his firearms. Lazcano and his brother, Frank,

suspected Marcus Schur to be the thief. Because' of the pilfering, Frank lent Daniel the

. fonner's AK-47 rifle, a firearm previously used by Daniel.

Because they suspected Marcus Schur. as the burglar, Daniel and Frank Lazcano

visited Schur's girlfriend, Ambrosia "Amber" Jones. Daniel expressed to Jones his

2
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displeasure with the theft in part because the stolen firearms held sentimental value.

Frank promised to kill Schur if found. Jones relayed Daniel and Frank Lazcano's . ■

comments to Marcus Schuir. Schui returned Lazcano's firearms by placing them in Ben

Evensen's backyard witii no one else present,

IDespite the reappearance of his firearms, Daniel Lazcano remained incensed at ,

Marcus Schur because Lazcano believed Schur retained other possessions of Lazcano,

Lazcano told Ben Evenseb's mother, Susan Consiglio, that Frank and he would confront

Schiir when located. Consiglio worried about violence and discouraged Lazcano from

encountering Schur. At a later date and while inside an automobile, the Lazcano brothers

spoke again to Consiglio and informed her. they were going to Spokane to find Schur,

who they believed dwelled with friends in a trmler park. Consiglio noticed an AK-47

rifle resting in the car between the brothers.

On December 27,2011, Susan Consiglio notified Daniel Lazcano, then in

Spokane, of th'e presence of Matcus Schur in Maiden, a small village five miles west of

■ Rosalia. Lazcano called his friend Kyle Evans and asked Evans if he wished to "whup
'  ■ I ■ *

Marcus's ass." Report, of Proceedings (RP) (Dec, 3,2013) at 412. Evans declined

because of his busy calendar. ■

After calling Kyle Evans„Daniel Lazcano and his girlfriend; McKyndree Rogers,

drove from Spokane to the house' of Lazcano's uncle, Travis CarIpn,who lived in Pine
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City, a rural community three miles southwest of Maiden. Daniel Lazcano and Rogers

joined Frank Lazcano and his girlfriend/Jamie Whitney, at the Carlon residence. Frank

watched football and first eschewed accompanying Lazcano in a pursuit of Marcus

Schur. Lazcano eventually convinced Frank to escort him. The brothers left Pine City in
Lazcano's little white car, owned by his stepfather, Eli Lindsey,

Daniel and Frank Lazcano arrived at Nick Backman's Maiden home, where

Marcus Schur, David Cramer, Ambrosia Jones, and Backman were present. Cramer and

Schur were brothers. Frank exited the car, y/hile Daniel drove to the back of the house.

Frank approached and knocked oh the home's front door. Schur, hearing the-knoclc,

.exited the home's back door. Cramer opened the front door. Frank struck Cramer

■  several times in the face, and Cramer staggered to the ground. Frank ran toward

■ Ambrosia Jones, fluiig her across the living room, and broke'her hand. Frank rushed

through the idtchen and departed through the back door.

As Marcus Schur fled through the backyard, Daniel Lazcano waited with a gun.

Lazcano yelled, "'Stop, Marcus,'" and then opened fire. RP (Dec. 9, 2013) at 980. Two

bullets struck Schur. One bullet lacerated an artery under Schur's collarbone and then

collapsed his .left lung. Schur quickly bled to death.

Daniel and Frank Lazcano deposited Marcus Schur's body in the trunk of the

white car. Ambrosia Jones peered outside a window from Nick Baclanan's residence and

4  ■
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saw a white oar that she knew to be Daniel Lazcano's vehicle. She thought, biit could not

be sure, she saw Lazcano inside the car, She did not see Schur's dead body,

The brothers Lazcano drove from Nick Baclcm^'s residence to Travis Carloii s

Pine City house. Frank entered the abode, while Daniel sat in the passenger's seat of the

car. Frai^ hurriedly exclaimed to Carlon: "We got one in the car with two in tlie chest."
•  • . 1

RP (Dec. 4,2013) at 513. Carlon and Frank exited the house. Carlon deduced that

Daniel and Frank Lazcano had killed Marciis Schur; Carlon told the brothers not to

discuss the slaying at his house because he expected the soon arrival of law enforcement-

■ officers. Carlon directed the two brothers to meet him outside Pine City. Frank Lazcano

led the Way in Daniel's white oar, and Carlon followed in his owii vehicle.

Miles into the rolling Palouse hills, Frank Lazcano and Travis Carlon stopped their

respective cms-. Frank suggested the three use cinder blocks, stored in his garage, to,

■dispose of Marcus Schur's body, C^lon agreed and declared: "[I]f there's no body
found, then there wouldn't be a crime." RP (Dec, 4,2013) at ,520. Franl? Lazcano
remained at the stopping spot, while Carlon and Daniel Lazc^o drove to Pine City to
retrieve the cinder blocks. On the drive, Daniel Lazcano repeatedly confessed: '^cle, I
tucked up."'' RP (Dec. 4,2013) at 524. For some unldiown reason, Carlon and Lazcano
reversed plans, decided not to retrieve Frank's blocks, and returned to Frank's position.

5
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Upon the reunion of the three, Frank Lazcano recommended hiding Marcus

Schur's corpse in Bonnie Lake, ten miles northwest of Pine City. Frank requested that

Travis Carlon talce possession of Frank's AK-47. Carlon opened his trunk, and Frank

planted his rifle inside. The brothers Lazcano separated ftom Carlon, with the brothers

journeying toward Bonnie Lake and Carlon returning home to Pine City. Carlon stopped

on the way, took Frank's AK.47 from his trunk, and hid the firearm behind a fence post.

When Travis Carlon arrived home, he telephoned Eli Lindsey, Daniel and Frank

Lazc£mo's stepfather, and instructed Lindsey to come to Carlon's residence, ̂ indsey

obeyed. The two then drove in Lindsey's truck to the location where Carlon secreted the

AK47. Carlon plunked the AK47 in the truck. The two drove to.the T.J, Meenach

Bridge in Spokane, where Carlon flung the rifle into the Spokane River. A Spokane
Sheriff s Department dive team later discovered the firearni-

Meanwhile back in the pastoral Palouse, Daniel and Frank Lazcano reached

Bonnie Lake. The two exited the white car and removed Marcus Schur's dead body from
,  ' t

the car's trunk. The brothers dragged the cadaver by the legs to the water's edge. They

bound Schur's hands with a belt and his feet with a shirt., Daniel Lazcano gathered rocks.

Frank placed the rocks on the corpse and submerged the body below water level.

Late on December 27,2011, Frank Lazcano drove the white-car, with girlfriend

Jamie Whitney accompanyinjg him in a,second car,,to Spokane County. In a rural area
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north of the city of Spokane, Frank ignited the oar. Whitney drove the two back to Pine

City. The fire department and law enforcement responded to the fire. Police read the ,

vehicle identification number on the car and traced the charred vehicle's ownership to Eli

Lindsey. ' ' , ,

in March 2012, a hiker sifted Marcus Schur's body in Bonnie Lake. Jamie

Whitney, Ben Evensen, Daniel Lazcano, and Frank Lazcan6,.aII fearful of the body's

discovery, convened a meeting. Daniel volunteered to assume,the blame since Darnel

shot S chuf. Frank offered to take the blame because the police only knew of Frank being'

present at Nick Backman's home on December 27. During the conference, Daniel

■  explained to Evensen that Daniel shot Schilr. During the explanation, Daniel raised his

arms and pantomimed firing a.rifle. ,

At an unidentified time, a police officer questioned Jamie Whitney, Frank
'  I , / •

Lazcano's girlfti end. Whitney told the officer that, on the night of the murder, she

retrieved Frank along a highway because Frank's vehicle malfunctioned. Travis CaTlon

had advised Whitney tb tell this story to the police. A law enforcement officer also

.  questioned McKyndree Rogers, Daniel Lazqano's girlfriend. Rogers informed the police

that she and Daniel socialized on the night of the murder. Daniel and Frank Lazcano

■  respectively reported matching accounts to police of their activities on December 27 and
•  / ' ' ' '

28. The two explained that Daniel spent the evening with McKyndree Rogers in
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Spokaiie, Frank traveled alone to the Backman house in Maiden, and t^ white car failed
at a grocery store in Spok^e.

Law enforcement arrested Daniel Lazoano on March 30,2012. At the sheriffs

station, Lazcano was advised of his rights, and Lazcano replied that he did pot

wish to answer any questions. Undersheriff Ronald Rockness th,en asked fifteen

.  questions to Lazoano outlining what the undersheriff believed occurred. Undersheriff ,

Rocldiess asked Lazcano if Lazoano went to the Backman house, if Frank ran in the ffont

door, if Marcus S.chur ran out the back door, if Lazcano shot Schur, and if Lazcano

loaded Schur's body into his car. After asking each question, Rockness paused and

looked at Lazcano for a response. Lazcano nodded in response to a number qf .
I

incriminating questions.

In a separate prosecution, a jury found Frank Lazcano guilty bf first degree felony

murder. The State granted Eli Lindsey, Jamie "Whimey, Ben Evensen, and McKyndree

Rogers favorable plea or immunity agreements in exchanp for cooperation in the
prosecution of Daniel Lazcano.

PROCEDURE

The State of Washington charged Daniel Lazcano with first degree murder and

unlawful disposal of human remains. The State alleged Lazcano to be guilty of first

degree murder by the altemate means of premeditation and felony murder. •

8
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At the end of Daniel Lazoano's,first trial, a Whitman Connty jury convicted him

of unlawful disposal of human remains, but could not reach a verdict as to the first degree

liiurder charge. Lazcano does not appeal his conviction for unlawful disposal. The State

tried the first degree murder ch.arge again, but a second Whitman County jury could also

not reach a verdict.

Following the second mistrial, the State and Ddniel Lazcano rea,ch^d a plea

agreement, under which Lazcano would plead guilty to second degree manslaughter with

no weapdns enhancement and the State would recommend a standard range, sentence of

between twenty-one and twenty-seven months. At the entry of the plea hearing, July 19,

2013, Lazcano handed the trial court a statement of plea on guilty to second degree

manslaughter signed by all the parties, and the State presented an amended information

charging second degree manslaughter; Grace Schur, Marcus Schur's mother, attended

the plea hearing and voiced opposition to the plea agreement. Grace Schur emphasized

Frank Lazcano's testimony that Daniel shot her son, and she criticized two ye^s'

incarceration as sufficiently meting .punishment for the crime, •-

At the conclusion of the plea hearing, the trial court rejected the plea agreement

and the proposed amended information charging Dmiel Lazcano with second degree

manslaughter. The court acknowledged that the first two trials inconvenienced twenty to

thirty witnesses arid hundreds .of veniremen and women. The court aiiticipated and

9  ■
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lamented a lengthy, expensive third trial. The trial court also valued finality and closure

in the prosecution. Nevertheless, the hial court refused to accept the plea agreement on

the basis alone of the weariness of attorneys, witnesses, and family members of the-

victim. The court desired a plea agreement to be consistent.with prosecutorial standards

and the interests ofjustice. The trial court emphasized the deceit, prevarication, and -

interference with the administration of justice by Daniel Lazcano and his family

members. The court noted that the State's evidentiary difficulties surrounding a

conviction resulted from the dishonesty Md m.anipuIation by Lazcano, family members,

and friends. Any accept^ce of a plea on lesser charges would reward perjured testimony

..and manipulation.

When rejecting the plea agreement, the trial court also noted that Frank Lazcano,

who was not the shooter, received a twenty-five, year sentence. Daniel Laajcano's plea

agreement afforded the shooter a tWenty-seven month sentence. The court commented

that he might accept another plea agreement, but the agreement before him impugned the

integrity of the legal system.

The State of Washington filed a third amended information- charging Daniel

Lazcano with first degree murder and adding a firearm enhancement. The Whitman

County trial court granted a motion to change venue. Trial proceeded in Spdkaiie County

Superior Court before a Spokane County judge. Before jury Election started, Daniel

10
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Lazeano moved to enforce the prior plea agreement or allow the amended information

• charging second degree manslaughter, The new trial court denied Lazcano's motion.

•  Before trial, Daniel Lazcano astutely moved, to suppress ail of his nonverbal

responses to Undersheriff Ronald Rockness's questions about the circumstances of the

homicide. The trial court ruled that, with the exception of the first question, the.

questioning violated the Fifth Amendment and ruled that Lazcmo's nonverbal responses

to Undersheriff Rockness's questions were inadmissible in the State's case in chief. The

. trial court qualified its ruling by stating that nods were admissible for the limited purpose

of impeachment if Lazcano. testified.

During voir dire in the third trial, the trial court asked the venire jurors if serving

on the jury for three weeks would create a significant hardship. Juror 29 answered in the

.  affirmative because he needed to work and pay bills. The juror added that he could not

pay current debts on juror remuneration of $12.per day, The trial court did not then

address juror 29''s concern.

After the trial coqrt impan.eled the jury but before opening statements, the trial

court addressed a concern raised by juror 2, Juror 2 stated that his employer asked for

him to be excused. The trial court summoned juror 2 into the courtroom and conducted, a

colloquy. Juror 2 declared that his employer did not pay him for jury duty, he was

moving, he had a vehicle payment, and he could not miss three weeks of pay around

11 ' ' • '
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Christmas. Daniel Lazcano objected to excusing juror 2 because excusal would preclude

working class people from jury duty. Lazcano suggested paying juror 2 a reasonable •

daily wage. The trial court excused juror 2 on the ground of hardship. The trial court
replaced juror 2 with the first alternate juror.

During opening ar^ments, defenb counsel argued that Ben Evensen, a witness
i

for the State, was not credible:

B en Evensen, their j ailhouse snitch who made a deal to get out of
j ail who agreed to testify to what they told him he has to testify to in order
to get his deal, made a'stateraent.. And their whole case revolves around

- this, because there's nobody puts Daniel at that-^at that scene. There s
nobody puts him there. , .

. . , The problem is, is he also says Daniel confessed to a bunch of
things that we're going to show you didn't happen, And we're going to
show you all kinds of independent witnesses giving you information that
absolutely contradicts'that, absolutely contradicts that,

First off, we're going to prove to you beyond a scientific certainty
that the murder weapon Wasn't the AK:-47 And yet the state bases their
whole case on this. Why? Because that's what they got Ben Evensen to
say Daniel confessed to. They have no choice.

RP (Deo. 3;2013) at 319-20,
>  / I I

During a recess early in the trial, the prosecutor informed the trial court, in the

presence of defense counsel and Daniel Lazcano, that, while in the hallway chatting with
a witness, the replacement jurbr2 approached hitn and asked, " * Could I ask you a

question?"' RP (Dec, 3, 2013) at 335.. The prospcutor replied no to the juror and walked
fi-om the juror. The'bailiff then infonned the trial court, in the presence of cdunsel and

I  '
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Daniel Lazc^o, that juror 2, who the bailiff identified by n^e, started discussing the

case in the jury room with two other jurors present and asked the bailiff if he could ask

counsel a question. 'The bqiliff stated he admonished the juror to not discuss the case in

the jury room and to wait until .deliberations. •

After the prosecutor and the bailiff disclosed the conduct ofjuror, 2, the trial court

asked counsel if either wanted any steps talcen. Defense counsel stated, "I think we,

should probably inquire as to^I don't know, Judge," Clerk's Papers (CP) at 338. The

trial court announced it would repeat its instructions to the jury not to talk to counsel or

witnesses and not to loiter in the hall. Defense counsel agreed that the trial court s
I

proposed action was an appropriate solution. The jury returned, and the trial court

reminded the jurors not to talk to or approach the lawyers, the witnesses, or the court.
I

The trial court also reminded the jurors not to linger in the hallway and not to discuss the'

case amongst themselves until deliberations. The trial court asked the jurors if they

understood, and the jurors nodded their heads.

During trial, the .prosecutor elicited testimony ifrom Eli Lindsey, Jamie Whitney,

Ben Evensen, and McKyndree Rogers. The testimony, included their respective promises

to testify truthfully at trial in exchange for a plea or immunity agreement.

During direct examination, the State proffered exhibit 88, a letter, from the

prosecutor to Ben Evensen's attorney that summarized Evensen's plea agreement. The

.  . 13 ■
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trial court admitted the letter as an exhibit. The letter stated that, in exchange for a

favorable plea agreement, Evensen agreed'to "testify truthfully in any case related to the

murder of Marcus Schur." Br. of Appellant at 30. The prosecutor asked Eyensen several

times whether the agreement required him to be truthfUl in his testimony, and Evensen

agreed. The prosecutor also directly asked Evensen if he told the truth, and Evensen smd

he did.

During direct examination, the' State proffered exhibit 89, a letter from the •

.prosecutor to Eli Lindsey's attorney that summarized Lindsey's' plea agreement. The trial

court admitted the letter as an exhibit. The letter read that the State extended Lindsey a

favorable plea agreement in exchange for Lindsey "testifying, truthfully if subpoenaed to.

do so at any'hearing or trial." Br. of Appellant, Appx. F. During the State's case in

chief, the prosecutor asked Lindsey if he had agreed to give "a full complete, and truthfuil

statement about ivhat [he] knew," in exchange for a favorable plea offer, and Lindsey
*« , !

agreed he had. RP (Deo. 4,2013) at 609." Lazcano did not object.

During direct examination, the State proffered exhibit 86, a letter from the

prosecutor to McKyndree Rogers's attomey granting Rogers immunity. The prosecutor

asked Rogers if the exhibit contained an agreement that she would not be prosecuted "in

exchange for [her] truthful testimony." RP (Dec. 5,2013) at 812. Rogers agreed. The

■prosecutor then asked: 1'the first condition here is that that statement had been truthful?"

■  ' 14 '
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and Rogers again,agreed. RP (Deo. 5,2013) at 812. The trial court.admitted the letter as

an exhibit. A portion of the letter read that Rogers agreed to "testify truthfiilfy in any and

all trials related to the murder of Mr. Schur." Br, of Appellant, Appx. H. La?cano did.

not object .

During direct, the State also proffered exhibit 87, a letter from the prosecutor to

Jamie Whitney's attomey granting Whitney immunity. The prosecutor asked Whitney if

she understood that she received immunity in exchange for her truthful statement,and her

agreement to "appear in response to a subpoena and testify truthfully." RP (Dec. 5,2013)

at 869. Whitney agreed. The trial court admitted the letter, which stated that Whitney

agreed to testify. truthfuUy in any and all trials related to the murder of Mr, Schur," Br,

of Appellant, Appx, G, Lazcano did not object. , . •

On direct examination, uncle Travis Carlon testified that Frank Lazcano lay the

AK-47 in his trunk, but then Carldn denied that either brother told him that they used the

AK-47 to shoot Marcus Schur, The prosecution thdn ̂ ked Carlon about a statement he

,  previously gave Undersheriff Ronald Rockjaess, in which he told Rockness that the

Lazcano brothers told him they used an AK-47,

Before Travis Carlon's testimony, Daniel Lazcaiio asked,the trial court to preclude

testirnony'from Carlon that he believed Lazcano committed the murder and that Carlon

told his wife and Jamie \yhitney that Lazcano committed the murder. The trial court.

15 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■'
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granted La^oaino's motion in limine. During direct examination, the prosecutor asked

Travis Carlpn if he told his wife that Lazcano shot Marcus Schur and if he had told Eli

Lindsey that Lazcano shot Schur; Lazcanp objected both times on grounds of relevance,

and the trial court, sustained the objections. During trial testimony, Travis Carlon

described how he drove with the brothers, into the country to hide Marcus Schur's body,

how Daniel repeatedly uttered in the car, "'Uncle, I fucked up, ■" and how Carlon
assumed Lazcano killed Schur, RP (Dec. 4) 2013) at 524,53.8.

During trial,- Nicole Carlon testified that Daniel Lazcano told her that, after the
shooting, he looked for bullet shells from the AK47. According to Carldn, Lazcano told
her he could not find the shell casings, that the casings had flung "pretty far, like they
were gone." RP (Dec. 16,2013) at 1876.

The State called as a witness, James Holdren, the Lazcano brothers' uncle. Before

Holdren's testimony, the State brought a motion in limine to preclude Daniel Lazcano
from questioning Holdren about mental health problems and a previous oommitment-to
Eastern State Hospital.' The State argued that James Holdren's mental problems were
irrelevant and unduly prejudicial. Lazcano resisted the motion. The trial court ruled that
Daniel Lazcano could.not examine Holdren about his psychiattic episodes because of the '

lack of relevance. The trial court 'expressed concern that Lazcano wanted to make

Holdren appear incompetent so the jury would think Holdren committed the murder. The
16
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coiirt, however, allowed Lazcano to ask Holdren about relevant acts, such as his phone

call to a police officei; in which he expressed a belief of planted ammunition in his
•  . ' ■ i

vehicle. Lazcano cross-examined Holdren extensively about this call.

During direct examination, James Holdren testified that he saw his nephews on

Christmas 2011, four days before the murder, and then did not see them agalin until

March 2012, Daniel Lazcano testified in the first two trials that he exited the white car

before the murder and Holdren took His place in the car., The State used Holdren's

testimony to rebut Lazcano, in the event Lazcano testified as he did in earlier trials.

The State, called expert witness Dr. Jeffrey Reynolds to testify regarding the

. autopsy he performed on Marcus Schur's body after its recovery from the lake. The State

■extensively questioned Reynolds regarding his education, training, and experience in ■
■ engineering and medicine, The State then asked questions concerning the details of the

autopsy. Reynolds' testimony covered conclusions on the size of the bullet that caused
Schur's wounds, bullet velocity, and the ballistics of a bullet ais it travels through the
body. Reynolds concluded that a supersonic round caused the wounds in Schur's body.

. . . , .

A supersonic bullet travels faster than the speed of sound. A rifle, but not a handgun,
shoots supersonic rounds. Reynolds further testified that an AK-47 fires supersonic
rounds. Lazcano did not object during any of the testimony.

'Daniel Lazcano also called as a witness, a ballistioa expert who testified that the

"17
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' wounds in Marcus Schur's body could not have been caused by an AK-47. After the

defense rested, the State requested to recall Jeffiey Reynolds to rebut the defense expert s

testimony. Lazcano objected on the ground that Reynolds's testimony would repeat his

earlier testimony; and, therefore, any testimony would be cumulative. The trial.court
I

reserved ruling and stated it would listen to Lazcano's objection if Reynolds s,testimony

was unnecessarily repetitive.

During his autopsy of Marcus Schur's, corpse, Jeffrey Reynolds recovered some

bullet fragments, but decided hot to look for the remainder of the original bullet because

the remaining fragmentation would not be.testable. The State called a second ballistics

expert,. Glen Davis, an employee of the state crime laboratory, who examined bullet

■  fragments recovered by Reynolds from the corpse during the autopsy. Davis opined that

the bullet bits were consistent with the size rounds fired by the AK-47.

The State did not proffer any evidence, during its case in chief, concerning Daniel
•  /

Lazcano's sheriff interview. Lazcano opted to testify. During cross-examination, the

. prosecutor asked Lazcano the majority of the questions Undersheriff Ronald Rockness.

asked Lazcano during his postarrest interview. The prosecutor did not mention that

Rocloiess asked the same questions during the interview. After the defense rested, the

State called Rockness and had him recite all of tihe questions, he had asked Lazcano in the

station interview, along with Lazcano's reaction.

18
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The trial court instructed the jmy on two alternative means of first degree murder.

The trial court instructed that the jury could find that Daniel Lazoano committed

premeditated murder or firid that he shot Marcus Schur "in the course of or in furtherance
t  , i' ' I ' •

of such crime of first degree burglary Vor in immediate flight from" the burglary. CP at

311. In a jury instruction, the court declared that a person commits the crime of first

degree burglary when he enters or remains unlawfully in a building with the .intent to

commit a crime against a pCTSon or property, and if, in entering or while in the building

or in immediate flight therefrom, he or an accomplice is armed with a deadly weapon or

assaults any person. The court further instructed the jury that it need not be unanimous as

to which of the alternatives the State proved as long as each jmor found that the State

proved at least one of the alternatives beyond a reasonable doubt. Finally, the trial court

delivered a general accomplice liability instruction.
4  ' • ' • I

During the jury instruction conference, the prosecutor inquired about .a limiting

•  instruction that would instruct the jurytO' only corisid6r Undersheriff Ronald Rockhess'

■ descriptions of Daniel Lazcano's postanest head nods for purposes of impeachment ̂ d

not as substantive evidence, The court responded that a limiting instruction would draw

' excessive attention to the testimony, and defense counsel agreedi

' In closing argument, .the prosecutor remarked;

19
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Why is it that when the defendant nods, that that is after the ■
statements that are true, that we know now are true, and he doesn't nOd
when the officer said something that we know is not true? Let's talk about
those statements,

RP (Dec. 17,2013) at 1982. The prosecutor then listed all fifteen questions that

Undersheriff Ronald Rockness asked Daniel Lazcano in the interview and described
/  ■ '

Lazcano's response. After ftnishing the list .of questions, the prosecutor stated.
I  ,

Why does he nod only on the things that we know to be true and
does not nod on the things that we know are not true? Coincidence? hhn.

RP (Dec, 17,2013) at 1984. Lazcano did not object to the prosecutor's remarks.

During closing argument, the prosecutor declared;

And we have the testimony of Ben Evensen on February the 12th
■  and 13"*.!.. [,W]e have the testimony of Ben Evensen on February,the

27th.... [WJ® have the'testimony of Ben Evensen on May ,31st and June
the 3rd... And every single time, he has told ttie truth. I forgot: a
recorded interview of Ben Evensen.,. on July the 30th of 2012.

Every single time, he's told the truth. Every single time, he said,
"Marcus told me"—excuse me. He said, "Dan told me he waited out back.
'Marcus ran out and Marcus was running, and I said, Mancus, stop, stop.
And Marcus wouldn't stop. And so I raised up and I went 'bop-bop-bop.

RP (Dec. 17,2013) at 1980. Lazcano did not object to this argument.

■ During closing argument,' the prosecutor asked the jury to infer that Daniel

Lazcano told Travis Carlon he killed Marcus Schur. Carlon repeatedly testified that he , ,

"assumed" the brothers killed Schur, based on their statements and actions, even though

Carlon declared that the brothers never explicitly confessed. In closing, the prosecutor

'  20 .
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argued Carlou's denial of an express concession was unbelievable and that Lazcano .

probably told Carlon of the details of the murder.

In closing argument,;the prosecutor characterized "premeditated" as follows:

, Premeditation, as the Judge told you—and it's in .ano&er
instruotipn—premeditation means just more than a moment in time, tliat's
all. It doesn't m.ean they thought about it for a day or two. It just-means
more than'a moment in time. ,

RP (Dec, 17, 2013) at 1991,. ' ' .

During closing argument, the prosecutor remarked:

Defense says the government hasn't proved anything in this case.
Like Alice Through the Looking Glass, the defense would like to take you
to Wonderland, ladies and gentlemen, where down is up and black is white,where the government hasn't proven anything and, my goodness, we don't
know what happened. Come back through the looking glass into reality,
ladies and gentlemen. Come back, Do not go down that rabbit hole. Come
back into the cold, clear light of a December day and examine this .
evidence. , . • '

RP (Dec, 12,2013) at 2055. •

The jury convicted Daniel Lazcano of first degree miirder; The jury also returned

a special verdict finding that Lazcano was armed with a firearm when he committed the

.crime. In the judgment and sentence, the trial court ordered Lazcano to register as a ,

felony firearm offender.

21
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Rejection of Plea Agreement

We begin with Daniel Lazcaiio's assignment of error that addresses the procedure

before his third trial. Lazcano claims the trial court abused its discretion when it refused

to accept his plea and the State's proposed amended information reducing charges to

second degree manslaughter. The trial court refused to accept the plea because of the

best interests of justice, The trial court viewed Lazcanoj his familyj and fl^iends to be

dishonest and manipulative and concluded that approving the plea agreement would

promote perjiny and manipulation. The trial court did not recall a case with such an

extent of deceit. The trial court observed, that Lazcano's friends cheered in the courtroom

and disrespected the victim's mother.
*' I .

RCW 9.94A.431 governs the procedure for the State and criminal defendants to

submit a plea agreement to the court. The,statute declares;
,  I

(1) If a plea agreement has been reached by the prosecutor and the
. defendant..., they shall af the time of the defendant's plea state to the
court, on the record; the nature of the agreement and the reasons for the

agreement,, The prosecutor shall inform the court on the record whether the
victim or victims of all crimes against persons, as defined in RCW
9.94A.411, covered by'the plea agreement have expressedany objections to
or comments on the nature of and reasons for the plea agreement. The

.  court at the time of the plea, shall determine if the agreement is consistent ■

with the interests of justice and with the prosecuting standards. If the court

22 ' .
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dstermiiics it is not consistent with the interests ofjustice and with the
prosecuting standards, the cburt shall, on the record, inform the defendant
and the prosecutor that they are not bound by the agreement and that the ■
defendant may withdraw the defendant's plea of guilty, if one has been

^ made, and enter a plea of not guilty.'
(2) The sentencing judge is not bound by ̂ y recommendations

contained in an allowed plea agreement and the defendant shall be.so
informed at the time of plea. ,

This statute and CrR 4.2 give the trial court discretion to reject a plea agreement

inconsistent with the interests of justice or prosecptorial standardis. State y, ConweU^ 141

Wn,2d901,90?,10P.3dl056p00).

CrR 2,1(d) addresses when the State may amend an information. The rule

provides; ' '

The court may permit any information or bill of particulars to be
amended at any time before verdict or finding if substantial rights of the
defendant are not prejudiced.

(Emphasis added.) The court's authority to approve or deny a plea bargain also includes

the r'gbt to refuse the dismissal or amendment of the charges. State v. Haney, 95 Wn.2d

858, 864, 631 P.2d 381 (1981). This court reviews a trial court's ruling on this issue for

an abuse of discretion. iJmrev./fewer, 95 Wn.2d at 861.

State V. Hqher, 95 Wn.2d 8-58, illustrates the discretion afforded the. trial court,

Gregory Haner, while on probation for a felony offense, engaged in a drunken argument.

23
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grabbed a pistol, pointed the gun toward the'victim, and fired. The victim was not

•seriously injured. The iState charged-Haner with second degree assault with a deadly

weapon and with firearm enhancements. Four days before trial, as part of a plea

agreement, the State moved to file an amended information lowering charges-to third

degree assault and striking the deadly weapon enhancement. During the plea hearing,

Haner told the trial court that he accidentally fired the pistol. The State acknowledged

difficulties proving the second degree assault charge. The trial court denied the motion to

amend the information. The trial coi^ reasoned that, under the facts of the case, H^er
'  , t

either intentionally shot someone while on probation, in which case he deserved a lengthy

prison sentence, or Haner accidentally shot, the pistol, in which case Haner warranted no

prison time, The trial court disapproved of the "in between." State v. Haner, 95 Wn.2d

at 861.-

. ̂ nSt^te V. Haner, our state Supreme Court held that the trial court didnot abuse its

discretion in concluding that reduction of the charge and dropping of the deadly weapon

enhancement would not serve the public interest. The high court observed that Gregory

H^er was on probation, was prohibited ftom carrying a firearm, imbibed large quantities

of.alcohol, pointed a gun at someone, and fired.

In the case on appeal, the trial court, similar to the trial court' in Hanir,

aclmowledged its duty to ensure the plea agreement followed prosecutorial standards and

24
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furthered the interests of justice, The trial court rejected the plea agreement and the

amendment on the basis that ithe dishonesty and manipulation of Daniel Lazcano, his -

family members, and friends caused the State's evidentiary problems. The trial court also

observed that approving the plea agreement would result in Frank, who was not the

shooter, receiving a twenty-five year sentence and Daniel, the shooter, receiving a

twenty-seven month sentence. We enthusiastically agree with the trial court's conclusion

that justice is not served when a party is rewarded for dishonesty ̂ d manipulation. We

also ardently concur that justice is not served when an accomplice receives an

exponentially higher sentence compared to the shooter. Therefore, the trial court did not

abuse its discretion when rejecting the ple^ agreement and information amendment

lowering the charges,

Daniel Lazcano argues that the triai.-court's extensive knowledge of the earlier

trials and pretrial proceedings jaundiced its perception. Nevertheless, Lazcano cites no "
*

authority for the proposition that a trial court's extensive knowledge, of a case is an

illegitimate basis on which to base a decision. The trial court in Hamr rejected the plea
agreement based on its'knowledge of the case./Tnne/', 95 Wn.2d at 860-61.

Daniel Lazcano also argues that the trial court's personal beliefs and opinions

irnpermissibly impacted its decision, We question Lazcano's ability to forward this

argument. The argument's necessary extension is that the trial court should have recused

•25
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itself. Nevertheless, Lazcano did not seek removal of the judge at the trial court level

before the trial court's ruling. He first forwarded the argunient after a change of venue

and assignment of the trial to a Spokane County judge. We do not address arguments not

timely raised below. RAP 2.5(a). One cannot wait until after a judge's decision to claim

■ bias against the ju(ige. In any event, the trial court articulated its reasoning based on the
,  j

facts of the case.' The record shows no bias, prejudice, or animus on a personal level

against Daniel Lazcano.

Excuse of Juror for Financial Hardship

On appeal, Daniel Lazcano assigns error to the trial court's exclusion of juror 2 on

the ground of ifihancial hardship. Lazcano obj ected to the exclusion below. He laments

the legislature's failure to recognize the financial impact of jury, service on Wage earners.

He observes that many counties lack the.tax base to provide for adequate payment of

jurors particularly when a trial last weeks.

Daniel Lazcano raises statutory and constitutional arguments on appeal. He

claims the dismissal of juror 2 violated;RCW 2.36.080(3). He contends the exclusion •

breached his right, under Washington Constitution article I, section 22, to an impartial

jury that represents his community. According to Lazcano, excluding working class

people deprived him of the opportunity of jurors .who understand the daily shesses of

living on a marginal income.' He presents no case law or literature that establishes that
/  ■ » «
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low income jurors will more likely sympathize with criminal defendants. We are

unaware of any decision or literature. Daniel Lazcano does not explain how a low wage

earner would be more sympathetic to his case. He presents no evidence as to his wealth
I  •

or lack thereof.

The State answers that Daniel Lazcano .cannot show prejudice by the trial court's

excluding juror 2'. According to the State, the voir dire transcript shows a wide cross

section of the community on the jury. Lazcano fails to establish unfitness of the first

alternate juror who replaced juror 2. The State contends that a defendant has no

constitutional right to a trial by a particular juror and the legislature holds the prerogative

to define juror qualifications.

A. Statutory right • ,

We first address Daniel Lazcano's conterition that exclusion ofjuror 2 violated his

rights under Washington statute. Jury service,is both a duty and a privilege of

citizenship. TMelv. SouthernPac. Co>i 328 U.S. 217; 224, 66 S. Ct. 984, 90 L. Ed. 1181

(1946). Broad participation in the justice system is desirable because it reinforces public

confidence in the system's fairness. Balzac v. Porto Rico, 258 U.S. 298,310,42 S. Ct.

343, 66 L. Ed. 627 (1922). Jury service provides individuals with an opportunity to

participate in the civic life of our nation. Powers v. Ohio, 499 U.S. 400,407, 111 S. Ct.

■  1364,113 L. Ed. 2d 411 (1991). With'the exception.of voting, for most- citizens the
I
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honor and privilege ofjury duty is their most significant opportunity to participate in the

democratic process. Powers v. Ohio, 499 U.S. at 407.' Discrimination during jury

selection undermines these important v^ues. Moreover, discrimination deprives

individual defendants of a central fight in our system of justice, the right to be judged by

a jury of their peers. Strauder v. West Virginia, 100 U.S. 303,308,25 L. Ed, 664 (1880),

abrogated on other grounds by Taylor v. Louisiana, 419 U.S. 522,536 n,19,95 S. Ct.

692,42 L, Ed. ̂d 690(1975).

Washington State implements these policies. RCW 2.36.100 governs the process'

for excusing jurors from service, Subsection one of the statute declares:

[N]o person may be excused from jury service by the court except
upon a showing of undue hardship, extreme inconvenience, public
necessity, or any reason deemed sufficient by the court for a period of time
the court deems necessary. ,

Note that the statute does not limit a hardship to a "financial hardship, RCW

2.36.080(3), upon which Daniel Lazcano relies, provides;
f

A citizen shall not be excluded from jury service in this state on
account of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or economic status,

(Emphasis added.) ' ,

No Washington case addresses the meting or application of the term "economic

status" within RCW 2.36.080(3),' No Washington decision addresses the import of the

term in any context. Daniel Lazcano presents no foreign decision that holds the
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exclusion of one juror for financial hardship violates a siimlar tote.
/

Cerrone v. People, 900 P.2d 45 (Colo. 19.95) has an opposite outcome but

illustrates the shortcomings ofDanielLazcano's legal position. Defendants, on

indictment,for racketeering, moved to quash the indictment on the ground of

discrimination in selection, of grand jurors, The court staff employed hourly wage earner

status as one factor when inapaneling grand jurors because of wage earners' difficulty in

consistently attending the grand jury's scheduled sessions^ The staff also considered the

education level of potential grand jurors so that the jury could understand complex legal

cases. The trial court denied the motion and the petit jury convicted the defendants on ' ,

the charges. The Colorado Supreme Court held that use of the one factor inherently

■  discriminated and violated the mandate of a Colorado statute. The Supfeme Court

■ nonetheless affirmed the convictions of the appealing defendants since a separate petit

jury convicted the deifendants of the crime.

RCW.2.36.080 is based on a state uniform act. The Colorado statute at issue in
/  ' '

■  Cerrone v, People read similarly to RCW 2.36.080(3). The Colorado statute declared:

■ A citizen shall not be excluded fromjury service in this state on
■account of race, color, reiigion, sex, national origin, or economic status.

t  ' '

Cerrone v. People, 900 P.2d at 51 (quoting former'section 13-71-103 6A C.R.S. (1987)).
Like the "Washington statute, the Colorado statute did not define the term "economic
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status" nor provide guidance on the standard to be used. The court held, however, that

the defendants must prove purposeful discrimination because of the statute's use of the

words "on account of... economic status." This phrasing required affirmative conduct.

The Colorado high court employed an analysis used in constitutional claims in

determining whether jury selection violated the Colorado statute. The elements of a

prima facie case of purposeful discrimination in jury selection requires the defendant

show that (1) the venire in queistion was selected under a practice providmg the

opportunity for discrimination, and (2) members of a cognizable group were substantially

underrepresented on the venire. Under constitutional analysis, the defendant need not

show membership in the same group that is underrepresented on the venire, But the

Colorado court rejected this additional requirement for relief under the statute. In

determining whether the defendant has established a prima facie case of purposeful,

discrimination, the trial court must determine whether the totality of the relevant facts

gives rise to an inference of discriminatory purpose. Once a defendant has made a prima

facie case of discriminationj the state must articulate a nondiscriminatory or neutral

reason for its jury selection. At this second step in the inquiry, Ae issue is the facial

* validity of the state's explanation. The state may not rebut a prima facie case of .

' discrimination through mere denials of a discriminatory motive or protestations of good

faith. Nevertheless, unless a disOriminatory intent is inherent in the state's explanation,

■  30
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the reason offered will satisfy the state's burden of production. ,

The Colorado court determined that low income individuals constituted a

cognizable class. The exclusion from the grand jury was systematic, not random. The
\

system allowed.the State to discriminate on economic status. Thus, the defendants stated

a prima facie violation of the statute. The State did not meet its burden of proffering a

legitimate reason of exclusion based on a factor other than economic status.. Instead, the

State summarily dismissed potential jurors because of a fear that hourly wage earners,
'  . i »

would not appear for jury duty. A generalized assumption was insufficient.

The Cerrone court particularly .qualified, its opinion by noting that courts may^
/  •

excuse a potential juror from jury service on a finding of undue hardship. A finding of

undue financial burden may constitute an undue hardship. The court, however, would not
I  ' '

permit the State of Colorado to render a generalized assumption that all hourly .wage

earners would undergo too great an economic hardship to be able to serve on a grand

.  juiy. • ' . ■

Daniel Lazcano's case* on appeal differs in important respects. Spokane Counfy-

court staff did not systematically select for exQlusion from the jury wage earners. Our'

. trial court did not engage in systematic exclusion. The trial court excused only one juror

for undue.hardship because of his peculiar circumstances after that particular juror

e^Iained his situation. Other wage earners may have sat-on the jury.
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State V. Ayer, 150 N.H. 14, 834 A'ad 277 (2003) proposes a looser standard for

puiposes of excluding low income venire people. The Ayer court reviewed New

Hampshire's version of the statutory prohibition from jury service "on account of race,

color, religion, sex, national origin or economic status. State v. Ayey, 150 N.H. at 33

(quoting N.'H, Rev. Stat, Ann. 500-A:4 (1997)). New Hampshire also had a statute,

allowing excuse of a juror upon a showing of undue hardship. The trial court excused

thirty-two prospective jurors for financial hardship. The state high court, however, did

not consider the exclusions as discriminating against or automatic^ly excluding on the

basis of their economic class. There was no evidence regarding the economic status of

the selected jurors.

Daniel Lazcano argues that the trial court violated RCW 2,36.080(3) because the

court excluded juror 2 on account his economic status! Nevertheless, the trial court

excluded juror 2 because he would not receive pay for three weeks, the trial surrounded

Christmas, and service on the jury would be an extreme hardship; Although the juror's

economic status may have motivated juror 2 to seek removal, the. trial court did not

expressly or intentionally excuse the juror for this reason.

Daniel Lazcano incidentally argues that excusing juror 2 for financial hardship

•violated the juror's civil rights under RCW 49.60.030(1). The statute reads, in pertinent
*  ' I

part: • . ■ •
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The right to be free from discrimination because of race, creed,
color, national origin, sex, honorably dischwged veteran or roilitaty status,
sexual orientation, or frie presence of any sensory, mental, or physical
disability or the use of a trained dog guide or service aniinaj by a person
with a disability is recognized as and declared to be a civil right

"Economic status" is not a protected class under RCW 49.60.030(1).

■  B. Constitutional right

We now address Daniel Lazcano's constitutional challenge. A challenge of
t  I

discriminatory selection of grmid juries in state courts may be brought under the E^al

Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Castamda v. Partida, 430 U.S. 482, .

492, 97, S. Ct. 1272, 51 L. Ed. 2d 498 (1977). A traverse or petit jury challenge may be

brought under the Fourteenth Amendment for purposeful classrbased discrimination or

under the fair cross-section requirement of the Sixth Amendment. Batson v, Kentucl^i

476 U.S. 79,93,106 S. Ct, 1712, 90 L. Ed. 2d 69 (1986); Taylor v. Louisiana, 419 U.S.

at 525-26 (1975). "Discriminatory purpose" implies more than intent as volition or intent .

as awareness of consequences. It implies that the decisionmaker selected a particular

course of action it least in part because of, not merely in spite of, its adverse effects on an

identifiable group. Personnel Administrator ofMass. v. Feeney, 442 U.S. 256,279,99 S.

Ct. 2282, 60L.Ed. 2d 870 (1979). . ' .

Lazcano relies only oh the fair cross-section doctrine. To prevail on a fair cross-

section claim, a litigant must prove: (1) that the group alleged to be excluded is a
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distinctive group in thecoftimunity, (2) that the representation of this group in venires

jGrom which juries are selected is not fair and reasonable in relation to the number of such

persons in the community, and (3) that this underrepresentation.is due to systematic

exclusion of the group in the jury-selection process. Dwen v. Missouri, 439 U.S. 357,

' 364, 99 S. Ct 664, 58 L. Ed. 2d 579 (1979).

The purpose of the jury is to gpard against the exercise of arbihary power. The

requirement that a jury represent a fair cross-section of the community is a fundamental

part of the Sixth Amendment guarantee to a jury trial. Taylor v. Louisiana, 419 U.S-. at

529 (1975), This guarantee is made binding on the states by virtue of the Fourteenth

.Amendment, Duncan v. L' ouisiana, 391 U.S. 145,148, 88 S. Ct. 1444,20 L. Ed. 2d 491
I

(1968). Nevertheless, a defendant is not entitled to a jury of any particular composition

nor is there a requirement that petit juries actually chosen be representative of the various

distinct, economic, political, social or racial groups in the community.- Taylor v.
I  '

I  *

Louisiana, 419 U.S'. at 538; Thielv. Southern Pacific Company, 328 U.S. at 220 (1945),

The defendant has the burden of establishing intentional discrimination or systematic

exclusion of a certain social group or economic class from the jury. People v. Gihbs, 12

Gal, App. 3d 526, 539,90 Cal. Rptr, 866 (1970).

• States are free to grant exemptions from jury service to individuals in cases of

special hardship or incapacity. Taylor v; Louisiana, 419 U.S. at 534 (1975), What
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constitutes undue hardship lies within the discretion of the trial court, and includes one

for whom jury service would impose an undue financial burden. Thiel v. Southern

Pacific Co., 328 U.S. at 224. Such exemptions do not pose substantial threats to the

remaining pool ofjurors being representative of the community, Taylor v. Louisiana,

419 U.S. at 534. Neither thejury nor the venire need be a perfect mirror of the

community or accurately reflect the proportionate strength of every identifiable group.

Taylor V, Louisiana, A\9V.S.dit

The court may not exclude all daily wage earners regardless of discrete wage

earners' hardship. Thiel v, Southern Pacific Co., 328 U.S.-at 224, Nevertheless, the

exclusion of a single person for financial hardship does not show a systematic or

complete exclusion of.low wage earners. St, Clairv, Common'Weatth, 451 S,W.3d 597,

623 (Ky. 2014)

Ah appellate decision involving Charles Manson may not be a sound basis on
*

which to promulgate law because of Manson's unique crimes. Nevertheless, Mans,on

challenged his convictions on the ground that the trial court excused a large number of

prospective trial jurors because of fmancial hardship. People v. Manson, 71 Cal; App. 3d

1,139 Cal. Rptr. 275 (Cal. Ct. App. 1977). Manson contended that thejury Was

composed primarily of upper-middle-olass persons who had their salaries paid while oh

jury duty. He claimed that the exclusion of the vehiremen and women deprived him of
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the services of persons whose outlook toward the Manson ogre myth might have been

entirely different than that of the jurors actually chosen.

In People v. Manson, the California Supreme Court answered that. Charles

Manson's argument misconceives the function of the jury, in our judicial system. A jury

does not exist to serve either party, but to serve society and the cause of justice. A •

defendant of one economic status is not. entitled to be tried by only jurors of the same

economic siatus. -The court noted that Manson made no showing that either an economic

class was underrepresented in the jury pool or that such underrepresentation was,due to

purposeful state action.

lRStatev,Ayer,.\5mn. 14, ̂ 34 A,2d 277 (2003), already discussed because of

New Hampshire's similar statute, the court also addressed a constitutional challenge to

the jury panel, The court noted that jurors excused for financial hardship do not

necessarily hold similar attitudes with regard to the legal system. The only characteristic

in common among the group was the raising of a concern regarding the economic impact

to themselves or their families of serving on a jury for three Weeks. No logical inference

could .even be drawn regarding each group member's economic status. A person who is

■ self-employed or-works on a commission may earn a substantial income, the absence of
»

which wpuld impose a hardship upon that individual's ability to maintain his or her

standard of living.
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In other cases, the courts also dismissed arguments that the deferid^t's

constitutional rights were violated because of dismissal of jurors on the basis of financial

hardsWlo'. Atwoodv. SchHro, 489 F. Supp. 2d 982 (D. Ariz. 2007); People v. Carpenter,

21 Cal. 4th 1016, 988 'P.2d 531, 90 Cal. Rptr. 2d 607 (1999); People v. Davis, 137 Misc.

2d 958, 522 N.Y,S.2d 1017 (N.Y. SUp. Ct. 1987); People v. Reese, 670 P.2d 11 (Colo.

App. 1983). In Atwoodv. Schriro, and People v. Carpenter, the court further denied the

defendant's claim that excusing jurors for financial hardship also led to a racially

discriminatory panel.

Prosecutorial Vouching , ,

Jamie Whitney and Ben Evensen testified to the detriment of Daniel Lazcano.

Whitney testified that Lazcano said, "' I can't bdlieve I did this,'" and also testified that

' the Lazcano brothers plbtted to each take the blame to spare the other. RP (Dec., 5,2013)

at 849. Ben Evensen also testified how Daniel essentially confessed to him. In turn, the.

State entered as exhibits plea agreements from Whitney and Evensen, as well as Eli

Lindsey and McKyndree Rogers, all of which agreements contained language that the

. party agreed to "testify truthfully" at trial. The prosecutor also asked Travis Carlori on

,two occasions whether he testified truthfully. From this testimony, Daniel Lazcano

contends Ae prosecutor expressly vouched for the four witnesses" credibility during

closing argument
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Trial counsel for Daniel Lazcano never objected to the testimony of Jamie

Whitney, Ben Evensen, and Travis Carlon. On appeal, Lazcano contends his trial

counsel's omission constituted ineffective assist^ce of cpunsel. Rather than analyze
I

Lazcano's assignment of error as one involving ineffective assistance of counsel, we

address directly the subject of vouching. ,

Daniel Lazcano's assignment of error raises prosecutorial, misconduct. A

prosecutorial misconduct inquiry consists of two prongs; whether the prosecutor's

conduct was improper, and if so, whether the improper conduct caused prejudice. State v.

Lindsay, .180 Wn.2d 423, 431,326 P,3d 125 (2014). When the defendant fails to object

to the prosecutor's conduct or request a curative instruction at trial, the misconduct is ^

reversible error only if the defendant shdws the misconduct was so flagrant .and ill-

intentioned that an, instruction could not have cured the resulting prejudice. State v.

180 Wn.2d at 430.

A prosecutor cannot express a personal ojpinion as to a defendant's guilt or a

witness's credibility independent of the evidence irithe case. State v. Lindsay, .180

Wn.2d at 437; In re Personal Restraint of Glasmann, 175 Wn.2.d 696,706,286 P.3d 673

(2012) . The personal opinion is prohibited because the.question of whether a witness has

testified truthfully is entirely for the jury to determined State v. M, 170 Wn.2d 189, 196,

241 P,3d 389 (2010) (plurality opinion). A prosecutor commits misconduct by vouching
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for a witness's credibility. State v. Robinson^ 189 Wn. App. 877, 892,359 P.3d 874

(2015). Vouching may occur in two ways: the prosecution places the prestige of the

government behind the witness or indicates that information not presented to the.jury

supports the witness's testimony. State v. Robinson, 189 Wn. App. at 892-93; State v.

Coleman, 155 Wn. App. 951,957,231 P.3d 212 (2010). Even going beyond comments

by the prosecution, a witness's testimony that he or she spoke the truth and abides by the

terms of a plea agreement may amount to a mild form of vouching. State v. Jsh, 170

Wn.2datl97.

Daniel Lazoano principally relies on^State v. M, 170 Wn.2d 189. Nathaniel Ish

claimed theprosecutor committed misconduct by vouching for his jail cellmate's

-  credibility when referencing the cellmate's agreement to testify truthfully. Before the
*  I ' ' . . .

cellmate testified, Ish objected to any question regarding.the cellmate's agreement to

■ testify'truthfully. The trial court allowed the State to establish the agreement terms,

.  including the truthful testimony requirement. During direct examination in its case in ■

chief, the prosecutor asked the cellmate about the type of testiinpny he agreed to provide,

to which'he responded "truthful testimony." During redirect, the prosecutor asked the ,

cellmate if his plea agreement included a term for truthful testimony, and he replied yes.

At the end |0f redirect, the prosecutor asked the cellmate if he had testified truthfully, and

he replied that he had.
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The Supreme Court, in State v, Ish, affinned Ish's conviotion. A majority of the
'  ■ "

justices agreed that the trial court erred by allowing the prosecutor to introduce evidence

during the State's case in chief that the plea agreement required the cellmate to testify

truthjEulIy. Four justjces reasoned that, when the credibility of the witness had not

■ previously been attackedj referencing the cellmate's out-of-court promise to testify

truthfully was irrelevant and had the potential to prejudice the defendant by placing the

prestige of the State behind the cellmate's testimony. Nevertheless, these four justices

concluded that the trial court's error was harmless,

In State v. Ish, four other justices concurred in the result in a separate opinion.

The concurring justices would have decided the case on a different basis by using the

balancing test of ER 403. They concluded, on the basis of several Court of Appeals

decisions, that the questioning about the plea^ agreement was proper. These justices '

reasoned:

[Ujnder ER 403, we should weigh the prejudice engendered by the
"testify truthflilly" language in a plea agreement against the State's
legitimate purposes for questioning a witness about a plea agreement.
When the State offers a witness who has agreed to testify as part of a plea •
agreement, the existence of a "deal" is an obvious ground for impeachment, ̂
It shows potential bias and motivation to lie.... ' In the face of obvious
(and damning) lines of questioning on cross-examination, the prosecutor in
this case wished to present [the cellmate's] testimpny in its true context—as
part of a plea deal in exchange for truthful testimony. By questioning [the
cellmate] on direct examination about this issue, the prosecutor intended to
"pull the sting" horn, the anticipated cross-examination.
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State V. Isk 170 Wn.2d at 202. Significantly, desjpite the difference in views over the

admissibility of the evidence, both the lead and concurring opinions agreed that some

circumstances may warrant the State to preemptively "pull the sting" fiom an anticipated

attack on the credibility of a witness during the State's case in chief, State v. M, 170

. Wn.2d at 199 n:l0,203-04. , • •

A. BenEvensen

We now address , the appropriateness of questioning with regard to each of the four

witnesses. During opening arguments, defense counsel aggressively attacked the

credibility of State's witness, Ben Evensen. Counsel referred to Evensen as a jailhouse

• snitch, who agreed to testify for a deal with the prosecution. During the State's direct

examination of Evensen, the trial couit admitted as an exhibit a letter from the
I

prosecution to Ben Evensen's attorney. The letter stated that Evensen agreed to testify

truthfully. The prosecutor asked Evensen several times whether the agreement required

him to be truthful in his testimony, and Evensen a^eed. The prosecutor ̂ o directly
.  '

asked Evensen if he told the truth, and Evensen said he did.

We conclude the prosecutor did not commit misconduct when it proffered Ben ,

Evensen's plea agreement on direct examination or when questioning Evensen on, direct

ex^ination because defense counsel, during opening statements, attacked Evensen's
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credibility. Counsel introduced Evensen's lack of credibility as a central defense theory,

Under M, the prosecutor, during the State's case in chief, properly preemptively

"puU[ed] the sting" from this anticipated attack. Daniel Lazcano's prosecutor addressed

Evensen's credibility after Lazcano pulled a string. -

B. Eli Lincisey,. Jamie Whitney, and McKyndree RogCTS

During direct examination of Eli Lindsey, Jamie Whitney, and McKyndree

Rogers, the trial court, at the State's request, admitted letters to'the three witnesses'

respective attorneys. In each letter, the witness agreed to testify truthfully in exchairge

for immunity or a plea agreement. During direct examination of each witness, the

prosecutor asked each witness if he or she told the truth.

On appeal, the State concedes that it improperly introduced the tertas of Eli

Lindsey's, J^ie Whitney's, and McKyndree Rogers's plea or immunity agreements

during direct examination without the defense first attacking the witnesses'

Nevertheless, Daniel Lazcano did not object to any of the questioning, whereas the

defense inlsh objected to the questions regarding the cellmate's agreement to testify

.truthfully. ■ Lazcano never moved to strike the answer or request a curative instruction.

Daniel Lazcano.must demonstrate that the prosecutor's conduct was so flagrant

and ill-ratentioned that no, instruction could have ciired the prejudice. Here, if the court

had been asked to give a proper curative instruction, it would have- cured a problem by
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directing the jury to disregard the part of the answer that refers to "truthfully." See State

V. j^ank. Lazcano, 188 Wn, App. at 369 (2015) (finding defendant did not object to

witnesses' testimgny about how they agreed to testify- truthfully and a curative instruction

would have neutralized the prgudice). , . ,

Remember that Daniel Lazcano also argues that defense counsel rendered

ineffective assistance in failing to object to ihe testimony regarding and the admission of

the plea and immunity agreements. Nevertheless, a defendant cannot claim ineffective

assistance if defense counsel's trial conduct can be characterized as legitimate trial

strategy or tactic. State v. Benn, 120 Wn,2d 631, 665, 845 P.2d289 (1993). The decision

whether to object is a classic example.of trial tactics and, only in egregious

circumstances, will the failure to object constitute ineffective assistance of counsel. State

V. Kolesnik, 146 Wn. App. 790, 801, 192 P.Sd 937 (2008). . .

The State properly admitted the plea agreement of Ben Evensen. The jury could

reasonably have concluded lhat other State witnesses, who were former friends and

colleagues of Daniel and Frank Lazcano, entered simijar agreements with the State.

Giveh the presumption that counsel rendered adequate assistance and made significant

decisions in the exercise of reasonable professional judgment, we can infer that defense

counsel's decision not to object to the exhibits and testimony concerning McKyndree
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Roger's, Eli Lindsey's, and Jamie Whitney's agreements was strategic. An objection

could have highlighted the jury's attention to this testimony.

C. Travis Carlon

Dmiel Lazcano also argues that the prosecutor committed misconduct when he

asked Travis Cklon on two occasions whether he was being truthful. The State responds .

that its counsel never posed this question tp Carlon. The State is correct, Carlon was ,

questioned extensively about the favorable plea agreement he received in exchange for

his oontihued cooperation, but the prosecutor never asked him whether the plea

agreement requires him to testii^ truthfully. Moreover, unlike the other plea agreements,

the prosecutor never sougjit to admit Mr. Carlon's agreement as an exhibit.

D. Closing argument

Daniel Lazcano- argues that the prosecutor expressly v.ouched for Ben Evensen's

credibility during closing argument. Lazcano relies on the following passa,ge.

And we have the testimony of Ben Evensen on February the 12th
andT3th... [W]e have the testimony of Ben Evensen on February the"
27th... [WJe'have the testimony of Ben Evensen on May 3 l?t and June
the 3rd... And every single time, he has told the truth., i forgot: a
recorded interview-of Ben Evensen ... on July the 30th of 2012. Every
single time, he's told the truth. .

Every single time, he said, "Marcus told me"—excuse me.. He said,
"Dan told me He waited out back. 'Marcus ran out and Marcus was
running, and I said, Maftius, stop, stop. :^d Marcus wouldn t stop, .And
so I raised up and I went 'bop-bop-bpp. •
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RP (Dec. 17,2013) at 1980. LazOano did not object to this argument Note that the

prosecutipn did riot couch his argument .in a personal belief or the belief of the State.

Instead, he bolstered the testimony of Ben Evensen by noting his stoiy's consistency

through time. Therefore, we reject Lazcano's contention.

In the context of closing arguments, the prosecutor has wide latitude in making

arguments to the jury and prosecutors are allowed to draw reasonable inferences from the

evidence. State v. Fisher, 165 Wn.2d 727,747,202 P.3d 937 (2009). Instead of

examining improper conduct in isolation, this court considers the prosecutor s alleged

improper conduct in the context of the total argument, the issues in the case, die evidence

addressed in the argument, and the jury instructions. State v. Monday, 171 Wn.2d 661,

675,257 ■P.3d 551 (2011):-

State V. Warren^ 165 Wri.2d 17,30, 195 P,3d 940 (2008) is an important decision

on the'subject of vouching. The prosecutor argued during closing ardent that details

in the victim's.testimony gave her testimony a "badge of truth" and the "ring of truth."

State V. Warren, 165 Wn.2dat30, The prosecutor-cbmmented'on specific parts of the

victim's.testimony that "rang out clearly with truth in it" and argued that the victim

would not know that level of detail if the crime had not occurred. State v. Warren, 165

Wn,2d at 30. The Warren court held that this argument was not improper vouching for

the credibility of a witness. The court reasoned that defense counsel attacked the victim's
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credibility during opening statements and cross-examination and then observed that the

prosecutor responded by arguing that the detail in the victim's testimony raised a

reasonable inference that she told the truth.

Like in State v. WaM, defense counsel attacked Ben Evensen's credibility in

opening argument and on cross-examination. The parties contentiously disputed .

Evensen's credibility throughout the trial. In closing, the prosecution sought to establish

that Evensen rendered consistent statements every time he described the murder. Like

the prosecutor's argument in Warren that the details in the victim's testimony gave her

testimony a "badge, of truth," this argument was not improper in the context of the total,

argument and the issues in the case. •

Sufficiency of Evidence

Daniel Lazcano challenges the sufficiency of evidence to convict hiift of first

degree murder,. The challenge requires a review of evidence to determine if sufficient

evidence supported a conviction for the alternate means of first degree murder alleged by
the State. The State contended that Lazcano committed first degree murder-by . •

premeditation and by participating in a first degree burglary.'

Washington's first degree murder statute, RCW 9A,32.030, provides, in relevant

part.:

■  (1) A person is guilty ofmurder in .the first degree when:
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•  (a) With a premeditated intent to cause the death of another person,
' he or she causes the death oif such person or of a third person; or

(c) He or she commits or attempts to commit the crime of •
burglary in the first degree,,. and in the course of or in turtherance of such
crime or in immediate flight therefrom, he or she, or another p^icipant,
causes the death of a person other than one of the participants.

RCW 9A.08.020(3)(a), the general accomplice statute) and RCW 9A.32.030,.the

felony murder statute, supply altemative grounds under which an accused, who did not

shoot the victim, may be found guilty'of rauMer. The felony murder provision of the first

degree murder stattite establishes a separate mechanism by which one who commits a

predicate felony may be criminally liable for a homicide committed in the course of that

felony by a coparticipant in the commission of the underlying felony. State v. Carter,,

154 Wn.2d 71, 78, -1Q9 P.3d 823 (2005). The participant liability clause of the felony

• murder provision serves as a built-in vicarious liability provision that provides a

mechanism by which liability for a homicide may be imputed to a coparticipant who does

not commit a homicide, State v, Carter, i54Wti.2d at 19, Thus, though one participant

in a predicate felony, alone, commits a homicide during the commission, of, or flight

' from,' such felony, the other participant in the predicate felony has, by definition,

committed felony murder. State v. Garter, 154 Wn.2d at 79, In such cases; the State

need not prove that the nonldller participant was an accomplice to the homicide. State v,

118 Wn'..App. 490,504-05,78 P.3d 1012 (2003).
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Daniel Lazcano argues that insufficient evidence supports his conviction for first

degree murder under each of the alternative means of first degree murder contained in the

jury instruction. An alternative means case involves a single offense that may be

committed in more than one manner. A jury must always be unanimous in declaring the

accused guilty of the crime charged. State v. Crane, 116 Wn.2d 315.j 325, 804 P.2d 10

(1991). Nevertheless, the jury need not unanimously agree to the means by which the

accused committed the crime so long as substantial evidence supports each altemative

means. State v. Crane, 116 Wn,2d at 325-26. In Washington, premeditated murder and.

felony murder are ,alternative means of committing first degree murder. State v. Fortune,

128 Wn.2d 464,468,909 P.2d 930 (1996). . '

The trial court impliedly instructed the jury that it may convict Lazcano of first ,

degree murder if: (1) Lazcano shpt Marcus Schur with premeditation, or (2) Lazcano shot

Schur during the course of Frank Lazcano burglarizing Nick Backmah's home. The trial

court also gave a general accomplice liability instruction. Because the court instructed

the jury that it need not be un^imous as to which alternate the State proved, this court

must determine whether sufficient evidence upheld all alternatives.

In a criminal case, the State must provide sufficient evidence to prove each

element of the charged offense beyond a reasonable doubt; Jackson v. Virginia, 443 U.S.

307,316, 99 S. Ct. 2781, 61 L. Ed. 2.d 560 (1979), When a.defendant challenges the
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sufficiency of the. evidence, the proper inquiry is whether, after viewing the evidence in

the light most favorable to the State, any rational trif of fact could have found guilt

beyond a reasonable doubt. State v, Salinas^ 119. Wn.2d 19^, 201, 829 P.2d 1068 (1992).

All reasonable inferences-from the evidence must be drawn in favor of the State and

interpreted most strongly against the defendant State v. Salinas, 119 Wn.2d at 201. A

claim of in,sufficiency admits the truth of the State's evidence and all inferences that

reasonably can be drawn therefrom. State v, Salinas, 119 Wn.2d at 201.

In a challenge to the sufficiency of the evidence, circumstantial evidence and

direct evidence.carry equal weight State v, Goodman, 150 'Wn.2d llA, 781, 83 P.Sd 410

(2004). This court's role is not to reweigh the evidence and substitute its judgment for

that of the jury, State v, McCreven, 170 Wn. App. 444, All, 284 f.Sd 793 (2012).

Instead, because the jurors observed the witnesses testify firsthand, this court defers to

the jury's resolution of conflicting testimony, evaluation of witness credibility, and

decision regarding the persuasiveness and 'the appropriate weight to be given, the ■

evidence. State v. Thomas, 150 Wn.2d 821, 874-75, 83 P.3d 970 (2004).
r  ' . '

A. Sufficiency of evidence for felony murder

The State employed first degree burglary as the predicate crime for felony murder.

The statute creating the crime of first degree burglary declares:
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A person is guilty of burglary in the first degree if, with intent to
commit a'crime against a person or property therein, he or she enters or
remains unlawfully in a building and if, in entering or while in the building
or in immediate flight therefrom, the actor or another partkipant in the
crime (a) is armed with a deewily weapon, or (b) assaults any person.

RCW 9A.52,020(1.). Frank Lazcano assaulted Marcus Schur and Amber Jones in Nick

Baolanan.'s house. Evidence showed that Frank entered the house with the purpose of

assaulting at least Schur.

have already quoted the first degree murder statute. A person commits fir^t

(legree felony murder if the person "commits or attempts to commit... burglary in the

first degree.., and in the course of or in furtherance of such crime or in immediate flight

therefrom, he or she, or another participant, causes the death of a person other than one of

the participants." RCW 9A.32,030(l)(c).

Daniel Lazcano argues that first degree burglaiy, based on assault, can never •

substantiate a first degree felony murder charge because the assault and the murder

constitute the same act, Lazcano relies on In r.e Personal Restraint of Andress, 147

Wn,2d 602, 610,56 P.3d 981 (2002). held that assault could not serve as the

predicate felony for second degree felony murder under.former RCW 9A.32.050(l)(b)

because the "in flirtheraiice of language would be meaningless as to that predicate

felony. In other words, the underlying assault is not independent from the homicide;

because homicide cannot result without an assault. The Andress court distinguished
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assault from vali4 predicate felonies like arson, which were distinct from but related to
the homicide. Of course, in Andress, the assault and the homicide constituted the same

act. . • , . •

Personal Restraint of Andress does not control this appeal for several reasons.

First, Andress entailed charges for second degree felony murder. The State charged
Daniel Lazcano with first degree, not second degree, felony murder, Assault is not a

qualifying felony for first degree felony murder. First degree burglary qualifies instead
as a predicate for first degree murder. Assault is simply an element offirst degree
burglary. Andress'B reasoning dops not apply because first degree burglary is distinct
from but related to the homicide, apd can occur independently of the homicide.

'  Second, following Personal Restraint of Andress, the legislature amended the
■  second degree felony murder statute and expressly declared assault as a predicate crime

•  to second degree felony murder. LAWS of 2003, ch. 3, § 1. The legislature wrote: "The
legislature does not agree with or accept the court's findings of legislative intent in State
V. Andre.ss,. . . hnd reasserts that assault has always been and still remains a predicate
offense for felony murder in the second degree." Laws OF 2003, ch,. 3, § 1,

Third, Daniel Lazcano fails to note that his brother assaulted Marcus Schur inside'
the house as part of a scheme to flush Schur outside the house, where Lazc^o awaited
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him. Frank Lazoano's assault of Schur -was a distinct act from Daniel's shooting or ,

second assault on Schur.

Daniel Lazcano argues insufficient evidence supports a determination that he

knew Frank would assault Marcus Schur or Ambrosia Jones. The felony murder statute

does not require such a d^terhiination. Anyway, evidence showed that Daniel and Franic

planned for Frank to frighten Schur into fleeing out the back door of the residence.

Frightening Schur could include assaulting him.

.  B. Sufficiency of evidence for accomplice liability

Daniel Lazcano also argues there was no evidence that he knew he was promoting

the commission of a.cdme because he did not know that Frank ̂ 3S going to assault

Marcus Schur or push Ms. Jones. Citing State v. Roberts, the State ̂ gUes fliat an

accomplice need not have specific knowledge of every element of the crime committed ^
I

by the principal, provided he or she has general knowledge of that specific crime, State
V. 142 Wn.2d471, 512, 14P.3d 713 (2000).

We need not apply the fine distinction asserted by the. State. Taking all reasonable

.  inferences in favor of the State and drawing them strongly against Daniel Lazcano, •

sufficient evidence supported a jury determination that Lazcano knew, Franic Would

commit first degree burglary based on assault. Ben Evensen's mother testified that she

had. conversations with the brothers about confronting Marcus Schur. She testified she

.  ' ■ 52 '
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tried to persuade them hot to do it, Daniel Lazcano told his friend, Kyle Evans, that he

wished to find Schur and "beat [his] ass.'! RP (Dec. 3,2013) at 412. Frank became an

'  integral part of this plan. He agreed with Daniel to assist in the thumping.. Daniel
Lazcano knew Schur lingered inside the Backman house when Frank entered. Daniel

*  I . •

must have known that Frank's entry of the home would invite violence. Frank had ■

warned Amber Jones, in the presence of Daniel, that, if Frank found Schur to be

implicated in the robbery, he would kill him.

Ben Evensen testified that tlie brothers planned for Frank to enter the house to

"flush" Schur. Daniel waited outside to attack Schur once Frank cleared Schur fi!om thQ

home. An assault could readily accompany die flush. Drawing all reasonable inferences

in favor of the State, the evidence here was sufficient for a jury -to reasonably infer that

Daniel Lazcano was an acconiplice to Frank Lazcano'S burglary of Nick packman's
,  . ^ t

house.

C. Sufficiency of evidence for premeditation

Finally, Daniel Lazcano contends the State also failed to prove premeditation

■ beyond a reasonable doubt., Lazcano emphasized that he told Ben Evensen that he did .
nottraveltoNipkBackman'shousetokillMaicus,.butonlytofrightenhim. Hethen .

argues that he panicked when Marcus appeared in the alley and reacted involuntarily .

when .shooting. He later expressed remorse over Marcus Schur's death. According to
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Lazcano, all of thesis facts and circumstances indicate that Daniel did not premeditate

lolling Marcus. In so arping, Lazcano construes.the evidence in a light most favorable

to him. When we review the sufficiency of evidence for a conviction, we. view the

evidence in the opposite light. State v. Salinas, 119 Wn.2d at201 (1992).

"Premeditation," for purposes of first degree murder, is the deliberate formation of

and reflection on the iiltent to take a human life ahd involves the mental process of

thinking beforehand, deliberating on, or weighing the contemplated act for a period of

time, however short. State v. iZoi 144 Wn. App. 688, 703,175 P,3d 609 (2008),

Premeditation requires more than a moment in time, RCW 9A,32,020(1). The State may

prove premeditation by circumstantial evidence when the inferences argued are

reasorfable and the evidence supporting them is substantial. State v, Ra, 144 Wn. App. at

703. Examples include: motive, prior threats, multiple wounds inflicted or multiple

shots, striking the victim from behind, assault with multiple means or a weapon not

•readily available, and the planned presence of a weapon at the scene. ■ State v. Ra, 144

Wn. App. at 703. . , . '

Assuming the truth of fire State's evidence, nearly all factors weigh in favor of

finding premeditation, Daniel Lazcano possessed a motive to kill Marcus Schur based on

the burglary. Lazcano sought to locate Schur for over a week. Lazcano also threatened

to confront Schur during multiple discussions with multiple people. The State presented
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no evidence that Lazoano "threatened to kill Schur, but Frank uttered such a threat in the '

presence of Daniel. Lazoano brought his AK-47 to Nick Backman's house. He took the

• fireann with him as he ran to the back of the house while Franlc tried to flush Schut floni"

■ the home. Lazcano stood in wait. Lazcano fited multiple shots after taking time to raise

•  the rifle and yell,"' Stop, Marcus.'" RP (Dec. 9,2013) at 980.
I

In short, sufficient evidence supports Lazcano's conviction for first degree murder

on each of the alternate means of felony murder and premeditation.

Felony Firearm Offender Registration

Daniel Lazcano contends the trial court eired'when it determined he must register

as a felony firearm offender. The relevant statute, and version of the statute in

application at the time of Lazcano's sentence, read:

■  (l)Onorafter July 28,2013, whenever a defendant in this state is
convicted of a felony fnearra offense... the court must.consider whether to
impose a requirement that th6 person comply with the registration ,
requirements of RCW 9.41.333 and may, in its discretion, imjpose such a
requirement, . • . , • .

(2) In determihing whether to require the person to register, the court
shall consider all relevant factors including, but not limited to: .

(a) The persdn's.criminal history;
(byWhether the person has previously been found not guilty by

reason of insanity of any offense m this state or elsewhere, and
(c) Evidence pf the person's propensity for violence that would

likely endanger persons.
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Former RCW 9.41.330 (2014). Note that the statute references a "felony firearm

offense," but does not mention .a "felony firearm offender."

RCW 9.41.010(8)(e) defines "felony firearm offense" as:

Any felony offense if the offender vfis armed with a firearm in the
commission of the offense.

RCW 9.41.010(7) defines "felony firearm offender" as a person:

who has previously been convicted ., ..of any felony firearm
offense.

(Emphasis added.)

Daniel Lazcano's crime meets the definition of "felony fireehm offense. The jury

found Lazcano to be armed with a firearm when he shot Marcus Schur. Nevertheless,

. before the trial on appeal, Lazcano had never been convicted of a felony. Therefore, he

argues that he does not qualify as a ."felony firearm offender," because he had riot

previously been convicted of any felony fire^m crime.

D^iel Lazcano's argument fails because the controlling statute, RCW 9.41.330,

■  does not require that he be a felony firearm offender as defined in RCW 9.41,010(7) or

.  any other statute. Instead, RCW 9.41.330 affords the trial court discretion to order

registration on any conviction for a felony firearm offense after reviewing certain factors.
I

RCW 9.41.330 does not require two firearm offenses before registration.
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Cumulative Enor

Daniel Lazcano contends that the prosecutorial vouching, the jury unanimity error, ■

and the insufficient evidence to support each, alternative means of first degree murder,

when aggregated, violated his rights to due process and a fair trial. The cumulative error

doctrine applies when several trial errors, none of which alone suffices to warrant

reversal, but when combined may have denied th^ defendant a fair trial. State v. Greiff,

141 Wn.2d 910,929,10 P.3d.390 (2000).

We find error only in the admission of plea agreeinents containing language

wherein witnesses agreed to testify tru&fully. We previously held the errors to be

harmless.

Statement of Additional Grounds

We now address Daniel Lazcano's statement of additional grounds.

Daniel Lazcano argues we should reverse his conviction because the prosecutor

Icnowingly presented false evidence from Amber Jones, contrary to the Mooney-Napue

line of cases. Napue v. Ulinois, 360 U-.S, 264, 79 S. Ct. 1173,3 L. Ed. 2d 1217(1959);

Mooney v. Holohan, 294 U.S. 103, 55 S. Ct. 340,79. L, Ed. 79l (1935). Under those

cases, a conviction will ,be reversed if the prosecution laiowingly presented false evidence

or testimony at trial and there is a reasonable likelihood that the false evidence or

testimony could have affected the jury's decision. Morris v. Ylst, 447 F.3d 735,743 (9th
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Cir. 2006) . To prevail on a claim based on Mooney-Napue, the defendant must show that

(1) the testimony or evidence was false, (2) the prosecution knew or should have known

that the testimony was false, and (3) that the false testimony, was material United States
f

V. ZunO'Afce, 339 F.3d 886, 889 (9th Cir. 2003).

Daniel Lazcano alleges that Amber Jones testified falsely when she described,

during the third trial, peering through the window of.Nick Backman's house immediately
*  ' •

following die murder: . ,

Q: Did you think you recognized anybody inside the car?
A. I thought I seen maybe Daniel. I wasn't for sure. It looked like

somebody that—it looked familiar. '
Q. Okay, So you're not 100 percent sure but—
A. No. ■ ' '
Q. —but you thought it was Dan?
A, Yes.

Q. A,nd you're not 100 percent sure because—was it because it was
very dark that night?

A. Yes. And it was raining. ,

RP (Dec. 3,2013) at 432. Lazcano claims Jones' third trial testimony differed from her

first trial testimony, when she testified that she "didn't get a very good look at exactly

who it was." RP (Feb. 12, 201.3) at 182. He further contends that Jones' thhd trial

testimony also conflicted with testimony in his second trial, when she testified she

"thought it had been Daniel" because she recognized his car. RP (May 30,2013) at 1416.
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Daniel Lazcano does not establish false testimony by Amber Jones. Her testimony

during the three trials remained consistent. She always averred that she cpuld hot for sure

identify Lazcano. ,

Daniel Lazcano next assigns error to the introduction of testimony by Jeffrey

^leynplds, the prosecution's expert witness, regarding ballistics. Lazcano characterizes

the testimony as unreliable and speculative in nature. He contends that Reynolds lacked

qualifications to testify'about ballistics.

Dariiel Lazcano never, objected to Jeffrey Reynolds' qualifications at trial and thus

did not preserve the issue for appeal. RAP 2.5(a). Daniel Lazcano cornplains about the

,  .speoulativenature of Reynolds'testimony. Nevertheless, Lazcano objected, only to

Reynolds' rebuttal testimony oh the grounds of repetition. He therefore also waived

appellate review of this issue. An objection on different grounds to expert scientific

'  testimony does not preserve the issue for apped. State y. Newbern, 95 Wn. App. 277,

291, 975 P.2d 1041 (1999).

Daniel Lazcano argues that the State failed to preserve bullet fragments in Marcus

Sohur's body, and the spoliation violated his due process rights'. Jeffrey Reynolds

recovered some bullet fragments, but decided not to look for the remainder of the original

bullet because the remaining fragnientation would not be testable. The State called a

second ballistics expert. Glen Davis, an employee of the state crime laboratory, who .
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examined the bullet fragments recovered by Reynolds ftom the corpse during the

autopsy Davis opined that the tuliet bits were consistent with the size rounds fired by

theAK-47. ■ '

Vndet Anzona v. Youngbhodr'^^^ U.S. 51,109 S. Ct. 333,.102 L, Ed, 2d 281

(1988) and State v. Wittenbarger, 1^4 Wn.2d,467, 880 P.2d 517 (1994). whether

destruction of evidence constitutes a due process violation depends on the naturo of the

.evidence and the motivation of law enforcement. State v. Groth, 163 Wn. App. 548, 557,

261 P.3d 183 (2011). Ifthe State fails to preserve "materid exculpatory evidence,"

■ criminal charges must be dismissed., Wittenbarger, 124 Wn.2d at 475, In order to be

considered "material exculpatory evidence," the evidence must possess an exculpatory

. value apparent before its destruction and be of such a nature that the defendant would be

unable to obtain comparable evidence by other reasonably available me^s,.

Wittenbarger, 124 Wn.2d at 475. The State's failure to preserve evidence merely

"potentially usefiil" does not violate due process unless the defeiidaht shows bad faith on

the part of law enforcement. "Potentially useful" evidence is "evidentiary , material of

which no more can be said than that it could have been subjected to tests, the results of

which might have exonerated the defendant.'! State v, Groth, 163 Wn, App. at 557.
)

Jeffrey Reynolds testified that whatever fragment remained of the original bullet

could not be tested. Daniel Lazcano presented no contraiy testimony. The evidence.
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could not have exonerated Lazcano.

*  I ■ ' ' •

Daniel Lazcano argues that the State elicited hearsay statements from Travis

Carion ahout the AK-47 .rifle being used in the murder. On direct examination; .Carlon

testified that Frank Lazcano lay" the AK-47 in his trimk, but then denied that either

brother told him that, the AK-47 was used to shoot Marcus Schur. The State then asked

Carlon about a statement he previously gave Undersheriff Rockness, in which he told

Rockness that the Lazcano brothers told him they used an AK-47. The State asked Travis

Carlon about his prior statement in order to impeach him. Thus, Carlon's answers were

not admitted for their truth and were not hearsay, ER.801(c), Lazcano argues that the

State used Ciarlon's earlier statements as substantive evidence of Lazcano's guilt during

closing argument, but Lazcano never- objected or asked the trial court to limit their use to

impeachment purposes,

' Daniel Lazcano also argues that the prosecutor's, closing argument assumed facts

not in evidence because he asked the jury to infer that Lazcemo told Travis Carlon he

.killed Marcus Schur. Carlon repeatedly testified that he "assumed" the brothers killed

Schur, based on their statements and actions, even though Carlon declared that the

brothers never explicitly confessed, Ih closing, the prosecutor argued Carlon s denial of

an eiqjress concession was unbelievable and that Lazcano probably told Carlon of the

details of the murder,
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The prosecutor's closing argument did not assume facts not in evidence. The

prosecution actoowledged that Travis Carlon never testified that the brothers expressly

told him what happened, the prosecution encouraged, based on other evidence, the jury

to draw a reasonable inference of the brothers telling Garlon they killed Marcus Schiir. In

closing argument, the prosecutor has wide latitude in arguments to the jury and may ask
I

the jury to draw reasonable inferences from the evidence. State Fisher, 165 Wn.2d at

747 (2009). , ' ' .

Daniel Lazcano argues the trial court's ruling in limine to prevent him from cross-

examining James Holdren about mental health issues limited his ability to confront

Holdren, Lazcano argues that Holdren's mental incompetenoy was relevant to show

possible error in how the witness perceived events or recalled them. As authority, he

cites State v, Darden, 145 Wn.2d 612, 41 P.3d 1189 (2002) md State v. FroehUch, 96

Wn.2d 301, 635 P.2d'l27 (1981).

The federal and state constitution's gu,arantee the right to confront and cross-

examine adverse witnesses. U.S. CoNST. amend VI; CONST, art. I, § 22, This right,

includes the right to conduct a meaningful cross-examination of adverse witnesses. State

V. Darden, 145 Wn.2d at 620 (2002). The defendant should be free to test the,perception,

memory, arid credibility of witnesses. State v, Darden, 145 Wn.2d at 620. Confrontation

helps assure the accuracy of the fact-finding process. State v, 'Darden, 145 Wn.2d at 620.
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Cross-examination as to a mental state or condition, to impeach a witness, is

permissible. State v. Froehlich, 96 Wn.2d at 306 (1981), Cross-examination is one of
several recognized means of attempting to demonstrate that a witness has erred because
of his mental state or condition.; Statey. Froehlich, 96 Wn.2d at 306.

•  i

Like all constitutional rights, the right to confront witnesses faces limits. The right

to cross-examine adverse witnesses is not absolute, State v. DaHen^ 145 Wn,2d at 620,

• The trial'court, within its sound discretion, riiay deny cross-examination if the evidence
sought is vaguBj argumentative, or speculative. State v. Darden, 145 Wh.2d at 620-21,
Evidence rules may limit the right of cross-examination. State v. Darden, 145 Wn,2d at

V  » '

'620-21. ' • ' "

The trial court ruled that Daniel Lazcano could not examine James Holdren about

his psychiatric episodes because of the lack of relevance. The trial court expressed
concern that'Lazoano wanted to make Holdr en appear incompetent so the jury" would

think Holdren committed the murder. The court„however, allowed Lazcano to ask '

Holdren about relevant acts, such as his phone call to a police officer in which he

expressed a belief of planted ammunition in his vehicle, We hold the trial court did not
abuse its discretion in balancing Lazcanp's rights to confrontation,with the limiting

considerations of relevance and undue prejudice. The trial court reasonably limited
^  ' '

questioning to mental health problems near in time to the shooting of Marcus Schur.
.  i y . ■
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Daniel Lazcano next contends the prosecution engaged in misconduct when the

prosecution questioned'Travis Carlon about statements he made to Carlon s wife and

Jamie Whitney about Carlon's belief that Lazcano committed the murdeir. The trial court

granted a motion in limine to preclude this questioning of Carlon. • Nonetheless, during ■

direct examination, the prosecutor asked Travis Carlon if he told his wife that Lazcano

shot Marcus Schur and if he had told Eli Lindsey that Lazcano shot Schur. Lazcano

objected both tiines on grounds ofrelevance, and the trial court,sustained the objections.

On appeal, Lazcano argues that these repeated questions elicited testimony similar to diat

the trial court excluded and that the prosecution's tactics constituted trial by innuendo.

A criminal defendant must only be convicted by evidence, not innuendo. State v.

Ruiz, 176 Wn. App. 623,641,309 P.3d 700 (2013). When aprosecutor's questions refer

to extrinsic evidence never introduced, deciding if the questions are inappropriate

requires examining whether the focus of the questioning imparts evidence within the
I

prosecutor's personal Icnowledge without the prosecutor formally testifying. State v.

Miles, 139 Wn. App. 879, 887,162 P.3d 1169 (2007);, v. Lopez, 95 Wn. App. 842,

855, 980 P.2d 224 (1999).
■  /'

In the case on appeal, the prosecutor did not seek to place unavailable evidence

before the jury. The prosecutor already established that, at least according to Travis

Carlon, Daniel Lazcano committed the murdbr; Carlon earlier described how he drove
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with the brothers into the country to hide the body, how Daniel repeatedly uttered in the

car, " 'Uncle, I fucked up,'" and how Carloh assumed Lazcano killed Sohur. RP (Deo. 4,

2013) at 524. In asking Carlon if he told his wife or Eli Lindsey that Lazcano shot Mr,

Schur, the prosecutor did npt imply the existence of any evidence, the jury did not already

have. The prosecutor probably violated the trial cpurt'^ evidentiaryruling, but the

conduct was not equivalent to a trial by innuendo.

Daniel Lazcano argues that the prosecutor mischaracterized the standard for

"premeditation" in his closing argument. RGW 9A,32.020 defines "premeditation, for

purposes of murder in the first degree, as involving "more than a moment in point of

time," 11 Washington Pragtice: Washington pattern Jury instructions:

Criminal26.01.01, at360 (3d ed. 2008) incorporates this sams language, In closing

argument,-the prosecutor characterized "premeditated" as "just more than a momerit in

time, that's all. It doesn't mean they thought about it for a day- or two." RP (Dec. 17,

2013) at 1991. The prosecution's argument accurately stated the law.

. Daniel Lazcano argues that the prosecutor argued facts not in evidence during

closing argument when he argued that Lazcano stated to Nicole Carlon that he. looked for

the shells from the. AK-47'. Nevertheless, the record contains this evidence, Nicole,
•  I

Carlon testified that Lazcano stated he could not find the shell casings, that the casings

had flung "pretty far, like they were gone," RP (Dec, 16, 2013) at 1875-76.
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Daniel Lazcano next arguea that'tiie prosecutor impermissibly impugned defense

counsel when stating the defense wishes the jury to travel to Wonderland. A prosecutor

may argue that the evidence does not support the defense theory. State v. Lindsay, 180

Wn.2d at 431 (2014). Nevertheless, a prosecutor must not impugn defense counsel's role

or integrity. State v. Lindsay, 180 Wn.2d at 431-32, Impugning defense counsel severely

damages an accused's opportunity to present his or her case. State v. Lindsay, 180 Wn.2d

at 432.. •

Daniel Lazcano cites State v. Thorgerson, 172 Wn.2d 438,258 P.3d 43 (2011). In

that case, the prosecutor argued during closing argument thati

Theentire defense is sl[e]igHt of hand.- Look over here, but don t
pay attention to there. Pay attention to relatives that didn't testify that have
nothing to do with the case... Don't pay attention to the evidence.

State V, Thorgerson, 172 Wn.2dat 451 (alteration in original). The court held the

prosecutor's comments improper but did not reverse because the comments likely did not

alter the outcome of the case and an instruction could have cured the prejudice, •

In this appeal, even'assuming the prosecutor's Alice in Wonderland argument was ■

improper, the argument likely did not impact the outcome. An instruction could have

cured the prejudice, and the comments were not flagrant or ill-intentioned.

Daniel Lazcano argues, for the first time on appeal, that the trial court improperly
I

admitted statements made by Frank Lazcano to Deputy Tim Cox during Deputy Cox's
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questioning of Frank, We reject this claimed error because a defendant must raise a Sixth

Amendment conftontation clause claim at or before trial or lose the benefit of liie right.

State v, 0'Cain, 169 Wn.App: 228,247-48,279 P.3d 926(2012). We also note that

Sheriff Deputy Gook testified that Frank told him-'he went to confront Marcus Schur

alone, he lefi when he he^d gunshots, and Daniel was at his girlfriend's house in
Spokane that evening. Thus, the statement did not implicate Lazcano.'

Daniel Lazcano argues the trial court violated his right to plead guilty when it

"  rejected the proposed plea agreement and the State's amendment charging him with

second degree manslaughter. This assignment of error relates to our earlier holding that

the trial court did not abuse its discretion when rejecting a plea agreement. This court

reviews whether the trial court deprived a defendant of his or her rule-based right to plead

guilty to the original charges, de novo. State v. Conwell, 14.1 Wn.2d at 906 (2000).

Months before the plea hearing, Daniel Lazcano had pled not guilty and

undergone two trials. The right to plead guilty only exists when the defendant has not yet
I

entered any kind of plea. State v, James, 108 Wn,2d 483,487,739 P.2d 699 (1987).

Once the defendant enters a legally sufficient plea of not guilty the defendant's right to

plead guilty is no longer unconditional. State v. James, 108 Wh.2d at 488; State v.

Duhaime, 29 _Wn. App. 842, 852-55,631 P,2d 964 (1981).
I

Daniel Lazcano also argues the plea agreement hearing violated the appearmce of
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■fairness doctrine and Ws due |irocess tights because the trial court referred to Frank

Lazcanp's testimony from Frank's own,trial, which was not in the record in his case.
Lazcano argues that Frank's testimony from Frank's trial was part of the reason why the
trial court yejeoted the'plea agreement.

The Code of Judicial Conduct (CJC) provides that a judge must disqualify himself

or herself "in any proceeding in which the judge's impartiality might reasonably be
questioned." CJC 2.11(A). This includes when a judge has "a personal bias or prejudice
concerning a party or "a party's lawyer, or personal knowledge of facts that are in dispute

•  in the proceeding." CJC 2.11(A)(1). fri determining whether reousal is warranted, actual
prejudice need not be proven. A mere suspicion of partiality may be enough. Sherman v.

I

State, 128,Wn.2d 164,205,905 P.2d-355 (1995). The question under the appearance of
fairness doctrine is whether a reasonably prudent, disinterested observer would conclude

that the parties received a fair, impartial, and neutral hearing. State v. Gamble, 168
Wn.2d 161, 187,225 P.Sd 973 (2010). To succeed in an appearance of fairness claim, a

party must show evidence of a judge's actual or potential bias. Statey. Gamble, 168
Wn.2d at 187-88. ^

The trial court is presumed to have properly discharged its official duties without
bias .or prejudice. In re Personal Restraint of Davis, 152 Wn.2d 647, 692, 101 P.3d 1
(2004). The party seeking to overcome that presumption must provide specific facts
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establishing bias. In re Personal Restraint of Davis, 152 Wn,2d at 692. Judicial rulings

alone almost never constitute a valid showing of bias. In re Personal Restraint of Davis,
^  '

152 Wn,2d at 692. ' '

Daniel Lazcano.observes that the trial court, during the piea hearing, noted Frank's

testimony in Frank's trial, and the trial court concluded that Frank was not the shooter.

Lazcano argues these statements show bias of partialitj^. L'azcmo argues the triai court
.  should have reoused itself. We refuse to address the argument, however, because

Lazcano did not raise the claim below. RAP^2.5(a). We note that.the trial court denied

the plea agreement principally for other-feasons. .Lazc^o cites no authority for the

proposition that a trial court's prior Icnowledge of a case is an illegitimate basis on which.

to base a decision. Lazcano cites.CJC2.6 cmt .3, but this comment only encourages

judges to recuse when they obtain information during settlement discussions that could
influence their decision making during trial.

Daniel Lazcano argues that juror 2 engaged in misconduct when he attempted to

speak to the prosecutor and when he discussed the ease with other jurors even after the

jury was instructed not to discuss the case, He contends'the verdict was minted by this

juror who refused to follow the court's instructions. This,court reviews a trial court's

determination of whether to remove a juror for abuse of discretion. State v, Hopkins, 156

■  Wn.App. 468,474,232 P.3d 597 (2010);
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Daniel Lazcano complains of juror 2's conduct in seeking to ask the prosecutor

and bailiff a question and discussing the case with jurors before deliberations. We do not

know what specific comments juror 2 uttered, The trial court took irnmediate action by

reminding the jury panel at large not to discuss the case with anyone else. Defense

coimsel agreed the trial court's proposed action was an appropriate solution. Because,

Lazcano did not complain during trial, he may not raise this issue on appeal. RAP 2.5(a).

He also invited any error by conceding to the trial court's suggestion.'

Daniel Lazcano argues that the prosecutor relied on Lazcano's head nods during

the station interview during the prosecution's closing argument obtained in violation of

the Fifth Amendment. The trial court did not allow testimony of the head nods dming the

State's case in chief, but permitted the testimony as impeachment to Lazcano testified.

' The prosecution proposed an instruction limiting the jury' S use of ̂e head nods for

impeachment purposes. Defense counsel agreed with the trial court that a limiting

instruction would draw undue attention to the nods. Counsel did not object to the

proseoution'-s comments, during closing argument, regarding Lazcano's head nods..

Admittedly, the difference between use of Daniel Lazcano's nods in response to

police questioning as impeachment evidence and substantive evidence of guilt is razor

thiii, Nevertheless, when a defendant does not object to prosecutorial misconduct, he

must demonstrate that an instruction could not have cured the prejudice. The prosecutor
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proposed a limiting instruction. Daniel Lazcano refused one. He did not object to the

prosecutor's comments during closing argument

Daniel Lazcano also contends that his trial court counsel was ineffective for not

agreeing to a limiting instruction. We reject this argument because his counsel's decision

was a legitimate trial tactic,

Finally, Daniel Lazcano argues that cumulative eiror deprived him of the right to, a

fair trial. Because Lazcano's appellate counsel already addressed this issue in his

opening brief and because L^cano's statement of additional grounds unearths no further

error, this court need not address the argument again. ■■

CONCLUSION

We affirm Daniel Lazcano's conviction for first degree murder.
I

A maj ority of the panel has determined this opinion will not be printed in the

Washington Appellate Reports, but it will be filed for public record pursuant to RCW

2.06.040,

Fearing, CJ,

WE CONCUR:

orsmo, J. Lea
'  . f ^ J ̂

wrence-Beirey, J.
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